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WATER MANAGEMENT OF TWO MAJOR SYSTEM TANKS
ACCORDING TO MAMULNAMAS*
K. SIVASUBRAMANIYAN
Abstract
This working paper focuses on traditional water management practices
adopted by farmers in two major tank irrigation systems in Tamil Nadu
in southern India. It is known from water mamulnamas (codified
rules and procedures) that, in the 19th century, farmers managed
water for sustained supply during each crop growth period. The paper
examines water allocation and land productivity during normal tank
supply periods in the 21st century in nine villages served by two system
tanks. The study finds that the selected tanks are managed efficiently
as per their mamulnamas, both in normal and deficit tank supply
periods. Due to the adoption of mamulnama-based rules, even tail-end
and elevated sluice villages get normal to more-than-average yield in
normal tank supply years. It is concluded by listing the efforts required
from government and non-governmental organisations, with the full
involvement of the beneficiaries, for stable tank irrigation.

1. Introduction
Water serves important functions related to consumption, production, and
ecology. In each function, it is linked to the food supply and livelihood of urban
and rural areas in a myriad of complex ways. In recent decades, population
pressure, urbanisation, commercialisation, and breakdown of traditional
institutions of authority have brought about inexorable pressures on water
resources. A classic example is the decline of tanks in southern India.
The construction of irrigation systems based on large reservoirs was taken up
only in the 20th century. Until then, most irrigation sources consisted of small
storages, local diversion canals drawn from streams and rivers, and shallow
wells. India has a long tradition of using small storages (usually referred to as
‘tanks’) and diversion works for irrigating crops. The states of Andhra Pradesh,
Telangana, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Odisha have inherited over 150,000
water tanks from their ancestors, who built them between 900 CE and 1700
CE. Kings and local chieftains constructed most of these tanks for prestige and
status in the higher courts. Community action, negotiated through political
processes and authority structures, ensured that the tanks were not only
* This working paper is based on the project ‘Structure, Functioning and Impact of Irrigation
Institutions: The Case of Tank Irrigation in Tamil Nadu’ funded by the Indian Council for Social
Science Research. The author is thankful to the anonymous referee, whose constructive comments
highly improved the content of the present version of the paper.
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maintained but also improved upon over centuries. In Tamil Nadu, under the
kudimaramat, users were expected to contribute labour for the upkeep and
repair of irrigation facilities from time to time.
During the latter part of the 19th century, the colonial government took
over these tanks and handed over the largest of them to the Public Works
Department (PWD), ostensibly to improve their maintenance but actually
to raise revenue. Once the community was thus disenfranchised and the
institution of kudimaramat weakened, the management of tanks declined. By
the time of Independence, the area under large canal systems had increased
substantially, but traditional local surface works were still the main sources.
During the last 50 years, a significant decline in the role of tanks and other
minor surface irrigation works in both relative and absolute terms has been
noticed (Appendix 1). The relative decline of minor irrigation in the postIndependence period is largely because of the importance given to large scale
storages and canal systems. Resources allocated to minor surface works were
small relative to the total investment in irrigation. The absolute decline, on
the other hand, reflects the cumulative effect of long neglect of repair and
maintenance. The breakdown of traditional community organisations for
maintenance and management of these facilities has been an aggravating
factor.1
The decline of tanks has been accelerated also by the rise of groundwater
irrigation. Well-off farmers, with their own captive irrigation sources, now
neither depend on supplies from the tanks nor cooperate in their maintenance.
As a result of these complex historical processes, invaluable common property
resources like the tanks, which served the irrigation as well as domestic
needs of rural southern India for centuries, have declined rapidly in different
parts of the country (von Oppen & Subba Rao, 1980a, 1980b; Palanisami
& Easter, 1983; Sengupta, 1980, 1984; Sivasubramaniyan, 1995, 2006, 2018;
Vaidyanathan, 2001; Vaidyanathan & Janakarajan, 1989).2 The census of minor
irrigation shows a decline in the population of tanks by tens of thousands in
each decade. Most tanks around the urban fringes have been destroyed to
make housing colonies, while others have silted up or their bed lands brought
under cultivation (Shah, 1998).3
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Some two to three centuries ago, the village communities were strong, and the village leadership
had the power to implement the routine tasks of maintenance of channels and management of
the irrigation system. But over time, the landholding pattern gradually changed, and changes in
leadership as well as the power structure of the village community resulted in breakdown of the
managerial activities in some villages. In other cases, where water supply is continuously available,
the users themselves still perform the tasks of irrigation management of the tanks. Thus, a mixed
pattern prevails in the country with regard to tank water management.
The ecological and demographic conditions related to tank irrigation have been explored
extensively by von Oppen & Subba Rao, 1980a, 1980b.
The problems in managing common property resources, such as tank water, in India have been
dealt with in a historical perspective by Tushaar Shah.
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Studies suggest that although the traditional irrigation institutions
have undergone major transformations, they are still active in a number of
places (Janakarajan, 1993; Mosse, 1997; Narayana, Ratnam, & Nair, 1982;
Rajagopal, 1991; Sengupta, 1991, 1993; Sivasubramaniyan, 1995, 2018;
Vaidyanathan, 1985, 1991, 1992).4 This is corroborated in this working paper.
In recent decades, the problem of water scarcity, along with multiplicity of
land owners in the tank command area, have made common source irrigation
supplies more difficult to manage. If the available water is not distributed in a
better/equitable manner it will create problems among water users.5 In order
to distribute water in a better way, the ayacutdars themselves made certain
rules and procedures to be followed, both in normal and deficit water supply
periods, in the tank command. In the selected tanks of Kaveripakkam (KPT)
and Dusi–Mamandur (DMT), these rules and regulations—which were
written around 200 years back in the name of mamulnamas6 are still followed
by the ayacutdars. In this context, it is worthwhile to examine the tank water
regulatory mechanisms which existed firmly in the past and to explain how it
has been functioning over time.
The working paper is arranged in the following order. Section 2 describes
the selected tanks of Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamandur, located in the
Palar Anicut System, and the methodology adopted for selection of villages
for the study. Section 3 gives a gist of the mamulnamas, with appropriate
graphical representation for tank water management. Section 4 discusses the
present performance of water allocation during the latest two normal tank
supply years (2005–2006 and 2015–2016) and the productivity of crops in the
selected sample villages of the tanks. Section 5 concludes with observations
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Although available tank irrigation studies indicate considerable variation in the extent to which
maintenance works on the infrastructural facilities (tank bunds, sluices, surplus weirs, inlet/outlet
channels, tank bed, and so on) of the tanks are undertaken and water management practices are
followed in the tank command (both during normal and lean supply periods), all these studies
note that traditional tank irrigation institutions have not altogether disappeared and that they are
functioning in most cases. For a comprehensive review on this aspect of tank irrigation studies,
see Mosse (1997).
If there is enough supply in a tank, there will not be much problem in distributing water to the
ayacut. If the tank supply is inadequate to feed the entire ayacut, distribution problem emerges
and is difficult to manage. Under this circumstance, equitable distribution of water among the
ayacutdars will not be feasible (due to head reach and tail-end problem, that is, the head reach
villagers are always in a better position than the tail enders). But a fair /better distribution is
possible through customary irrigation practices, such as adopting the rules and regulations
stipulated in the mamulnamas.
Mamulnama is the best document which specifies the rules and regulations to be followed to
augment water supply to the tank and its distribution to the ayacut villages. This was written when
the mirasi tenure system was in vogue. Since then, a lot of changes have occurred in the landholding
pattern, caste structure, and irrigation technology. To suit these changing circumstances, the
mamulnama was not amended as and when required. As a result, some distributional problems
have unavoidably arisen. Even now, the government has not enacted any law or rules and
regulations for tank water distribution. Under these circumstances, one can consider mamulnama
as a better document.
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and suggests ways to improve the performance of the tank irrigation system.
Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 contain the text of the mamulnamas (for the two
tanks) in Tamil and English, respectively.

2. The Tanks of Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamandur7
This working paper attempts to capture the significance of tank irrigation
management in two large multi-village tanks in a historical perspective. (For
multi-sluice and multi-village system tank, refer Figure 1.) The customary
practices followed for augmentation, storage, and distribution of water to the
command area are discussed in the context of water mamulnamas, and the
present water management practices are dealt with the help of a household
survey of nine sample villages served by the selected tanks.
The Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamandur tanks are the largest tanks8 in
the Palar Anicut System9 and among the largest in Tamil Nadu. At present,
tank storage capacity-wise, Dusi–Mamandur Tank (DMT) ranks first in Tamil
Nadu with 49.53 MM3 (1,749 MCFT) followed by Kaveripakkam Tank (KPT)
with 41.74 MM3 (1,474 MCFT). The KPT, situated in the head reach of the
Kaveripakkam main supply channel, has an ayacut of nearly 2,430 ha spread
over 14 revenue villages, and 10 sluices supply water to the ayacut. The KPT
bund is 8.3 km long, and the water spread area is 16.05 million sq m. The
DMT is situated at the tail end of the Dusi–Thennampattu channel on the right
7

8

9

At present, Tamil Nadu has about 8,000 major irrigation tanks (out of 41,127 tanks) with an ayacut
of more than 40 ha each. Some of these tanks are very large, irrigating several thousand hectares.
However, so far, we do not have a consolidated picture of how these larger tanks are functioning
in the changed environment, especially after Independence. So, two large system tanks located in
the head and tail reaches of the Palar Anicut System were selected for the study. These two tanks,
more or less, represent the case of the functioning of large tanks in Tamil Nadu.
The tanks with ayacut more than 40 hectares as well as all the system tanks, irrespective of hectares
served, are managed by the Public Works Department (PWD). In the case of larger tanks, such
as KPT and DMT, special preference is given by the government through PWD to maintain
infrastructure facilities, such as desilting inlet channel and tank bed, strengthening tank bund,
and repairing sluices, control structures, and surplus weirs. For this purpose, apart from routine
annual allotment of grants, special grants are also earmarked to keep the tank in an efficient
condition. This preference is mainly given to these tanks because they serve a larger ayacut.
Except water distribution below the tank sluice (which is solely done by the ayacutdars) at the
main/branch channel level, all managerial activities of the tanks, such as augmentation of supply,
storage, water release, and control are performed solely by the PWD.
The Palar Anicut is built on the Palar River, which originates in the Nandi Hills of Karnataka.
Entering Tamil Nadu from Andhra Pradesh, the river flows into the Bay of Bengal. In Tamil Nadu,
the Palar is a major source of water for irrigation and other purposes. As the rainfall in the basin
is highly irregular, situations of water scarcity are common. The Palar feeds, through the Palar
Anicut System, 317 tanks, which collectively irrigate about 32,000 hectares of land. The command
area is spread over 228 revenue villages, situated in the Walajah, Arcot, and Arakkonam taluks in
Vellore District, Cheyyar taluk in Thiruvannamalai District, Kancheepuram and Sriperumbudur
tanks in Kancheepuram District, and Tiruvallur taluk in Thiruvallur District.
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Figure 1. Structure of a System Tank and Its Distribution Network
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Note: Numbers represent the heights (in metres) of locations from the Mean Sea Level.

Figure 2. Location of KPT and DMT in the Palar Anicut System
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bank of the Palar and serves an ayacut of over 1,620 ha spread over 18 revenue
villages, and the tank water supply is controlled through 4 sluices.
The length of the (man-made) tank bund is 3.52 km, and it further extends
over 6–8 km, naturally surrounded by hillocks. The water spread area is 14.04
million sq m. Though the free catchment area (31.1 sq km and the depth of
tank (9.3 m) are more or less equal in both tanks, the sources of supply to the
tanks differ widely. KPT has a single supply source, which is dependable. The
DMT has three supply sources, all of them not dependable, and consequently
the tank gets poor supply. (For location of KPT and DMT in the Palar Anicut
System see Figure 2.)

Methodology for Selection of Villages
The location of a village in a tank is a major factor for access to water, which
in turn influences the way institutions work and how users interact with them.
However, in the case of large tanks, a census of all the villages was not feasible
due to time and resource constraints. So, the following methodology was
adopted for field survey. A priori, water supply was expected to be important
in determining the working of institutions for community management and
people’s attitude to them. A rapid survey of all the villages served by the two
tanks suggested that when tank water supply was assured (as in head reach
and/or deep sluice command) collective institutions were less active. They
were more active when water supply was accessible but uncertain. The
extent of development of wells also seemed to affect the functioning of tank
management institutions. Therefore, the villages were classified by sluice and
reach. Deepest sluice / head reach villages enjoy relatively good water supply
conditions and high-level sluice / tail reach villages the worst.
For KPT, on the basis of sill-level elevation, the 10 sluices were grouped into
three categories: deep, middle, and high-level. The villages served by these
sluices were further categorised into head, middle, and tail reaches, depending
on the locations of the channels fed by the sluices.
DMT has only four sluices. They were divided into two sets, each consisting
of one low- and one high-level sluice. The difference in depth of two deep
sluices is only three feet, but there are significant differences in water supply
conditions of their respective ayacuts. Each set of sluices irrigates nine villages
located in various reaches. According to our classification, three villages were
available in each type of head, middle, and tail reaches in each set of sluices.
On the basis of this classification,10 nine villages were selected for detailed
investigation. In KPT, the selected villages were (a) Kattalai and (b) Athipattu,
located at head and tail reaches of the two separate deepest sluices; (c) Kadaperi
and (d) Panniyur, at the head of two different high-level sluices; and (e)
Alapakkam at the tail of the middle sluice (Figure 3). In DMT, two villages each
at the head and tail of the Dusi and the Mamandur sluices were selected. These
10 For details on methodology adopted for selection of sample villages and sample farmer households
for the detailed survey, see Sivasubramaniyan (2017).
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Figure 3. Kaveripakkam Tank: Location of Sluices and Villages

Figure 4. Dusi-Mamandur Tank: Location of Sluices and Villages
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were (f) Vagai and (g) Punaithangal on Dusi side; and (h) Narasamangalam
and (i) Sothiyampakkam on Mamandur side (Figure 4).
Section 3 discusses the method of water distribution adopted by the farmers
in the selected villages as per the mamulnamas.

3. Mamulnamas of Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamandur Tanks
In a common source irrigation system (such as tanks), water management is
one of the important functions to be carried out by the ayacutdars. This practice
is crucial because of fluctuations in the available water for supply during
normal and scarce periods. If the available water is not properly distributed
across villages, or between reaches within a village, conflicts will occur, which
in turn lead to inefficiency in the use of irrigation water. To avert problems, the
ayacutdars made certain rules and regulations 200 years ago for distributing
tank water in normal and deficit supply periods. These rules and procedures
are codified in the form of Mamulnamas—records on the availability and
distribution of tank water, which the ryots have accepted for many years. They
were first written in 1815. Later, in 1917, the British government in Madras
approved them, and printed a part of these documents, mainly for dealing with
cases related to tank water supply problems. They refer to the ‘shares’11 of water
supply to be allocated in different irrigation channels across villages from each
tank. The mamulnamas give sluice-wise details of KPT and DMT.

Mamulnama of Kaveripakkam Tank
Fox Sluice
The Fox sluice is one of the middle-level sluices served by the KPT. This sluice has
one big channel to deliver water from the tank to five revenue villages, namely
Kaveripakkam, Kondapuram, Eralacheri, Athipattu, and Sirukarumbur. As
per the Updated Settlement Registers (1983), the total ayacut of Fox sluice is
679.8 ha. Available tank water from this sluice channel is distributed through
12 shares (Figure 5) in the following manner: Three out of 12 shares of water
are diverted to one branch channel of the Veeravar Koil madai. Another three
shares of water due for one branch channel of the Abathu madai is distributed
as follows: one share pertains to Elavanthadi Kumili channel irrigating
Kaveripakkam lands. Of the two shares of water due for one branch channel,
water can be bailed out by one picottah during 30 naligai of the daytime,
and it is allowed for the garden lands of Kaveripakkam fort. The remaining
water which passes through one human foot-space is diverted equally in two
11 ‘Share’ is associated with the extent of landholdings and is customary. Normally, each share is
25.50 hectares, but the size is not the same in each village served by the tanks. Considering the
number of shares, the total number of days required to irrigate the ayacut in a village is fixed,
according to a well-established convention. The time allotment per hectare so decided does not
change under any circumstance. That is, even if less water supply is available in the channel, due
to inadequate storage, only the same time allotment will be permitted.

Note: Only major channels are shown. Details of minor channels have been omitted for clarity.

Figure 5. Water Distribution as per Mamulnama under Fox Sluice Channel in KPT
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separate branch channels—one to irrigate the Kudiraikolam maaniyam12 lands
along the fort, and another Kosavan channel to irrigate Kondapuram lands.
Of the remaining water, one part irrigates Kaveripakkam throughout the day,
which also irrigates through one human foot-space supply to Vennappatti
field of Kaveripakkam at Pakkirithakka (a fakir’s residence), and another
part supplies water to Nanderi–Perukarumbur villages throughout the night
and some portions of lands under KPT. From the big channel going south of
the Agaram madai, three shares of water pertain to the one branch channel
irrigating Kondapuram north of the field belonging to Periyatambi Mudaliar,
at the border of Ramapuram. One branch channel with water one-foot deep
irrigates the Othipattu fields of Vilaham hamlet near Kondapuram–Sitheri
villages. One share of water is taken for the one branch channel irrigating
Sirukarumbur alongside of the garden lands within the limits of Vilaham. One
share of water is diverted to one branch channel irrigating Athipattu village
near the garden lands of Vilaham. One share of water is diverted to one branch
channel irrigating Vilaham on the eastern side. Thus the (total number of)
shares of water for the Fox sluice is 12. As per this method, water is to be
distributed from the Fox sluice to the ayacut.13

Moolai Sluice
The Moolai (corner) sluice is situated at the northeastern corner of the tank
bund. This is the deepest sluice in KPT. Water from this sluice is made available
for irrigation for over 10 months. As per the Updated Settlement Registers
(1983), the total ayacut of Moolai sluice is 317 ha, irrigating three revenue
villages, namely Kattalai, Cheri, and Kaveripakkam.
From this sluice, one Bathiri channel branches out, flowing northward
to irrigate Cheri lands (Figure 6). Water flowing through this channel also
irrigates a kani land of Abiramacheri (a hamlet of Cheri), and one bund
channel irrigates Kattalai lands along the southern bund. Between the Kattalai
bund and the Bathiri channels, there is one big central channel (laid with five
granite boulders within a distance of one yard) which supplies one-half of
water to Kattalai; the remaining half flows to irrigate Cheri lands for the 30
naligai (12 hours) of the day. In the remaining 30 naligai of the night, water
goes to Abiramacheri. From the big central channel, an oradi channel (one
foot deep) irrigates the Sabavirathi fields in Cheri village. From this, a branch
channel flows with water sufficient for irrigating two kanis (1.08 ha) of land
in Kattalai. The water draining from the channels irrigating Kattalai lands
12 Maaniyam is a gift land or grant land, for example, given to a local temple for its revenue.
13 Almost all descriptions of channel location, size, ayacut to be irrigated, and width/depth of water
flow are said to be roughly in consonance with the specifications laid down in the mamulnamas,
which are still followed in most channels. Since all the main/branch channels are not lined up even
today, and maintenance is done as and when water supply is available in the tank, it is difficult to
measure the carrying capacities of the channels (as per modern methods). Even at the tank head
sluice (which is controlled by the PWD), no measurement detail is available today. The method
followed so far is to open the sluice—to discharge or close the tank water—which is done by
adjusting the sluice rod (by way of raising or lowering it) as and when water supply is required.
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Figure 6. Water Distribution as per Mamulnamas in Kattalai Village under Moolai Sluice Channel in KPT

A = 5 black round stones laid in big channel
B = Cheri Sabavirathi lands irrigation by one-foot channel
S = Supervised Regulation
. . . = Scarcity period water distribution
- - - = Drainage water irrigation
Lands under Moolai sluice: Kattalai = 321 acres, Cheri = 180 acres, Kaveripakkam = 282 acres, Total = 783 acres.
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is brought by the thottis of Kaveripakkam and Abiramacheri by means of a
madai, which also joins with water available from Abiramacheri during the 30
naligai of the night. In times of water scarcity, one-foot water supply is diverted
through a kondam, to irrigate the lands located at the Kaveripakkam border
of Vayichandu Sevittuthakku for 30 naligai of the day; the water of 30 naligai
of the night goes to Abiramacheri corner lands. This is the general method of
water distribution under Moolai sluice, which is described in the mamulnama.

Maganipattu and Thuraiperumpakkam Sluices
Maganipattu sluice and Thuraiperumpakkam sluice jointly irrigate five
revenue villages, namely Cheri, Maganipattu, Alapakkam, Puthupattu, and
Thuraiperumpakkam. As per the Updated Settlement Registers (1983), the
total ayacut served by these two sluices is 604 ha.
As per the mamulnama, the main channel water is dammed at four places,
and from the first, dam water is diverted to Muduman channel, which feeds
a small branch channel with water one foot deep, irrigating Vannarapatti
Murukkan, Sengaladi, Vemban, and other fields of Cheri village (Figure 7).
From the Muduman channel, a branch channel diverts one human foot-space
flow of water to irrigate the Thattan Koviladi field in Maganipattu village. The
surplus water available from the calingula of the KPT, the water draining
from the base of the Upparanthangal supply dam, and the water draining
from the Chinnakadavasal (all three collected in a supply dam constructed
for that purpose), together with the waters let out from the Maganipattu and
Thuraiperumpakkam sluices, form one big channel. Out of this channel supply,
one-foot depth of water is diverted into the Muduman channel to irrigate Cheri
and Upparanthangal lands. The remaining water flows into the main channel,
which is divided (into 11 shares or pangus) in the following manner.
From the main channel supply, one out of 11 shares of water is diverted
to a channel which goes to Puthupattu lands. Two shares of water from the
big channel are diverted to Rajavaram channel to irrigate the Putheripallam
fields of Maganipattu. This channel also supplies one-foot depth of water to
Sirasthavalapuram lands; further supply is allowed to irrigate Vadakkumedu
and Nellitope fields in Cheri. Of the remaining water flowing in the big
channel running to the east of the above, two shares of water are diverted
to one channel irrigating Maganipattu. Out of this, as much water as may
be necessary for the irrigation of the western fields of Maganipattu and the
fields of Athiyadi is dammed and diverted into Thuraiperumpakkam channel.
Two shares of water are taken for the Alapakkam channel running to the east
of the above. Out of this water, one-sixth share is taken for Sathuvanatham.
The remaining water irrigates Alapakkam. One share of water is taken for the
Thaluvanampattu channel running to the east of this. Four shares of water are
diverted to Thuraiperumpakkam channel running to the east of the above.
Out of this, as much water as necessary for irrigation of the western fields of
Maganipattu and the fields of Athiyadi is allowed to be diverted, and out of the
remaining water, one-sixth share is diverted to Sirasthavalapuram by means of
one branch channel. Out of the remaining five-sixths, one-sixth share of water

Figure 7. Water Distribution as per Mamulnama under Maganipattu and Thuraiperumpakkam Sluices
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is to irrigate Moonjipakkam, and the remaining water irrigates the lands in
Thuraiperumpakkam.
In this manner, water available from the remaining sluices, as per the
specifications given in the mamulnama is to be distributed under the villages
served by the KPT.

Mamulnama of the Dusi–Mamandur Tank
The mamulnama of DMT was written by eight prominent landlords14 on 16
November 1816. The document speaks about the supply of water to the tank
and the allocation of water to villages served by it during both normal and
deficit supply periods.15

Water Distribution during Normal Supply Period16
When the DMT is full, out of the four sluices (two sets of low-level and
high-level sluices), the high-level sluice of Mamandur should be opened first
(Figure 8), and water shall be released up to the mark touching the Pillaiyar
Thumbikkai (a carved stone structure available at the site of the sluice).
At that time a kondam should be built across the Sothiyampakkam
channel and the Anjuran channel to irrigate the lands located in the lower
region. For this, a kondam of 0.76 m height and 1.9 m breadth is built, in
which 0.45 m of water is diverted to the low-lying lands, and the remaining
water is let into Naalu Karadi Kuttai (a place located in the Mamandur region
of Kavalmaaniyam lands), in which water passes to three thotis, but supply
available for irrigation is only two thotis. The share of water between Anjuran
channel and Sothiyampakkam channel is 4:1.
14 Most of them were Brahmins, who controlled the tank irrigation system in the early 19th century.
For list of names, see Appendix 3.
15 ‘Mamul’ (custom) represents the customary practices adopted by farmers under tank irrigation
system. Based on custom, water management both in normal and scarcity periods should be
adopted more efficiently without affecting the tail-end farmers of the tanks. Mamulnamas were
written (and practised) for equitable sharing of water. For the maintenance of channels and
equitable sharing of water across reaches, was appointed in each village a Kavalvai Maniyam
based on mamulnama rules, and this practice worked well. Also, mamulnamas clearly enunciate
how, during water scarcity period, the available deficit water could be managed efficiently, either
by reducing the crop area by farmers in different locations or by ensuring equitable sharing by
adopting Oru Madai Paichal (OMP)/murai system. So, mamulnama procedures are more effective
for tanks than canals served by rivers, since the latter serve command areas much larger than a
tank ayacut, making individual supervision difficult.
16 Whenever water scarcity occurs, murai system in KPT and OMP system in DMT are followed to
make use of available tank supply equitably and efficiently. This system ensures adequate supply to
the tail-end farmers to reap good harvest without facing any grain loss due to scarcity in supply.
During OMP period, farmers themselves do not irrigate their lands; only irrigation functionaries,
such as neerkatti / kammukutti, irrigate the lands. But in murai system, farmers irrigate their
lands, and the irrigation functionaries only supervise the channel supply at division points. In
normal tank supply period, in both tanks, adequate/abundant tank supply is available, and water
is shared efficiently by farmers themselves as per the distribution procedures laid down (nonmurai system).

Figure 8. Traditional Rights of villages Served by DMT as per Mamulnama
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Sothiyampakkam Channel: Water passing through the Sothiyampakkam
channel is used by Narasamangalam village limit by using a thoti. There are
in all 13 such thotis (Figure 9) three are Vaniyam Piravidai thotis, two are in
the western side of the village, one further north, one further east (Alamarathu
thoti), one further south near Thennamaram, two further east of Amman
temple, one further south (maaniyam thoti), one in Ottanthangal Ulvai, and
one in the upper portion of Venkatrayan Chattra Thoppu. These 13 thotis
should not be operated simultaneously, but should be operated alternately. By
this method, all the thotis can be operated for 60 naligai (one day). Below this,
oru koodai water is diverted to Poondi lands, and further west near the Eachen
Kuttai lands, oru koodai water is diverted by placing palmyra woods across the
channel. Further below in the Valavandal limit, to irrigate that village’s lands
and above the Anjuran channel, available water is diverted at a local measure
of 1 meri (22 cm) breadth and 18 cm height, by placing palmyra woods. Below
it, water goes to Sothiyampakkam limits to irrigate the lands of that village.
The measurable limit of supply to this village is 0.91 m breadth and 15 cm
height. To the village of Bagavanthapuram, water passes at a measure of 0.61
m breadth and 15 cm height. One share water of Sothiyampakkam channel is
utilised in the aforesaid manner.
Anjuran Channel: The total share of water in the Anjuran channel is four
pangus, in which there is a mamul (customary) right to irrigate the lands
in Narasamangalam through 11 madais (Figure 9). These are Vannanthurai
madai, further south madai, further east madai, further north madai, Pidari
Koil madai, further lower portion madai, further east madai, further east
madai, further east madai, Pakkirimanya madai, and further south madai.
These 11 madais are to be opened during irrigation time. At other times,
they are to be closed. In Narasamangalam village near Komutti lands, 1.08 ha
is to be irrigated by blocking the Anjuran channel. After irrigation, the block
should be removed. In that place, to irrigate the lands of Narasamangalam
and Mamandur, a channel passes through the lands of Venkatrayan thottam,
upper portion of Karuma maaniyam, at a measure of 30 cm breadth and 15
cm height.
In Narasamangalam limit, a channel is available to irrigate the Chinna
Mandraradi Kanakku maaniyam lands. To irrigate Karuma maaniyam lands
located in the three villages of Mamandur, Poondi, and Valavandal, a mattu
was constructed at a measure of 0.91 m breadth and 22 cm height. From this
mattu, at a measure of 0.61 m breadth and 15 cm height, water is diverted
separately in a channel to irrigate the lands of Mamandur and Poondi. The
water flowing in the Poondi channel irrigates Poondi and Valavandal lands
equally. The share of water to Poondi is 0.20 ha, which should be irrigated
by obstructing and diverting the Mamandur Vaiyali channel. After irrigation,
it should be removed. The water flowing to the three villages (Mamandur,
Poondi, and Valavandal) is blocked near Poondi border to irrigate 0.54 ha of
that village; after irrigation it should be removed. From this channel, 0.27 ha
nanjai land (wetland) might also be irrigated. In the channel, which irrigates
the three villages, one kannikalvai passes to the east of the kondam to irrigate
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Figure 9. Water Distribution under Sothiyampakkam and Anjuran Channels as per Mamulnama in DMT during
normal supply period
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Poondi lands. Further east, the channel is diverted to irrigate 0.20 ha and then
removed. Further east is one kannikalvai, in which 0.27 ha land is irrigated by
erecting a kondam; after irrigation, it should be removed. Similarly, further
east there is one kannikalvai, and further east near Paracheri there is one
kannikalvai. Thus, the total kannikalvai for Poondi is five, in which water is to
be diverted whenever required; at other times, it must be closed.
Further east, water flows to irrigate the lands of Mamandur,
Sothiyampakkam, and Valavandal. Water passing to irrigate the lands in
Sithalapakkam is to be let in a channel directly. The Kiribudasu maaniyam
lands in Mamandur are irrigated by a kannikalvai which takes off from the
Valavandal channel. Further east, water flows to Valavandal channel to irrigate
these three villages. The Anjuran channel irrigates Valavandal village. In this
channel, a mattu was built at a measure of 15 cm breadth and 10 cm height to
irrigate the lands located at the border of Valavandal in the south of the flower
garden of southern Mettukaran odai (stream). Further south of Valavandal
border, the channel is blocked by andai method to irrigate the lands, and after
irrigation it should be removed. Further east of the flower garden lands, water
is diverted to Moolamadai channel at a measure of 30 cm breadth and 15 cm
height. Within the borders of Valavandal, there are two channels to irrigate the
lands of that village.
Further, there is one channel going east to supply water to Vadakalpakkam
lands, in which a mattu was constructed at a measure of 30 cm breadth and 15
cm height. Further east, there is one channel with a measure of 15 cm breadth
and 15 cm height to supply water. Hence, there are two Vadakalpakkam
channels.
Towards the east, to supply water to Mannur lands, a mattu was constructed
in a channel with 22 cm breadth and 15 cm height, from which water is diverted.
Further east, to supply water to Kilnayakanpalayam, a channel is diverted, for
which a mattu was erected at a measure of 30 cm breadth and 15 cm height.
Towards east, there is a kannikalvai to supply water to Girijapuram. In the
east-going channel, a mattu was raised with 22 cm breadth and 15 cm height to
divert water further down. Thus, there are two channels for Girijapuram. These
might be operated alternately. Further east, a channel supplies water with 30
cm breadth and 15 cm height. Thus, at the border of Girijapuram village, there
are three channels out of which only two can supply water at a time.
Further east of Girijapuram limit, to supply water equally to Menallur and
Punaithangal villages, a diversion structure was built with the help of a plank
at a measure of 30 cm breadth and 15 cm height. In Menallur branch channel,
to irrigate 0.40 ha in Girijapuram, the oradi channel is blocked, and it should
be merged with Menallur and Punaithangal channel, from which one-third of
the water is to be diverted. The remaining two-thirds of water is to be let along
with the Menallur channel and diverted to be supplied equally to Menallur
and Girijapuram. After irrigation, the kannikalvai should be closed, and the
oradi channel of Girijapuram should be opened. This is the method of water
distribution when DMT reaches its full capacity.

Figure 10. Water Distribution as per Mamulnama during Scarcity Period in Anjuran Channel in DMT
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Scarcity Period Water Distribution in the DMT
During scarcity period, the water distribution procedures in Anjuran channel
are as follows (Figure 10): The village Narasamangalam has 11 madais, for
which water is diverted according to availability—if more supply is available,
more water is let into the channel.
The remaining water goes to Karuma maaniyam madai which supplies
water to the villages of Mamandur, Poondi, and Valavandal. The remaining
water is let into the Valavandal channel according to availability, and the
remaining water goes to Valavandal border. There the Moolamadai kani 1/4
(0.14 ha) should be irrigated, and then it is allowed to pass further down.
Further east, at the border of Vadakalpakkam, the channel is obstructed
fully, and the supplies are utilised for 40 naligai and then opened out. Further
down, the channel passes to Mannur village, where it is obstructed, and the
Vadakalpakkam channel too is obstructed to irrigate 20 naligai, and then
opened. The Mannur channel is closed, and all waters should be diverted
to Kilnayakanpalayam border. At that point, the channel should be fully
obstructed to irrigate the lands for 30 naligai in Kilnayakanpalayam, and then
the channel should be opened.
Water further passes to Girijapuram border. There it is stopped to irrigate
the lands of that village for 60 naligai and then let out to Menallur, where
the water is obstructed fully to irrigate village lands for 30 naligai, and then
the water further flows to Punaithangal border. There it irrigates the village
lands for 30 naligai. This is the mamul method and procedure adopted for
water distribution in Anjuran channel during scarcity period. (During scarcity
period, no supply is allowed through the Sothiyampakkam channel.)
Figures 5 through 10, based on the mamulnama, show the division points
in each channel serving the selected villages (five in KPT and four in DMT),
the proportions in which the flow at each point is diverted, and whether the
regulation is automatic or supervised.
In Section 4, I discuss the water management practices carried out by the
ayacutdars in recent years in the selected sample villages.

4. Water Distribution in the Present
This section briefly analyses the regulation of water supply between different
segments of the command in the selected villages during 2005–2006 (a normal
tank supply year for both tanks) and 2015–2016 (the latest normal tank supply
year for both tanks).

Regulation of Supply within Ayacuts
Inter-Channel Allocation
The allocation of water between different segments of the command in each
tank is in the first instance determined by the opening and closing of the sluice.
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In both tanks, this decision is made by the PWD in accordance with the desire
of the respective Water Users Associations (WUAs) of KPT and DMT. (In the
past, the KPT had an Irrigation Board17 and the DMT had the Hissa Tank
Farmers’ Association.18) The opening and closing of sluices during the season
is determined on the basis of water requirements from the ayacutdars (through
the territorial constituency members of the WUAs).
17 In both tanks, formal irrigation boards (IBs) were formed after the government order passed in
1917 to set up IBs for major tanks. Before that, irrigation management was jointly done by the
PWD, the revenue department, and local village authorities, each with well-defined functions and
responsibilities. All ryots who owned land under the tank ayacut were considered as members
of the IB, who in turn elected the panchayatdars (normally five persons) to serve the board.
The election of the panchayatdars was held once in three years. The president and secretary of
the IB were chosen by the panchayatdars. Copies of the minutes of the meetings were sent to
the collector and the executive engineer for information. The collector was given the power to
dissolve the board without giving any reason. For proper distribution of water within the ayacut,
the control of the channels was given to the board, with certain conditions. The board decided
the time for commencing the supply of water, and the duration and quantity to be supplied. The
government sanctioned an annual grant, for the upkeep of the inlet channels, which the board
utilised under the supervision of PWD officials. In both tanks, formal IBs functioned till 1969.
After that, no election has been held for either tank. But the KPT IB was not disbanded, and the
board functioned informally, with customary procedures, till the mid-2000s. In the last election
held (in 1969), there were 24 members on the board from 14 villages. In 1990, only 14 were
available; 8 were not alive and 2 were not residing in their villages. The caste composition of
the IB shows the predominance of Mudaliars (38 per cent), followed by Nayakars (25 per cent),
and the negligible presence of representatives of Naidus, Reddys, and Pillais (8 per cent) and the
Scheduled Castes (4 per cent). This informal functioning of IB was replaced in 2009 by a formal
Water Users Association .
18 In DMT, the formal irrigation board was replaced with the informal Hissa Tank Farmers’
Association in 1975. The ayacutdars organised themselves and elected a few efficient and
knowledgeable farmers from the ayacut villages to apprise the officials of problems faced. The
farmers’ association was registered in September 1980 under the Societies Registration Act. In
1990, 57 members constituted the Association. The Association has two auditors and one lifetime
member. The number of representations for each village is related to the area irrigated and the
number of beneficiaries. The association conducts election regularly, once in three years. The
caste composition of the farmers’ association shows the predominance of Nayakar delegates (61
per cent) followed by Mudaliars (25 per cent). During the Settlement period (1882), Brahmins
dominated most of the villages and controlled more than 50 per cent of the total DMT ayacut.
Over the years, their number has declined; they account for only 6 per cent of total representation
in the farmers’ association. This registered Farmers Association was replaced in 2009 by a formal
Water Users Association.
The main functions of the KPT IB and the DMT Farmers’ Association are to: (a) regulate and
distribute water in the ayacut located in different villages during normal and lean supply periods;
(b) hold regular meetings for decision making; (c) distribute water fairly among the ayacutdars
located in different reaches of the tank; and (d) solve major problems in the system collectively
(for details, see Sivasubramaniyan, 2018).
Water fees: Generally in India, in tank-irrigated villages, water fee is collected along with the (wet)
land tax, by the village administrative officer (VAO). The fee is a few times more than that of dry
land tax (unirrigated land). Other than this ‘wetland tax’, farmers pay no water fee, except penalties
levied by the VAO for irrigating unauthorised land under the irrigation system. Irrigation boards,
farmers’ associations, water users’ associations, or the PWD do not have any power to levy or
collect water fees in any of the irrigation systems in India.
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Allocation between Channels
Within the ayacut, the fact that sluices are situated at different levels provides
an automatic mechanism for rationing available supply. Normally, in larger
tanks (like KPT) sluices are arranged at three levels—deep, middle, and
elevated. Naturally, the deep sluices get earlier supply followed by the middle
sluices, and lastly the high-level sluices. In some cases, the high-level sluices
cannot draw any supply till the tank reaches near Full Tank Level (FTL). As
the tank storage falls from FTL, the depth of supply too, available at the sills of
the sluices, decreases automatically. Consequently, the high-level sluices face
water shortage first. Any further decrease at the storage leads to unavailability
(no supply) to these high-level sluices. The higher the sluice, the lower is the
volume available for its ayacut, shorter the duration of supply, and greater the
uncertainty. The deep sluices on the other hand begin getting supplies as soon
as the tank gets water; it is able to draw water for a longer period and with
great certainty. In DMT, the arrangement of sluices varies considerably from
the KPT. It has two sets (one deep and one high-level in each set) of sluices,
and each set irrigates nine villages. Whenever the tank gets adequate supply,
the high-level sluices (1 and 4) are opened first. The deep sluices (2 and 3) are
opened only when the supply available from the high-level sluices is inadequate
to feed the ayacut. Then the low-level sluices are gradually opened according to
irrigation requirements. In KPT, there has not been any specific procedure to
open any of the sluices on a priority basis, as the arrangement of sluices and the
channels taking off from them do not permit such a functioning.

Intra-Channel Allocation
As a rule, once the sluice is opened for irrigation it is not closed unless the
ayacut gets heavy rainfall or the ayacutdars request its closure for maintenance.
Once water is let out, it continuously flows along the main and branch channels
from the head reach village to the tail end of the ayacut. However, to facilitate
the irrigation of the ayacut, several villages divert supply from the channels,
through such arrangements as kondam, mattu, and diversion vents.19 The
existing practices are based on location, size, and ayacut to be irrigated. These
devices are said to be roughly in consonance with the specifications laid down in
the mamulnamas. KPT and DMT supplies were augmented by the construction
of Palar Anicut. Consequently, there should have been a modification in the
principles indicated in the mamulnamas. But no such modification was made.
On this, W. Wynne, the collector of North Arcot District, wrote in 1895:
The government did not amend the water mamulnamas at the time when
the Palar Anicut System (1858) was introduced. We are bound by them now.
Under the present system the supply goes under a system of arrangement
and compromise among the villagers themselves. The slavish adherence to an
archaic and not very accurate document was a mistake but there is no remedy
for it without legislation. (Board of Revenue, G. O. 270 I, P. W. D., 24 August
1910, p. 7)
19 Vents are constructed in appropriate places with specified dimensions to divert water from the
main/branch channels.
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Even a century after these observations were made, the same procedures
are being followed in all the villages served by both tanks. These aspects are
now examined in detail.
There are two types of channel-level rationing—automatic regulation20
and supervised regulation. The former method is adopted at the main/branch
channel level to distribute water across channels/villages. The main channel
supply is rationed by constructing a permanent masonry structure to divert
water in appropriate places and in appropriate quantity so that the volume
of water supplied is more-or-less proportional to the regulated ayacut under
different branches/villages served by the channel. By this method, whenever
tank supply is released in the main channel, water automatically flows through
the vent ways in a predetermined proportion. This method is found in the
Maganipattu and Thuraiperumpakkam sluice channels and Fox sluice under
KPT, and in all the main channels under DMT.
In KPT, under Maganipattu and Thuraiperumpakkam channels, automatic
regulation vents have been constructed in roughly 14 places in the main/
branch channels (Figure 7). At each point, the vent is constructed in the
dimensions specified in the mamulnama. Likewise, under Fox sluice, there are
six automatic regulation points (Figure 5). In DMT, under both sets of Dusi
and Mamandur sluices, automatic regulation points have been constructed in
appropriate places as per specified dimensions (Figure 8).
Under supervised regulation, supply in particular main/branch channel is
regulated by the neerkattis/kammukuttis21 (irrigation functionaries) of the
respective channels/villages. For instance, under Moolai sluice (Figure 6),
there are three supervised regulation points denoted by ‘S’. At each point, there
are two channels. One channel under each vent irrigates lands for 30 naligai
20 In automatic regulation method, water is allowed proportionately in the main/branch channels
as per the availability of tank water. That is, if normal tank supply is available, enough water is
diverted through the automatic vent system to irrigate the specified ayacut sufficiently. In the other
case—of less-than-normal or deficit tank supply—only limited supply is diverted automatically
through the vent system. Thus, less area is irrigated during deficit supply period. This shows that
there is a direct relationship between the tank/main channel water supply and the area irrigated
through the automatic rationing system. If the depth of water flow decreased in a channel, the
quantum of supply diverted through the vents will also decrease.
21 The neerkattis (now renamed as irrigation assistants) are government-appointed irrigation
functionaries who receive monthly salary paid by the government through village administrative
officers. Previously the neerkattis worked under the control of the Irrigation Board. Kammukuttis
and thottis were appointed by the village organisation and received remuneration in kind. They
were changed yearly on rotation among their kin groups. During the 1990s, they were paid
15–20 kg of paddy per ha of ayacut per person per paddy cultivation season. The remuneration
was given in terms of 5 to 8 kattu of paddy with straw, which comes to about 15–20 kg of paddy. It
was a seasonal remuneration. When there was no crop on land, no remuneration was given. Also,
for banana and sugarcane, wherever the irrigation workers’ services were not required, they were
not paid. If their services were required, only cash payment (INR 500–800 per ha per crop per
person) was given. However, the annual crops were mostly irrigated by the farmers themselves in
these tank-irrigated villages. Overall, in recent years, especially after mid-2000s, due to a long gap
in the availability of tank supply in both tanks, irrigation functionaries have vanished, and farmers
themselves irrigate their ayacut lands whenever tank supply is available.
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(12 hours) during daytime, and the other channel irrigates 30 naligai at night.
Usually, the specified times for diversion of supply from the respective vents
are 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. At these times, either the kammukutti or the thotti has to
be present for diverting water. Irrespective of whether the ayacut specified in
the particular channels is fully irrigated or not, only 30 naligai supply is to be
permitted, and the kammukutti or thotti of respective channels block or open
the supply according to the specification.
Other time-specific methods of supervised rationing are reported in the Fox
sluice channel (Figure 5). There are two supervised regulation points, marked
S1 and S2. At point S1, the main channel supply is regulated in two ways: (a)
two hours’ full supply (4 p.m. to 6 p.m.) is diverted to irrigate the lands under
Sitheri kondam channel belonging to Kondapuram; and (b) two hours’ full
supply (6 p.m. to 8 p.m.) is diverted to irrigate lands under Theyradi channel
and 20 hours’ (8 p.m. to 4 p.m. of the next day) one-foot (30 cm breadth)
supply is diverted to Kondapuram lands.
At point S2, the Athipattu main channel supply is regulated in the following
manner: (a) 12 hours’ full supply (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) is diverted by the kammukuttis
of Athipattu village to irrigate the lands of that village; (b) 12 hours’ full supply
(6 p.m. to 6 a.m. of the next day) is diverted by the Sirukarumbur kammukuttis
to irrigate the lands of that village; and (c) 12 hours’ full supply (6 a.m. to 6
p.m.) is diverted to Vilaham lands. Hence each channel gets supply on alternate
days for about 12 hours. At each diversion point, only irrigation workers, such
as kammukuttis or thottis regulate the supply at the specified times. Personal
visits along these channels in 1991–1992 supply year confirmed that these
irrigation workers effectively discharged their duties of regulation of supply
and kept the time schedule. However, personal visits in 2016–2017 showed
that the aforesaid system had vanished and that Athipattu and Sirukarumbur
villages did not get KPT supply in the 2016–2017 supply year.
The methods of supervised rationing as performed in the channels under
DMT are shown in Figure 10. In DMT, supervised rationing is performed
only in the scarcity supply period, and that too only in the Mamandur sluices.
There are six supervised rationing points (Figure 10), and each one has its
specified time period to get supply. Accordingly, each village gets the supply
at an interval of 3.5 days. Since in the supply year 1991–92 and also in the
latest normal supply year 2016-2017, no scarcity was reported, no supervised
regulation was performed in DMT.

Supply Conditions in the Selected Villages (Mid-2000s and 2010s)
The tanks start receiving supply only by October–November. Consequently,
tank water is usually available only in very limited quantity during July–
October (the first crop season of the agricultural year). In a normal year, all
villages served by the tanks can get supply at least for one full crop season,
during November to March (the second agricultural season). As the level of
tank storage decreases considerably, the third agricultural season (March–
June) does not permit supply to the entire ayacut.
Table 1 gives an overall idea of the entitlements of the nine selected villages

(a) FTL storage can irrigate 66 acres of ayacut for one season.
(b) Whenever the Palar river channel which is passing close
to this village does not supply enough water, the farmers who
depend upon the channel can also get KPT supply.

Main channel water is allocated into three shares by the extent
of acreage to be irrigated by the channel: One share goes
to Gengatharanallur, another to Panniyur, and yet another to
Kilveranam.

This village is irrigated by the deepest sluice, hence abundant
supply is available. This village can get 14 months’ supply
at FTL storage. Hence three crops of paddy or one crop of
banana is feasible.

Automatic rationing supply from the main channel to
this village and four other villages (Cheri, Maganipattu,
Puthupattu, and Thuraiperumpakkam). (Refer Figure 7 for
the entitlements of this village).

There are automatic and supervised rationing of tank supply
from the main channel to this village and four other villages
(Kaveripakkam, Kondapuram, Eralacheri, and Sirukarumbur).
(Refer Figure 5 for the entitlements of this village). Two crops
at FTL storage are possible.

Panniyur
E (H)

Kattalai
D (H)

Alapakkam
M (T)

Athipattu
D (T)

Entitlements/traditional rights
(according to mamulnama)

Kadaperi
E (H)

Village

No change in allocation entitlements. Adequate tank
supply due to breakage of sluice shutter in 2015–2016
helped to get good supply in two seasons. Kilveranam
has not taken KPT supply since 1981–1982.

Only 25–50% of sample farmers participated in
maintenance. 100 days’ labour was used for channel
maintenance. River channel lands were sold out mostly
and non-cooperation of farmers in maintenance led to
poor supply to tail-reach farmers.

2016

Main channel encroachment affected the supply
adversely. Two crops at FTL storage were difficult.
Only head-reach farmers got tank supply, and it
was limited.

Water theft and encroachment resulted in poor
supply, and two crops at FTL storage were not
possible.

No change in entitlements. But heavy main channel
encroachment affected KPT supply adversely. So, three
villages (Athipattu, Eralacheri, and Sirukarumbur) did not
get KPT supply throughout the tank supply period.

Same entitlements persist. Water theft, failure of local
institutional set up, and encroachment resulted in poor
supply, and two crops at FTL storage were not possible.

The supply in 2005–2006 was available only for 9 Due to collapse of the deep Moolai sluice in 2015–2016,
months at FTL apparently due to more than 17 feet this village did not get KPT supply throughout the supply
of tank siltation at the deep sluice.
year, and it continued in 2017–2018 supply year too.

Water theft was reported in the upper reach
village. Kilveranam has not got tank supply since
1981–1982.

Only the tail-end farmers participated in
maintenance wherever the river channel failed
to supply water. Encroachment and water theft
resulted in poor supply to the tail reaches.

KPT

2006

Observations: Changes in water allocation

Table 1. Entitlements/Traditional Rights of the Villages for the Use of Tank Water in KPT and DMT, 2006 and 2016
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This village can get the supply through the Anjuran channel and Instead of taking water by human lift, farmers
the Sothiyampakkam channel. Water can be taken by way of
were using oil engines to lift water; this affected
thoti murai by using human lift. 13 thoti murai are eligible from the supply to tail-end farmers.
Sothiyampakkam channel, 11 madai murai are eligible from
Anjuran channel.

Mamandur high-level sluice water is divided in two ways:
(a) four shares are diverted into Anjuran channel; (b) one
share is diverted into Sothiyampakkam channel. From the
latter channel, supply water must further be divided into two
portions—(a) 1.5 shares to Sothiyampakkam and (b) one
share to Bagavanthapuram village.

Narasamangalam
D (H)

Sothiyampakkam
D (T)

Water theft and the use of oil engines and electric
pumpsets at the upper reach of the main channel
adversely affected the available supply to the village. Also
heavy encroachment in the main supply channel and
poor maintenance allowed only limited supply.

Source: Mamulnamas of KPT and DMT; interviews with farmers and irrigation functionaries, 2017.

Notes: E (H) = Elevated sluice Head reach village; E (T) = Elevated sluice Tail reach village; D (H) = Deep sluice Head reach village; D (T) = Deep sluice Tail reach village;
M (T) = Middle sluice Tail reach village.

Water theft and the use of oil engines and electric
pumpsets at the upper reach of the main channel
adversely affected the available supply to the
village.

No change in entitlements were reported. However,
instead of taking water by human lift, farmers were using
oil engines and electric motors to lift water from the
channel; this affected the supply to the tail enders.

This practice was not working effectively because This practice was not working because of water theft at
of water theft at Anjuran kondam. Metukkal Paichal Anjuran kondam. Since village-level institutions were not
lands have not got tank supply since 1981–1982. working effectively as before, heavy encroachments in
main channels were reported. Ayacut land sales became
widespread. Metukkal Paichal lands have not got tank
supply since 1981–1982.

During scarcity period, the supply available from the Anjuran
kondam is to be allocated as follows:
(a) Vadakalpakkam—40 naligai; (b) Mannur—20 naligai;
(c) Kilnayakanpalayam—30 naligai; (d) Girijapuram—60
naligai; (e) Menallur—30 naligai; and (f) Punaithangal—30
naligai. Total = 3.5 days for one supply of irrigation.

Punaithangal
E (T)

2016

FTL supply was available for only 10–12 months. FTL supply was available throughout the year.

DMT

2006

Observations: Changes in water allocation

At FTL storage, this village can get 18 months’ supply.

Entitlements/traditional rights
(according to mamulnama)

Vagai
E (H)

Village

Table 1 (contd.)
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2

4

2

1

7

3

5

2

Panniyur E (H)

Kattalai D (H)

Alapakkam M (T)

Athipattu D (T)

Vagai E (H)

Punaithangal E (T)

Narasamangalam D (H)

Sothiyampakkam D (T)

0

3

2

3

1

1

2

0

0

1

4

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

2

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

3

0

1

3

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

DMT

9

6

8

4

10

9

7

9

9

No action was taken.

Farmers used oil engines / electric pumpsets to avert scarcity in tank supply.

Steps were taken to remove unauthorised use of water at Anjuran kondam.

No action was taken.

Own/purchased well water was used, and no murai system followed.

A few farmers used own/purchased well water. Murai system was followed in 2006.

Ayacut was divided into two halves. Each half got a day’s supply. Followed in 2006.

Murai system was followed in 2005–2006.

A few farmers used own/purchased well water. Murai system was not practised.

Action taken when the village did not get its entitlements

Notes: (1) For expansions of abbreviations, see Notes under Table 1. (2) Supply in KPT was below 6 m storage in seven years. In DMT, the storage was below 4.5 m in 4 years out of 11
(2006–2016). In those years, in both tanks, not even a single crop was raised by using tank supply in the deep sluice villages.

2

Season 2

Kadaperi E (H)

Name of tank and
Sample villages

No. of times water was
available in the past
11 years

Number of years tank supply was available in the
last 11 years
According to the
Short of entitlements
No
entitlements
supply
Season Season
Season 3 Season 2
Season 3 years
3
2
KPT

Table 2. Availability of Tank Water and Its Allocation to Sample Villages, 2005–2006 to 2015–2016
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(five in KPT and four in DMT) as per mamulnamas. Table 2 shows the extent
of supply in different seasons between the mid-2000s and mid-2010s. Kattalai
village, situated at the head of the deepest sluice, usually gets 10–14 months’
supply in a normal year; all others, except Kadaperi, get for 6–7 months
(two seasons). In DMT, the head reach villages in both sluices are expected
to get 12–18 months’ supply in a normal year, while the two tail-end villages
normally get 6–7 months’ supply. The supply to Kattalai, Alapakkam, and
Kadaperi is automatically regulated; in Panniyur and Athipattu, it is wholly
or partly regulated. In Vagai and Narasamangalam, supply is automatically
regulated, while in the other two it is supervised. According to villagers,
these entitlements are not fully met in any of the villages even in good years,
such as 2005–2006 and 2015–2016. This is mainly due to mismanagement of
available storage and reduction in the original storage capacity due to heavy
siltation in the tank bed and encroachment in the foreshore area of the tank.
More importantly, the gradual non-functioning of local village-level irrigation
institutions has caused the deficiency in achieving the entitlements.
During 2015–2016, although the FTL supply in KPT was available for
more than nine months’ irrigation, it was not fully possible for crop use in
two sample villages (Kattalai and Athipattu) since the deepest Moolai sluice
that serves Kattalai collapsed due to non-repair for a long time by the PWD,
before starting irrigation supply in 2015–2016. In the middle-level Fox sluice
serving Athipattu, gradual encroachment of main channel for more than 1 km
in Kaveripakkam village over the past 10 years led to no irrigation supply to
the village. In DMT, part of the ayacut land sale in Punaithangal village let
villagers not to use tank supply adequately, since a major portion of land was
kept fallow for a long period.
The period between 2005–2006 and 2015–2016 was marked by unusually
high incidence of drought: in 9 out of the 11 years, the tanks were completely
dry, or the available storage was grossly inadequate to feed the ayacut even
in the head reach villages served by the deepest sluice. The villages served by
the elevated sluices—Kadaperi and Panniyur in KPT and Sothiyampakkam in
DMT—received only a single season of supply, and that too in 2 years out of
11 (Table 2). Kattalai village served by the deepest sluice of KPT received tank
supply for four years in the second season and two years in the third season.
The remaining two villages got some supply in both seasons in two years but
not to the full extent of entitlements. In DMT, Vagai and Narasamangalam
got adequate supplies in seven and five years respectively during November–
March, and three years each during April–July season. Punaithangal got
supplies in the second season for three years, but in the third season only for
two years. In most cases, the assured supplies satisfied the entitlements.
The survey year 2015–2016 was a normal supply year—all the head reach
villages (except Kattalai in KPT) served by the deep sluices in both tanks got
two full seasons’ supply without problems. Villages served by the elevated sluices
in KPT and the tail-end village of Sothiyampakkam in DMT got only a single
season’s supply. Although the tail-end village of Athipattu in KPT did not get tank
supply altogether due to channel encroachment, Punaithangal in DMT received
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Table 3. Availability of Tank Water according to Entitlements in the Latest (Normal) Supply Year, 2015–2016
Supply of water in
Village

Normal year
(FTL)

Scarcity periods

Entitlements
when water is
short from the
beginning of a
season

Entitlements as per
2015–2016 survey

KPT
Kadaperi
E (H)

5–6 months’
supply was
possible.

OMP system was
practised, but not in
2015–2016.

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

One full crop supply was
available.

Panniyur
E (H)

6–7 months’
supply was
possible.

Murai system was
followed in 2005–
2006.

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

8 months’ supply was
available. No scarcity in
supply reported. Kilveranam
did not get tank supply.

Kattalai
D (H)

14 months’
supply was
possible.

Ayacut was
divided into two
halves (upper &
lower portions);
each one could
get a day’s
supply.

Due to collapse of the
deepest Moolai sluice,
this village did not get any
supply throughout the
supply year.

Alapakkam
M (T)

2 seasons’
supply was
possible

Ayacut was divided
into two halves (upper
& lower portions)
and each one could
get a day’s supply.
Tank supply was
not received fully in
2015–2016.
Murai system was
followed in 2005–
2006 (24 minutes per
acre).

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

Main channel obstruction
led to inadequate supply. No
murai system was followed
due to defunct local
irrigation institutions.

Athipattu
D (T)

2 seasons’
supply was
possible.

40 minutes per acre
murai was followed
long back, and KPT
supply was not fully
received in 2015–
2016.

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

Due to full encroachment of
main channel, KPT supply
was not received fully.
Action taken to rectify the
channel did not yield any
result.

DMT
Vagai
E (H)

18 months’
supply was
possible.

OMP system was
followed in the last 40
days of tank supply.
But not followed in
2015–2016.

OMP system was
followed only in
the last 40 days
of tank supply.

10 months’ adequate supply
was available.

Punaithangal
E (T)

12 months’
supply was
possible.

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

8 months’ adequate supply
was available to Pallakkal
Paichal lands but no supply
to Metukkal lands.

Narasamangalam
D (H)

12 months’
supply was
possible.

OMP system was
followed for 3 months’
tank supply. But not
followed in 2015–
2016.
Only Direct Irrigation
was followed.

Only Direct
Irrigation was
followed.

8 months’ full supply was
available.

Sothiyampakkam
D (T)

6–7 months’
supply was
possible.

Murai system was
followed (16 minutes/
acre) but not in
2015–2016.

No step would be
taken to get tank
supply.

Adequate supply was
available for one full crop
season; further supply was
not used by a few farmers.

Note: OMP = Oru Madai Paichal. For expansions of other abbreviations, see Notes under Table 1.
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supply for two seasons (Table 3) but only for a fraction of the ayacut in both
seasons. Although the tail-end village of Alapakkam is eligible for two seasons’
supply, it received only for a single season because of heavy encroachment in the
main supply channel. Due to non-functioning of village irrigation institutions,
no step was taken to remove the encroachment and restore tank supply.
There appear to have been significant changes in the availability of tank
water in almost all villages, actual supplies when the tanks reached FTL being
considerably less than in the past. For instance, since the year 2000, both tanks
received its first-time FTL storage in 2005–2006; the second time was only in
2015–2016, after a gap of 10 years. A few decades ago, the PWD had undertaken
some works, such as construction of vents/diversion dams, with masonry
structures in the main supply channel taking off from the tank sluice. These
structural improvements were reported to be based on the rules and regulations
codified in the mamulnamas. Allocation of water across villages is jointly done
by the PWD and the Irrigation Board. But the important matter as reported
in most of the tail reach villages was the encroachment problem in the main/
branch supply channels and the water theft (unauthorised use of tank water)
in the upper reach villages, which adversely affected the supply available to the
tail-end villages.
In recent decades, especially after 1960s there have been a lot of changes in
agricultural practices all over the ayacut. These include introduction of High
Yielding Variety seeds, short duration crops, changes in crop patterns, and
increased use of chemical fertilisers, machinery, and wells with electric/diesel
pumps. These enhanced the demand for water, even as supplies were adversely
affected.
Scarcity in supply leads to competition to avail it. This competition has
both favourable and unfavourable effects. Unfavourable effects include theft
of water from the common source of supply and disobedience of rules and
regulations on the use of the common supply of water. These tend to aggravate
the tail enders’ disadvantage in getting tank water. Favourable effect comes
from the development of wells to overcome the shortage of water which has
been sizeable. These effects are widely seen in the villages served by both tanks.
However, one important point is that although many changes have occurred on
the agricultural front, there has not been any shift in the allocation/distribution
rules in most of the villages surveyed (Table 4). Only two villages (Athipattu in
KPT and Narasamangalam in DMT) reported changes in the distribution/water
lift method. In Athipattu, the practice of murai system has disappeared, and
most farmers do not use tank water. In Narasamangalam, farmers do not lift
water as per the entitlement, but pump the water through electric motors; this
reduces the supply of tank water to the tail enders.
While all the sample villages under KPT reported significant shift in cropping
pattern from paddy to sugarcane and banana, and the tail-end villages shifted
the crop from long duration to short duration variety, the villages under DMT
have not reported any change in the cropping pattern. DMT ayacutdars cultivate
paddy as the only crop because soil conditions are suitable only for paddy crop.
The cropping pattern has changed in KPT villages mainly because of an increase

Shift to HYV

Shift to HYV

Shift to HYV

Shift to HYV

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Panniyur E (H)

Kattalai D (H)

Alapakkam M (T)

Athipattu D (T)

Vagai E (H)

Punaithangal E (T)

Narasamangalam D (H)

Sothiyampakkam D (T)

Only paddy

Only paddy

Only paddy

Only paddy

Significant P to B
(25%)

Significant Short
Term P

Significant P to B
(70%)

Significant P to SC
(15%)

Significant P to B
(30%)

Cropping
Pattern

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Only by Farmers

Only by farmers

Only by farmers

Cropping
Decisions

A

A

A

A

DMT

No Supply

A

No Supply

A

A

KPT

S-2

No Supply

A

A

A

No Supply

IA#

No Supply

A*

No Supply

S-3

Normal Year 2015-2016

IA

A

A

A

No Supply

IA

IA

A

IA

IA

A
A

A

No Supply

No Supply

S-3

A

IA

IA

S-2

< Normal

Availability of tank water
Density
of Wells
per 100
hectares

High 141

Significant
96

Significant
100

Very poor
20

High 131

Less than
Average 89

Average 57

High 192

Significant
100

Note: HYV = High Yielding Variety. P=Paddy; B=Banana; SC=Sugarcane; A=Adequate; IA=Inadequate. S-2 = Season 2; S-3 = Season 3.
*
Adequate supply was also available in 2015-2016 in Season 3 due to non-taking of tank supply in many villages.
#
Poor maintenance of main/branch channels led to inadequate supply in Season 3 since the deep Moolai sluice repair and
main channel encroachment led to no tank supply for Kattalai and Athipattu villages.
For expansions of other abrreviations, see Notes under Table 1.

Shift to HYV

Use of
LV/HYV

Kadaperi E (H)

Name of tank and
Sample villages

Changes in agricultural practices

Table 4. Changes in Agricultural Practices, Availability of Tank Water and Its Effect on Allocation Rules, 2015-2016

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Any
change
Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

PWD
Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

WUA
Yes/No

Allocation rules Role Played by
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in the number of wells in the ayacut. In all the elevated sluice villages and in
the tail-end village of Athipattu, well density is relatively high. Another tailend village (Alapakkam) reported average density equal to the tank average.
The deep sluice village Kattalai has very low well density due to its assured
tank supply. (Unfortunately, in 2015–2016, tank supply was not possible to this
village.) In DMT, well density is reported to be relatively high in the Mamandur
sluice villages of Sothiyampakkam and Narasamangalam compared to the Dusi
sluice villages. However, the quantum of water available from these wells is very
less, the sample respondents reported.
It may be noted from Table 4 that the allocation rules of tank water supply
did not change (except in one village each for both tanks). Although the
respondents indicated a change in allocation rules, it was not authenticated
since Athipattu village in KPT did not receive tank supply. In DMT, in
Narasamangalam, lifting of water by electric motors is a development-induced
technology upgradation from traditional lifting devices. However, the extent
of the ayacut receiving water by this changed technology is much limited. If the
local institutions work effectively, shortages of water can be managed by other
accessible ways.

Productivity of Land in the Selected Villages
Crop productivity refers to the value of output per unit of gross cropped area
(GCA; counted in terms of season hectares). Productivity is an important
indicator for the efficiency of irrigation management in agriculture. The
primary motive of all agricultural operations, including water management,
is to achieve the maximum yield and thereby receive higher income. Ceteris
paribus, better irrigated land produces greater yield than poorly irrigated land.
For the tanks under study, productivity varied due to water management
and agronomic and technical factors.

Variations in Productivity during Normal Supply Years
In all sample villages of KPT (except the well farms under Kattalai, Kadaperi,
and Athipattu), productivity per hectare of operated area in 2015–2016 was
higher than in the preceding supply year (2005–2006) when the tank was at
FTL in both reference years. In the three villages in the latest supply year, tank
water availability was much curtailed. Kattalai and Athipattu did not get tank
supply, and part of the Kadaperi (tail reach farms) ayacut was sold out. The
difference between the years, in percentage terms, was higher in non-well
farms than well farms, in head reach villages. But in the tail-end villages, the
difference between the two years was larger among well farms than non-well
farms. These differences were mainly on account of variations in cropping
intensity (CI) rather than in output per gross season hectare. (CI is relatively
lower in 2015–2016 in the elevated sluice and tail-end villages in KPT, and in
Dusi sluice villages in DMT, than in 2005–2006.)
In DMT, the differences between 2015–2016 and the preceding supply year
(2005–2006) are evident. In relative terms, the difference between Gross Value
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Output / Net Sown Area (GVO/NSA) in 2005–2006 and 2015–2016 is much
higher in the non-well farms, the difference being very marked in the tail-end
villages of both sluices. Among non-well farms, in times of inadequate tank
supply, those in the tail segment eventually suffer much more than those in the
head segment. This effect is more marked in the tail-end villages. Here again,
differences in GVO/NSA between the years is mostly on account of differences
in CI. When tank supplies are short, the average yield per gross hectare (in
season hectares) is affected, but its effect on the intensity with which land is
used is much greater.
The productivity differential, in relative terms, between well- and non-well
farms in the head reach villages of KPT was wider in 2005–2006 compared
to 2015–2016. But in Alapakkam, Athipattu, and Kadaperi, where a relatively
high proportion of the ayacut uses well water, the disparity between well- and
non-well farms is greater in a good year, mainly because a combination of
good tank supply and well water use increases CI.
Comparing non-well farms in the head and tail segments of various villages,
one would expect the differentials to be considerably less in a good year like
2015 or 2005–2006. This is generally borne out when one compares GVO/NSA
in the two years in all the villages (except Panniyur). The extent of reduction
is more marked in Kattalai—which is very well supplied by tank water—and
Alapakkam and Athipattu, where use of well water is relatively widespread.
Again, variations in CI are more important than those in output per gross
hectare.
In DMT, the differential between head and tail segments of non-well farms
is higher than in KPT even during a good year like 2015–2016 or 2005–2006.
The ratio of land productivity between head and tail segments in 2005–2006
was in all cases greater than in 2015–2016, the difference being more marked
in the tail-end villages of both sluices.

Factors in Productivity Variation
The overall productivity of sample farms depends on CI and the value of output
per hectare of GCA. These two are affected by a number of factors which can be
grouped into two: (a) technical; and (b) institutional, such as social (caste and
class), economic (landholding pattern), demographic (population pressure on
land), and political (no policy change and lethargic attitude of politicians on
tank development).
The key technical factors ranked by importance are: (a) conditions of water
supply; (b) drainage conditions; and (c) soil quality. Table 5 summarises the
water supply conditions and agricultural performance of the overall ayacut in
selected villages during 2015–2016, 2005–2006, and 2016–2017. It brings out
the considerable variations within each tank in the availability of tank supply,
extent of well irrigation, and incidence of drainage problems, and gives some
insight with their effects on productivity.
In KPT, compared to 2015–2016, water supply in 2005–2006 was a normal
tank supply year in all villages, but the reported distribution was best in Kattalai;
the reduction in yield per hectare of NSA is also the least in this village. In all
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Notes: GVO = Gross value output; GCA = Gross cropped area; NSA = Net sown area; CI = Cropping intensity; For expansions of other abrreviations, see Notes under Table 1.
Column 2 represents the average extent of free catchment area per acre of ayacut.
a
Due to complete breakdown of Moolai sluice, tank supply in this year was fully closed for irrigation.
b
Only part of the ayacut, i.e., in the head reach, received some supply due to channel encroachment and breakdown of one of the twin (Maganipattu & Thuraiperumpakkam) sluices that
supply water to this village.
c
Due to heavy channel encroachment and blockage, in Kaveripakkam village, water was not received totally.
d
Usually 5 months’ supply was available but due to longer period of FTL storage maintained in the DMT during this supply year, 8 months’ supply was possible.
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Table 5. Productivity of Sample Holdings and Some Related Characteristics in KPT and DMT in the Latest, Preceding, and During Survey Years
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others, there was a decline in both GVO/GCA and CI. GVO/NSA shows a
steep reduction in Panniyur (elevated sluice, poor groundwater) and in the
two tail-end villages (Alapakkam and Athipattu).
In DMT, which has little well irrigation, productivity per GCA is generally
lower than in KPT for comparable reaches even in good years; CIs are much
higher (mainly on account of the practice of growing broadcast paddy in June–
September and also because three of the four villages got eight months’ supply),
and GVO/NSA ranged between INR 62,961 and INR 11,8850 (comparable to
KPT).
In DMT, the inter-village differences are entirely on account of differences
in tank supply and drainage. The GVO/GCA is lower in the head reach
villages because of severe drainage problems. But with more assured access
to tank water (compared to the tail end), they have high CI. The two factors
(tank supply and drainage) seem largely to compensate each other, thereby
narrowing the difference in GVO/NSA. However, as may be expected,
productivity per hectare of operated area is somewhat high in the ayacut of the
deeper Mamandur sluice.
In a comparable normal tank supply year (2005–2006) there is a marginal
increase of CI, but reduction in the yield of area cropped. Overall GVO/NSA
falls marginally as a consequence. Groundwater availability and accessibility
in KPT are in very high proportions, but they have very little effect in DMT
villages.

5. Conclusion
The foregoing analysis indicates that in both tanks, the rules and regulations
prescribed by the mamulnamas for sharing tank water across villages are still
followed. In KPT, most villages followed murai system in the recent past,
especially during scarcity period. In DMT, OMP system was followed a decade
ago when tank supply became scarce. Villages served by the deep sluices in
both tanks did not follow any murai system due to abundant availability of
supply.
In a normal supply year, like 2015–2016, the deep sluice village of Kattalai
and the tail-end villages of Athipattu and Alapakkam get tank water for two
full crop seasons (8–9 months) and the elevated sluice villages get one crop
season (5–6 months) supply. Wherever water deficiency is faced, the ayacutdars
follow the murai system.
The conditions of tank water supply in 2015–2016 indicate that the second
season supply was adequate to all sample villages, except the tail-end village
of Athipattu and deep sluice village of Kattalai in KPT, where tank supply was
not fully available due to main channel encroachment and collapse of deep
sluice at the beginning of the supply season. All villages of DMT got adequate
tank supply in the second season. In the third season, three KPT villages got
inadequate supply and two villages got no tank supply due to specific problems,
but all DMT villages got adequate supply. In order to resolve the inadequacy
of tank supply, in both tanks, farmers widely supplemented with well water. In
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2015–2016, all the head reach villages served by the deep sluices in both the
tanks reported that the drainage problem (which had been reported as very
heavy previously) was minimised through proper regulation of supply by the
PWD in the main tank sluice itself.
The analysis reveals that KPT villages are better placed in receiving tank
water and to exploit groundwater. This is due to the assured availability of Palar
Anicut supply since its construction of 1857. Since KPT is located in the head
reach of the system, its water supply condition is relatively better than in DMT.
This picture gets reversed in the case of DMT, which is located at the tail end of
the system, where in recent decades, the available tank supply has been found
to be inadequate to feed the entire ayacut, and the availability of groundwater
has also been less than in KPT. On the whole, the analysis indicates that in both
the tanks, although a lot of changes have occurred in agricultural activities,
ayacutdars still widely adopt the water distribution methods prescribed by the
mamulnamas. Since the government has not codified rules and regulations
for tank water distribution—even in the large tanks—it is welcome that the
ayacutdars still follow the mamulnamas for tank water management.
In this connection, it is important to note that the Government of Tamil
Nadu has enacted the Tamil Nadu Farmers Management of Irrigation System
Act, 2000 (TNFMIS Act; Act No. 7/2001) to improve tank irrigation by creating
WUAs for all major irrigation tanks in Tamil Nadu. Although different regimes
(AIADMK from 2003 and DMK from 2008) attempted to develop the WUAs,
re-election of the WUAs was not conducted by the AIADMK government in
2013; it led to the collapse of the local tank institutions. Once the TNFMIS Act
is revived, and elections in all tanks are conducted properly as per stipulated
rules, tank irrigation will improve considerably. Apart from government
initiatives, beneficiary farmers’ cooperation too is important for revival of
tanks.
Further, to improve the present performance of tank irrigation in the
selected tanks (as well as other tanks in Tamil Nadu), three activities should
be taken care of: (a) All inlet channels supplying water to tanks and the outlet
channels which supply water to the ayacut should be cleaned and maintained
thoroughly up to the required standard; (b) For those villages which report
that even though the tank had full storage, they did not get any tank supply
mainly due to channel encroachment, immediate attention should be paid to
remove the encroachments and restore tank supply; (c) Wherever excessive
seepage along the main/branch channels is reported, such stretches need to
be lined up completely to lessen the drainage problem; (d) Preference for
irrigation supplies should be given first to those areas where inadequacy of
supply is continuously felt by the farmers; and (e) As farmers have reported
that the functioning of local irrigation institutions has been very weak in
recent decades, special steps should be taken to revive the tank institutions to
function better to solve tank-related problems amicably, by farmers themselves
without seeking much help from the government.
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Appendix 1: Trends in Net Area Irrigated
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Appendix 2: Water Mamulnamas (Tamil)
of Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamundur
*

*

From G.O. No. 60 I., 8th February 1918, Public Works Department—Irrigation, Government of Madras.
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ÉC - ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK*
1 ÉC - è‹ªðQ ê˜‚è£¼‚°
1) ÜÂñ‰î«ð†¬ì Aó£ñˆFL¼‚°‹ º‚Aò î‡a˜ õóˆ¶ è£™õ£Œ Íô‹ (main water supply
channel) î‡a˜ ªè£´‚èŠðì«õ‡®ò º¬ø ðŸP ñù«è «õô£»î ºîLò£˜, Þê£ó£î£˜ èí‚°
°¼ï£îHœ¬÷, ñŸÁ‹ ÜÂñ‰î«ð†¬ì î£½‚è£ F¼õˆÉ˜, ¶‚°®, CˆÉ˜ ñ‚èœ â¿F‚ ªè£´ˆî
ñ£Í™ ï£ñ£, ò£ªîQ™:
2) ÜÂñ‰î«ð†¬ì ñ£ñ‡Ç¬ó «ê˜‰î Aó£ñƒèÀ‚° î‡a˜ ð£ò ªðKò ãK 1Ÿ° ð£ô£ŸPL¼‰¶‹,
ªõœ÷‚è£L¡ Íôº‹ î‡a˜ A¬ì‚è õN ªêŒòŠð†´œ÷¶. ÉC Aó£ñˆFŸ° ªê£‰îñ£è
á¼‚° õì‚«è ªî¡õìô£è è¬óJìŠð†ì 5 ñ£îƒèœ î‡a˜ ªè£´‚è‚Ã®ò Cˆ«îK å¡Á
(1) àœ÷¶. ÞîŸ° ñ¬ö‚è£ôˆF™ ÉC ãK‚° õì‚«è ÉCJ¡ â™¬ô æó‹ ºî™, ÝƒAô
è‹ªðQ M÷ˆ«î£´ â™¬ô æó‹ õ¬ó ªõœ÷‚è£™ (catchment) Þ¼‚Aø¶. «ñ½‹ ªè£™¬ô
«ñ†´ ªõœ÷ƒèœ, è£†´ ªõœ÷ƒèœ â™ô£‹ «ê˜‰¶ î‡a˜ ªè£´‚Aø¶. «ñ½‹ (î£½‚°
ñ²‚ÃK«ô «ê˜‰¶ õ£¬è, ÜŠ¶™ô£¹ó‹ ãKJ™ ÜFèñ£è àœ÷ õN‰«î£´‹ (surplus) î‡a¼‹
õ‰¶ «ê¼Aø¶. ÜŠ¶™ô£¹ó‹ î‡E H®‚°‹. Üˆ¶ (boundary) «ñŸð® á˜ Cˆ«îK âF˜õ£J™
è£C ó£«ñvõó ð£†¬ìJ™ Ü¬óñ†´ î‡a˜ H®‚Aø¶.
3) Þê£ ( a share in joint property right) ªðKò ãKJ™ ÉC õ¬èòø£ Aó£ñƒèÀ‚° «ñ™ð® ãK‚è¬óJ¡
ñ¬ô‚° õì‚«è ðô¬è «ð£´Aø «ñ†´ ªðKò ñî° å¡Á‹. ñ¬ô‚° ªîŸ«è ï£N¬è õ£ê™ (time
bound) ñó‹ «ð£´A¡ø ðœ÷ñî° å¡Á‹ Ýè 2 àœ÷ù. ðœ÷ ñî° Í® «ñ†´ ñî° Fø‰¶
î‡a˜ ð£ŒA¡ø ªð£¿¶, «ñ†´ñîAŸ°œ 3 Ü®‚° 11/2 Ü® â¡ø èí‚A™ î‡a˜ â´ˆ¶ H¡
ªî£†®J¡ Aö‚«è î‡a˜ ªðøŠð´Aø¶. ÜŠªð£¿¶ ÉC GôˆF™ ñ¬ô«ò£óƒè£½‚° ªó‡´
Ã¬ì î‡a˜ Þó¾‹ ðè½ñ£è ªê™½‹. Üî¡ Aö‚° ðôè¬ìŠ¹ ªè£‡ìˆ¶‚° W«ö Þôõñóˆ¶
ñ¬ìJ™ î‡a˜ M´õF™¬ô. ¬î ñ£î‹ Hø‰î£™ âÁ‹¹‚ªè£™¬ô ñ£ù£õ£K è™«ôK ñ´¾‚°
Þó‡ì® Üèô‹ ï£¡° M¬ó‚è¬ì àò˜ˆF î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. ÜîŸ° Aö‚«è ê‹«ð£¬ì è£½‚°
å¼ ªñK î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. ïˆî‚ ªè£™¬ô î‚¬è è£™õ£Œ‚° Þó‡´ Ã¬ì î‡a˜ (a unit
of flow measurement) ð£ŒAø¶. ÜîŸ° Aö‚«è «ð£°‹ î‡aK™ ðœ÷ ñî° è£™õ£J™ ï£½ Ã¬ì
î‡a˜ â´ˆ¶ è¬ó æó‹ è£½‚°‹ å†® ðˆ¶è£½‚°‹ ð£ŒAø¶. ÜîŸ° Aö‚«è ê†® °†¬ìJ™
ÉC è£™õ£»‹, ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£™õ£»‹ HKAø¶. Ü¬ìò£÷‚è™½‚° õì¹ó‹ ð™ô£¹óˆî£¡
è£½‚° ªî¡¹ó‹ ÉC‚ è£L¡ õì¹ó‹ ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£L™ î‡a˜ ð£Fò£Œ «ð£Aø¶. Üî¡
Aö‚«è ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£L™ ð£êù‹. õ£¬è â™¬J™ õ£¬è ãKW› ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£½‚°
«ñ™¹ó‹ õ£¬è ãK. ðƒè£Á î£ƒèœ Þ¬õèœ àô˜‰¶ «ð£ù H¡ õ£¬èò£˜ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œÀ‹
ªî£†® 3. Üî¡ Aö‚«è «ð†¬ì Aíˆî® ªî£†® 3, Ýè ªî£†® 6‹, õ£¬è ãK ðƒè£Áˆî£ƒèœ
àô˜‰¶ «ð£ù£™ ªî£†® ñ£ŸP ªî£†® Þó‡´ ªî£†® Þ¬øˆ¶‚ªè£œAø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è ÉC
GôˆF™ ªê¡ù£ƒ°†¬ì‚° 2 ªî£†®. 11/4 è£E‚° Þ¬øˆ¶ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
ÜîŸ° âF˜ ÉC Gôˆ¶‚° è£E 1/2‚° ð™ô£¹óˆî£¡ è£L™ î‚¬è ¬õˆ¶ (wooden obstruction)
ð£ò M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è °òõ¡ ¹ö‚è¬ì èöE‚° Cˆ«îK àô˜‰¶ «ð£ù£™ 4 ªî£†®
Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œAø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è Hó‹ñ õ£v¶ ¹ö‚è¬ìèÀ‚°‹ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
Üî¡ Aö‚«è ðœO ªî¼è£L™ ð£„ê™ ªè£‡ì èöE ÝÁ è£E‚° ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£™õ£¬ò
«î‚A ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. ªî¼‚è£½‚° ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£L™ Ü¬ìò£÷‚ è™½‚° «ñ«ô
ð™ô£õóˆî£Â‚° î‡E «ð£ø¶. ªî¼‚è£L«ô (Road channel) 4 ªî£†® î‡E «ð£ø¶. °Nò¡
è¡Q è£½‚° 1 «ñK î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è è¼ñ£¡ ¹ö‚è¬ì èöQèÀ‚° 2 ªî£†®
î‡E Þó£ðèô£Œ «ð£°‹. ¹ö‚è¬ì F¼ˆ¶ è¡Q è£½‚° 1 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. è¡Q
Í¬ôè£E 1‚° ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ è£L™ ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ð£òM†´ î‡E Mô‚A M´Aø¶. F¼ˆ¶
è¡Q è£½‚° 1 ªî£†® î‡E ð£òM†´ Mô‚A M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚° ªðKò¹ô‹ è¡Q
è£½‚° å¼ ªî£†® î‡E M†´ Mô‚A M´Aø¶. Üî¡ H¡ ÉC â™¬ô î£‡® °óƒèE™
*
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º†ì‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ð£°‹ î‡aK™ Üø‹¹ è£ôˆ¶‚° °óƒèE™ º†ìˆî£˜ ï£O™ å¡Á‹ (1/4)
ð™ô£õóˆî£˜ ð£F»‹. èEA½Š¬ðò£˜ 1/4 ðƒ°ñ£è ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹.
ÉC ªð¼ƒè£™ ê†®‚°†¬ìŠ HK¾ ð™ô£õóˆî£¡ HK¾ è£½‚° Aö‚° ð£„ê™ º¬ø. ¶‚èN°†¬ì
è‡E‚è£½‚° 1 «ñKˆ î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è õ£¬è â™¬ôJ™ 10 è¡Q‚ è£½‚°
10 êŠð£ø î‡E (Local Measurement) ð£òM†´ î‡E Mô‚A «ð£´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚° ÉC
â™¬ôJ™ õì‚° ð†ì¬ó è¡Q‚è£™ ï£½‚° 4 êŠð£øî‡E M´Aø¶. ê£¬ô õN è‡í£Á‚°
2 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è °÷‚W› è‡í£Á 2 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶.
Üî¡ Aö‚° °÷‚W› è‡í£Á 3‚° 3 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è õ£Eò¡
èöQ è‡í£Á‚° å¼ ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è Üóê® è‡í£Á‚° 2 ªî£†®
î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è «êMø£¡ è‡í£Á 2‚° 2 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡
Aö‚«è ê‰Fè¬ó‚° ªð¼ƒè£L«òL¼‰¶ ð£»ø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è °¬ø î‡a˜ °øƒèQ™
º†ìˆî£˜ ªð¼ƒè£½‚° Aö‚«è H™«ôK«ñ´ è‡E‚è£™ 1‚° 1 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶.
Üî¡ Aö‚«è °øƒèE™ º†ìˆî£˜ è£õ™ñ£Eò‹ è‡í£ˆF™ «î£†® ñ£Eò‹. î†ì£¡
ñ£Eò‹, æ„êOñ£¡ò‹ ð£Œ‰¶ °¬ø î‡a˜ °øƒèQ™ º†ìˆî£¼‚° ð£òø¶. ªð¼ƒè£½‚°
ªîŸ° è£‚°Á†®«ñ´ è¡Qè£½‚° å¼ ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è àFKð†®
è‡í£Á‚° 1 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚«è °øƒèE™ º†ìˆî£¼‚° ð£òø¶.
ðœ÷ñî° ð£„ê™: ðœ÷ñî° Fø‰î£™ H¡ ªî£†®‚° 2 ñ£˜ (two times) W›¹ø‹ ñ´M«ô
W›°Šðˆî£¼‚° 11/2 Ü® Üèôº‹ 6 Mó‚è¬ì àò˜ˆF»‹ ñ´M«ô M´Aø¶. Üî¡ Aö‚°
Ý„ê£ƒªè£™¬ô Ë‚¬è è™«ôK è¡Q‚è£½‚° 2 ªî£†® î‡E Þó£ðèô£Œ M´Aø¶. Üî¡
õì¹ø‹ ñ£ù£õ£K è‡í£Á 2‚° 2 ñ¬ô«ò£ó‹ ð£„ê½‚° «ñ†´ ñî° àô˜‰¶ «ð£ù£™ Ü‰î
ðJ¼‚° ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. Üî¡ Aö‚«è «è£M‰î¡ ªè£‡ìˆF™ âÁ‹¹
ªè£™¬ô‚°‹ ñ´¾‚°‹ 2 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ð£¬øð†® è¡Q‚è£™ 2‚°
2 ªî£†® î‡E M´Aø¶.
«ñ†°ñî° àô˜‰¶ «ð£ù£™ ÜŠ«ð£¬î‚° Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. ªð¼ƒè£™ õì¹ó‹ «ñ†°ñî°
î‡E ªð¼ƒè£«ô£«ì õ‰¶ «ê˜ˆ¶ «ñªô¿Fòð®‚° ÉC â™¬ôõ¬ó ð£Œ‰¶ eF î‡a˜
°øƒèE™ º†ìˆî£˜ 4™ å¡Á‹ ð™ô£õóˆî£˜ ð£F»‹ èEA½Š¬ðò£˜ 4™ 1 ðƒ°‹ ð£ò M´Aø¶.
W›è¡Qè£™èœ â™ô£‹ ñ£Í™ð®‚° Þó£ðèô£Œ î‡E ð£Œ„C‚ªè£œõ¶. ðœ÷‚è£™ ñ£Í™ð®
ÉC ð£…² eF î‡E¬ò ð™ô£õóˆî£˜ 2 ðƒ°‹ °óƒèE™ º†ìˆî£˜ 1 ðƒ°‹ èEA½Š¬ðò£˜
1 ðƒ°ñ£è ð£ò M†´‚ ªè£œõ¶.
ûÎ˜ ªê£‰î Cˆ«îK 1‚° «ñ†´ñî° 1. ðœ÷ñî° 1. Ýèñî° 2. Þ‰î 2 ñî°‹ Fø‰¶ õ˜ø î‡E
û ãK W› ï…¬ê «ñ†´ èöEèÀ‚° «î£†® è‹ºè†®¬ò ¬õˆ¶ 1 ñ¬ì ð£„êô£A êññ£è
ð£òM†´‚ ªè£‡´ õ¼õ¶. «ñ™ð® á˜ ãK W›èöEèÀ‚° ªðKò ãK î‡E õ‰¶ ð£»ø¶.
Þ‰î Cˆ«îK 2 ñî°«ô»‹ 15 ï£œ î‡a˜ Þ¼‚°‹ «ð£¶ èöEèÀ‚° î‡a˜ õó£¶. «ñ™ð®
Cˆ«îKJ¡ W› Þ†ìðJ˜ àô˜‰¶ «ð£è£ñ™ Þê£ ªðKò ãKˆî‡a˜ þÎ˜ ðœO‚Ãìˆî¼°œ÷
ªî¼‚ è£™õ£J™ õ£ø î‡EJ«ô ðìŠ¬ðêóè Üˆ¶ ºî™ Hì£K «è£M½‚° W›¹ó‹ õ¬ó 2
Ü™ô¶ 3 ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œÀõ¶.
4. «ñ™ð® áK«ô õ£¬öˆ «î£†ì‹, è¼‹¹ˆ «î£†ì‹ Þ™¬ô. ªõŸP¬ôˆ «î£†ìˆ¶‚° ªðKò ãK
î‡E ï…¬ê èöE åŠð‰î‹ ð£ŒAø¶. þ á˜ ªê£‰î Cˆ«îK î‡E Üê™ Aó£ñƒèÀ‚°
«ð£Œ ð£»ø ñ£Í™ Þ™¬ô. Þ‰î º¬øJ™ âƒèœ Þó£CJ™ ï£ƒèœ â¿F‚ ªè£´ˆî î‡E
ñ£Í™ ï£ñ£.
ªõƒèìA¼wíŒòƒè£˜
èí‚° °¼ï£î Hœ¬÷.
2. °øƒèE™ º†ì‹: è‹ªðQ ê˜‚è£¼‚°
1. ªêƒè™õó£ò °¼‚èœ, A¼wíŒò˜, ªõƒèŒò£ °®èœ, èí‚° ªõƒèì£êôŠHœ¬÷, °øƒèE™
º†ì‹ î£½‚è£ F¼õˆÉ˜ ¶‚°® CˆÉ˜ ñ‚èœ â¿F‚ ªè£´ˆî î‡E ñ£Í™ ï£ñ£ ò£ªîQ™
þ á¼‚° î‡a˜ Þ¼‚Aø î£Œ‚è£™ îðC™ «ñŸð® á¼‚° ªê£‰î ãK î£ƒè™ ÌxTò‹.
2. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ÉC Þê£ ªðKò ãK î‡E M´Aø¶. ÉC ñ£Í™ ï£ñ£¬õ â¿FJ¼‚Aø º¬ø‚°
õ£¬è ÉC‚° î‡a˜ ð£Œ‰¶ ÉC‚° Aö‚«è ð™ô£õóˆ¶‚° õ˜ó‚è£™õ£J™ «ñ™ ð®Î˜
õì«ñ£´ ï…¬ê èöQèÀ‚° ð£»ø è¡Qè£™è÷£«ô ï…¬ê èöQèÀ‚° î‡a˜ ð£»¶. Þî¡
Aö‚«è ªð£Lè£ó¡ «è£J™êóèˆ¶ èöEèO«ô ªè£‡ìñ£Œ î‡a˜ ãø£î èöQ‚° ð™ô£õó‹
è£™õ£¬òˆ «î‚A î‡a˜ ð£òM†´ ªè£‡ì‹ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. î‡a˜ Üø‹¹ ï£O™ ð™ô£õó‹
è£L™ 1/4 ðƒ° î‡E ð£òM´Aø¶. ÉC ªð¼ƒè£™ ð£„ê™ ÉC «î£†® ñ£Qòˆ¶‚° Aö‚«è
«ñ™ð® Î¼‚° ð£»ø î£Œ‚è£™ á¼‚«è õì‚«è õN‚è¬ó è£™ 1. W›‚è£Eˆ î£ƒè™ è£™ 1. Þî¡
ªîŸ«è àFKð†® «ñ£÷è£øùˆ¶‚è£™ 1. Ýè è£™ 3. Þ‰îè£½‚° þÎ˜ ï…¬ê‚èöEèÀ‚°
î‡a˜ ð£»ø¶. ÉC ï´‚èöE ªõ£†´ (illegible) ðœ÷è£L«ô î‡E å¶‚A õ‰î ï…¬ê
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èöQèÀ‚° ð£»ø î‡E Üø‹¹ ï£¬÷J™ å†´ ðˆ¶ è£L™ õ£ø î‡E ð™ô£õóˆ¶‚° 2
ðƒ° «ð£è «ñŸð®Î¼‚° 1 ðƒ° î‡a˜ ð£»‹ î‡E Üø‹¹ ï£O™ «ñ™ð®Î˜ â™¬ôJ«ô
ð™ô£õó‹ ñ¼ ªè£‡ìˆF™ Aö‚èˆFò£¼‚° ñ†®™ °¬ø‰¶, õó£ñ™ G¡Á «ð£ù£™ Üî¡ H¡
«ñŸð® á¼‚° ñ´M«ô 2 ¶ô£‹ ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œõ¶.
3. «ñŸð® á¼‚° è¼‹¹ «î£†ì‹ õ£¬öˆ«î£†ì‹ Þ™¬ô. ªõŸP¬ô «î£†ìˆ¶‚° ï…¬ê
èöEèœ åŠð‰î‹ î‡a˜ ð£»¶.

3. ÜKèóð£‚è‹: è‹ªðQ ê˜‚è£¼‚°
1. ñ£˜‚è êè£ò˜. ÜKèóð£‚è‹ èF‹°® ªõƒè«ìê è¾‡ì¡. ºˆ¶ è¾‡ì¡. èí‚°
F¼ñ¬ôŠHœ¬÷. ÜKèóð£‚è‹ î£½è£ F¼õˆÉ˜ ¶‚°® CˆÉ˜ ñ‚è÷£Aò ï£ƒèœ â¿F‚ªè£´ˆî
î‡a˜ ñ£º™ ï£ñ£ ò£ªîQ™ ªûÎ¼‚° î‡EJ¼‚Aø î£Œ‚è£™ îðC™ ªûÎ¼‚° «ñŸ°
ªîŸ° õì‚° è¬ó«ð£†´ Þ¼‚Aø 5 ñ£î‹ ð£»ø ãK 1.
2. «ñŸð® ãK‚° î‡E õ¼õ¶. ñ¬öè£ôˆF™ ãK âF˜ õ£J™ î£½‚è£ ñ¶‚ÃK«ô ªï™L
°‹HQ ê£AK«ô (Land belongs to company) «ê˜‰î F¼õ® Þó£ñ£¹ó‹ 2 Aó£ñˆ¶ ãK«è£®èœ â´ˆ¶
õ¼‹ î‡a¼‹ èìè£™ î‡a¼‹, õ‰¶ Gó‹¹Aø¶. V ãK î‡E H®‚°ø Üˆ¶ (Limit). V
ãK âF˜õ£J™ è£…Y¹ó‹ ð£†¬ì (road) õNJ™ ºè‰î£Š«ð£™ H®‚°‹.
3. «ñŸð®Î˜ ï…¬ê èöQèÀ‚° î‡E ð£»ø º¬ø. «ñŸð® ãK‚° ðœ÷ñî° 1. Þî¡ õì‚°
Ý¬ùè™ ¬õˆ¶œ÷ «ñ†´ ñî° 1. Ýè ñî° 2. ãKJ™ î‡a˜ º¿õ¶ñ£è Gó‹H Þ¼‚°‹
ªð£¿¶ V ãKJ¡ W› ðœ÷ èöEèœ â™ô£‹ î£½‚è£ ñ²‚ÃK«ô «ê˜‰î ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK
î‡a˜ º¿¶‹ H®‚°‹. Þ¡Â‹ «ñ†´ ð†ì¬ø Þ¬øŠ¹ èöQèÀ‚° «ñ†´ ñî° Fø‰¶
õ¼Aø î‡a˜ CP¶ èöQèÀ‚° ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œõ¶. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK î‡a˜
þÎ˜ â™¬ôJ™ H®ˆ¶ Þ¼‚Aøð®Jù£«ô Ü¬î Ü¼A½œ÷ «ñ†´ èöQèÀ‚° ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶
Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. Þ¡Â‹ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãKˆî‡a˜ õ®M™ (depletion) VÎ˜ ãK ðœ÷ñî°
Fø‰¶ ðœ÷‚ èöQèÀ‚° «î£†® õø‡ êññ£è ð£ò M´Aø¶. CP¶ èöQèÀ‚° ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
ãK î‡a˜ H®ˆ¶ Þ¼‚AøFù£«ô ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œõ¶. Þ¡Â‹ «ñŸð®Î¼‚°
Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK âF˜õ£J™ V á˜ â™¬ô è£¬ó °†¬ì‚° Aö‚«è â™¬ôJ¼‚Aø ð®Jù£«ô â™¬ô êóèˆF™ î‡EJ¼‚Aø ñ†´‚°‹ å¼ ¶¬ô (Shallow Pond) ªî£†®»‹, Þ¼¶¬ô
ªî£†®»‹ ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œõ¶.
4. «ñŸð®Î˜ ãKˆî‡a˜ «õªø‰î Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ ð£ŒAø àK¬ñ Þ™¬ô. þ ãKˆî£ƒèÀ‚°
õ¼‹ ¹¶Šð†´ è¬ìè£™ ªõœ÷º‹ ªè£™ô «ñ†´ ªõœ÷º‹ «ê˜‰¶ õ¼Aøð®Jù£«ô Ü‰î c¬ó
ò£ªó£¼õ¼‹ î´‚è‚Ãì£¶.
âƒèÙ˜ ãK ïó‹Hù£™ àœõ£J™ ñ£Íôñ£è î‡a˜ H®‚°ø á¼‚° õì«ñŸ° ãK º¿õ¶‹
ªó£‹Hù£™ àœõ£J™ âƒèÙ˜ â™¬ô èC¾ ð†ì¬ó ºˆ¶ ï£ò‚è¡. ªõƒè†ó£‹ ï£ò‚è¡
ðˆ¶è†´ ï…¬ê (occupancy holding), Í¡Á î¬÷ W›¹ø‹ õøŠ¹ õ¬ó î‡a˜ H®‚°‹.
áK¡ Aö‚° õ£™î£ƒè™ º¿õ¶ñ£Œ Gó‹Hù£™ àœõ£J™ âƒèÙ˜ â™¬ô A÷˜ ªê® õ¬ó‚°‹
î‡E è†´Aø¶. âƒèÙ˜ â™¬ô º¿õ¶ñ£è ãK c˜ H®‚°ø¶ ñ£Í™ Þ™¬ô.

4. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
1816‹ Ý‡´ ïõ‹ð˜ 16‹ «îF ªõƒèì£„ê£Kò£˜. Ü¼œ¹ ªõƒèì«êêŒòƒè£˜. ªõƒèŒò˜.
C¡ù ÜŠðùŒòƒè£˜. â‹ªð¼ñ£÷Œòƒè£˜. °¼M ªõƒAìê£K. èí‚° ó£ñê£I Hœ¬÷ ñŸÁ‹
ó£ñA¼wí Hœ¬÷ ÝA«ò£˜ ó£CJ™ â¿F‚ ªè£´ˆî ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãKJ™ ñ£ñ‡Ç¼‚° à†ð†ì
ð°F‚° î‡a˜ MìŠð´õ¶ ðŸPò ñ£Í™ ï£ñ£.
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ñŸÁ‹ ÉC‚° «ñŸ° ªîŸ«è Þ¼‚A¡ø ªðKò ãK‚° W›è‡ì º¬øJ™ î‡a˜
A¬ì‚A¡ø¶. 1) õƒè÷ˆÉ˜, ºˆî«õ´, H„êõ£® á¼‚è¼A½œ÷ ð£ô£ŸP™ ªõœ÷‹ õ¼A¡ø
ªð£¿¶ °Á‚«è Ü¬íJ†´ î‡a¬ó F¼ŠH è£™õ£J¡ Íô‹ ªðøŠð´‹ î‡a¼‹ 2)
ªõƒè÷ˆÉ˜ ãK èôƒè™ î‡a¼‹. èöQèO¡ èNê™ î‡a¼‹. F¼Šðùƒè£´ ãK èôƒè™
î‡a¼‹. à¬ñò£œ¹ó‹ èöQ èNê™ î‡a¼‹. å¿è‹ð£‚èˆF™ õ‰¶ M¿‰¶ ãKJ™ «ê˜Aø¶
3) «ñ½‹ ªõœ÷‚°÷‹ èöQJ™ õ¼Aø èN¾ î‡a¼‹. F¼‹ð º¬ø ªõœ÷º‹, ñ£õ‰î™
ªè£™¬ô ªõœ÷º‹ «ê˜‰¶ ãK‚° õ¼Aø¶. 4) «ñ½‹ ð£ô£Á ªð¼‚ªè´‚°‹ ªð£¿¶ ªð¼ñ÷¾
î‡a˜ Þó£ü£‚ è£™õ£Œ Íô‹ ªðÁAø¶.
ð£ô£ŸP™ ªõœ÷‹ õó£îªð£¿¶ «ñŸð® ãK‚° (Þó£ü£‚è£L™) ªè£‡ì‹ è†ìŠð´‹. Þî¡ð®,
F¼Šðíƒè£´ ªè£‡ì‹ (1). õœ÷°÷‹ ªè£‡ì‹ (1). Ýè Þó‡´ ªè£‡ì‹ è†ìŠð´‹. Þî¡
Íô‹ ãK î‡a˜ ªð¼‹. Üóêƒ°Šð‹ ñî° (2) ªê†® î£ƒè™ ñî° (1) °‹HQ ê˜‚è£˜ å¿‚è‹ð£‚è
ñî° (1) ªõœ÷°÷‹ ñî° (1) Ýè 5 ñî°èÀ‹ «ñ½‹ ãK‚° âF˜õ£J™ àœ÷ Cˆî£ˆÉ˜
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æ¬ìJ¡ ýKýóð£‚è‹ ãK. Cˆî£ˆÉ˜ «ê£ö¹ó‹ ªð¼ñL«ñ´ ªê™ôŠªð¼ñN«ñ´. ÜN…C™ð†´
ÝAò Þ‰î Aó£ñƒèO¡ ãK èôƒè™ î‡a¼‹ ñŸÁ‹ Þš×˜èO¡ èöQ èNê™ î‡a¼‹
Cˆî£ˆÉ˜ æ¬ìJ™ M¿‰¶ ªðKò ãK¬ò Ü¬ìAø¶. Þ¶ ñ£Í™ º¬ø. Þ‹º¬øJ™ î‡a˜
õ‰¶ ãK Gó‹Hù£™ 18 ñ£î‹ î‡a˜ ð£»‹.
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãKJ¡ âF˜õ£J™ H®‚Aø Üˆ¶, «ñŸ° Cˆî£ˆÉ˜ ð£†¬ì Üˆ¶‚° H®Š¹, ªîŸ°
ÜN…ê™ð†´, Þ÷‰«î£Š¹ Üˆ¶, ªê™ô ªð¼IL«ñ´ á˜ Üˆ¶, ªð¼IL«ñ´ î£ƒè™ W› Üˆ¶,
«ê£ö¹ó‹ õìõ‡¬ì Ýôñóˆ¶ Üˆ¶, èí‚è‹ð£‚è‹ ïÍ‡® á˜ Üˆ¶, ýKýóŠð£‚è‹ â™¬ô
Üˆ¶, ÜŒòƒ°÷‹ è‡íŠð¡î£ƒè™ õì‚° Üˆ¶ Þ‰î êóèˆF™ î‡a˜ H®‚Aø¶. («ñ«ô
°PŠH†´œ÷ ð°Fèœ õ¬ó ãKJ¡ Ü÷¾ ðó‰¶ àœ÷¶)
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK‚° õ¼A¡ø è£™õ£J™ «ñ«ô ÃøŠð†ì Þó‡´ ªè£‡ìº‹ Ý®ñ£îˆF™
Fø‚èŠð´Aø¶. ÜF™ ¬îñ£î‹ õ¬ó Ü¬í è†ì‚Ãì£¶. ¬î ñ£îˆFŸ° «ñ™ ªè£‡ì‹ è†®‚
ªè£œ÷ô£‹. CˆF¬óJ™ ñ¬ö ªðŒ¶ è£™õ£J™ î‡a˜ õ‰î£½‹. ªõƒèôˆ¶˜ èôƒè™ ñŸÁ‹
èNê™ î‡a˜ õ‰î£½‹ ªè£‡ì‹ è†ì‚Ãì£¶ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. î‡a˜ õóˆ¶ G¡Á
«ð£ù£™ ªè£‡ì‹ è†®‚ªè£œ÷ô£‹ Þ¶ ñ£Í™ º¬ø. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ãK‚° ñî° º¬øJ™ «ñŸð®
ãKJ™ ªîŸ° «è£®J™ ðô¬è «ð£´A¡ø «ñ†´ ªðKò ñî° å¡Á, ï£N¬è õ£ê™ ñó‹ «ð£´A¡ø
ñî° 1. Ýè ñî° 2. Í¬ôJ™ õì«è£® èôƒè½‚° ðô¬è «ð£´A¡ø ªðKò ñî° 1. ÞF™ ªîŸ°
ñ¬ô‚° ªî¡ð°FJ™ ï£N¬è õ£ê™ ñó‹ «ð£´Aø ñî° 1. Ýè ÉC ñî° 2. ªðKò ãK 1‚°
ñî° 4.
ãK º¿õ¶ñ£è Gó‹H Þ¼‚°‹«ð£¶ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™ ªî¡ð°FJ™ ðô¬è «ð£´Aø ñîA«ô
î‡a˜ Fø‰¶ H¡ ð°FJ™ H¡ ªî£†®J™ õ£JŸð®‚° «ñ«ô Hœ¬÷ò£˜ ¶‹H‚¬è ªî£†´õø
Ü÷¾ î‡a˜ Fø‰¶ M´õ¶. ÜŠªð£¿¶ «ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹, Ü…²ø£¡ è£™õ£J™ ªè£‡ì‹
è†® ðœ÷‚è£™ ð£êùˆFŸ° Ü‰î ªè£‡ìˆFô, Üèô Ü÷M™ Ý«øè£ô®, 21/2 Ü® àòó‹,
Þó‡´ ê£‡M†´ °¬ø î‡a˜ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ«ô è£õ™
ñ£QòˆFŸ° ð£ŒA¡ø ï£½ è£ô® °†¬ìJ™ àœ÷ ªî£†® 3‚° c˜ ð£»¶. 2) Ü…²ó£¡ è£™õ£JŸ° «ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ è£™õ£Œ Íô‹ ð£Jø ð®Jù£«ô, Ü…²ó£¡ è£™õ£J™ ï£½ ðƒ° î‡a¼‹
«ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ è£™õ£J‚° 11/2 ðƒ° î‡a¼‹ ñ£ø£¬ñò£°‹.
«ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ è£™õ£J™ «ð£Aø î‡aK™ «ñ™ð® î£½‚è£M™ «ê˜‰î ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™
ªî£†® õ„C Þ¬ø‚Aø õòù‹. õ£Eò‹ HøM¬ì ªî£†® 3. á¼‚° «ñô‡¬ì ªî£†® 2.
Üî¡ õì¹ø ªî£†® 1. è÷ˆ¶ «ñ†´‚° W›¹ø‹ Ýôñóˆî‡¬ì ªî£ì¢® 1. ÜîŸ° ªîŸ«è
ªî¡¬ñóˆî‡¬ì ªî£†® 1 Ü‹ñ¡ «è£J½‚° Aö‚«è ªî£†® 2. ÞîŸ° ªîŸ«è «î£†® ñ£¡òˆ
ªî£†® 1. å†ìˆî£ƒè™ àœõ£J™ ªî£†® 1. ªõƒè†ø£ò¡ êˆFóˆ¶ «î£Š¹‚° «ñ™¹ø ªî£†® 1
Ýè ªî£†® 13‚° ãèè£ôˆF™ å«ó º†ì£Œ 13 ªî£†®»‹ Þ¬ø‚è‚Ãì£¶. ï£œ 1‚° ï£N¬è 60‚°
å¡Á M†´ å¡Á Þ¬ø‚°‹ º¬øJ™ Fùº‹ Mì£ñ™ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. ÞŠð£™ î£½‚°
ñ²Ã˜ Ì‡® â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð®Î˜ èöQèÀ‚° (GôƒèÀ‚°) è£™õ£J¡ «ñ™ ðù‰î‚¬è ¬õˆ¶
î‡´‚è¬ó Íôñ£Œ å¼ Ã¬ì î‡E «ð£ø¶. Þî¡ «ñŸ«è «ñ™ð®Î˜ â™¬ôJ™ ß„ê¡°†¬ì
èöQò¡¬ì ðù‰î‚¬è ¬õˆ¶ å¼ Ã¬ì î‡E «ð£ø¶. ÞŠð£™ î£½‚è£ ñvÃ˜ õ£öõ‰î™
â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð®Î˜ èöQ‚° Íôñ¬ìò¡¬ì Ü…Åó£¡ è£™õ£J‚° «ñ«ô ðù‰î‚¬è õ„² è£™
«ñ«ô è£™ õ„² å¼ «ñK Üèôº‹ ã¿ Mó‚è¬ì àò˜ˆF»‹ î‡E M´Aø¶. ÜŠð£™ î£½‚è£
ñ²‚Ã˜ «ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ â™¬ôJ™ î‡E «ð£J è£™õ£ò‡¬ì «ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ èöQèÀ‚°
ð£òø¶. «ñ™ð®Î¼‚° 3 Ü® Üèôº‹ ÝÁ Mó‚è¬ì àò˜ˆF»‹ î‡E ð£òø¶. î£½‚è£
ñvÃ˜ ðèõ‰î¹óˆ¶‚° Þó‡´ Ü® Üèôº‹ ÝÁ Mó‚è¬ì àò˜ˆF»‹ î‡E «ð£°‹. Þ¶
«ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ è£™õ£J¡ º¬øò£°‹.
Ü…Åó£¡ è£™õ£J™ 4 ðƒ° î‡EJ™ ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð®Î¼‚° ð£Œ„ê™ õòù‹.
õ‡í£¡ ¶¬ø ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ ªîŸ° ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ Aö‚° ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ õì‚° ñ¬ì 1.
Ýè ñ¬ì 4. Hì£K «è£Mô‡¬ì ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ Wö‡¬ì ñ¬ì 1. ÜîŸ° Aö‚° ñ¬ì 1 Üî¡
Aö‚° õNò‡¬ì ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ Wö‡¬ì ñ¬ì 1. ð‚AK ñ£¡òˆ¶ ñ¬ì 1. Þî¡ ªîŸ° ñ¬ì
1. Ýè ñ¬ì 11. Þ‰î ñ¬ì 11‹ ð£êù «õ¬ôJ™ â´ˆ¶ ð£ò Mìô£‹. ñŸø «õ¬ôèO™ Í® Mì
«õ‡´‹. «è£Í†® èöQò¡¬ì Ü…²ó£¡ è£™õ£Œ °Á‚«è è†® «ñ™ð® á¼‚° 2 è£E‚°
ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ Mì«õ‡´‹. Ü‰î ÞìˆF™ îQ‚è£™õ£Œ 1 ªõƒè†ó£ò¡ «î£†ì‹ «ñô‡¬ì‚
è¼ñ£ ñ£¡òˆ¶ ñ¬ì «ñ™ð®Î¼‚°‹ ñ£ñ‡Ç¼‚°‹ ð£òø ñîA™ àœ÷¶. Üèô Ü® 1 àòóˆF™
Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷¾ î‡E M´Aø¶. «ñ™ð® ïóêñƒèô â™¬ôJ™ C¡ù ñ¡ù£ø® èí‚°
ñ£Qò‹ è¡Q‚è£™ 1. Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ ïóêñƒèô‹ èöQèÀ‚° ð£ŒAø¶.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜. Ì‡®, õ£öõ‰î™ ÝAò 3 Aó£ñˆFŸ° î‡a˜ ð£ŒAø è¼ñ£¡ ñ£¡ò‹
1‚° ñ†´ Üèô Ü® 3 àòóˆF™ Mó‚è¬ì 9 Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ «ñ™ð® 3 Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹
«ð£Aø õ£Œ‚è£L«ô ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ Ì‡®‚° «ð£Aø õ£Œ‚è£™ 1‚° ñ†´ Üèô Ü® 2 àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì
6 Þ‰î º¬øJ™ è£™õ£Œ î‡a˜ ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ è£™õ£J«ô «ð£ø î‡E«ò£´
«ñ™ð®Î˜ èöQèÀ‚°Š ð£ŒAø¶. Ì‡® è£™õ£J«ô «ð£ø î‡a˜ 2 Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ êññ£èŠ
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«ð£°‹. Ì‡®‚° è£E 3/8. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ¬õò£O è£™õ£¬ò è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹.
«ñ™ â¿Fù ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ Ì‡®, õ£öõ‰î™ ÝAò Í¡Á Aó£ñˆ¶‚°‹ «ð£ø è£™õ£J«ô Ì‡®
â™¬ôJ™ ï…¬ê è£E 1‚° ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ð£òM†´ H¡ â´ˆ¶ Mì «õ‡´‹. «ñ™ð®
è£™õ£J™ ï…¬ê è£E 1/2‚° Ü…²ó£¡ è£™õ£»‹ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J«ô °Á‚«è è†® ð£òM†´
â´ˆ¶M´Aø¶. «ñªô½Fù 3 Aó£ñˆ¶‚°‹ ªê™½‹ è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ìˆ¶‚° Aö‚«è
Ì‡®‚° ð£»‹ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® ð£»ø è£E 3/8
ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. Þî¡ Aö‚«è è¡Qè£™õ£Œ 1. ÜF«ô ªè£‡ì£‹ ð£»ø è£E 1/2‚° «ñ™ð® è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® ñ†´‚è£½‹ °Á‚«è è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. Þî¡
Aö‚«è î‡´‚è¬ó è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è è¡Q‚è£™ 1. ÜîŸ°‹ Aö‚«è «êKò‡¬ì
è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Ýè Ì‡®‚° ð£»ø è¡Qè£™õ£Œ 5‚° «î¬õò£ù«ð£¶ ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð
î‡a˜ ð£Œ„Cò H¡ ñŸø «õ¬÷èO™ Í® Mì«õ‡´‹.
Üî¡ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜, «ê£Fò‹ð£‚è‹ èöQ‚°‹ õ£öõ‰î½‚°‹ ð£»ø HK¾ õòù‹. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
Cˆî£ôð£‚è‹ èöQ‚° «ð£ø î‡E è£™õ£J«ô «ð£°‹. õ£öõ‰î™ è£™õ£J«ô ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
AK¹î£² ñ£¡ò ¹ôˆ¶‚° ð£ŒAø è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è õ£öõ‰î½‚° «ð£ø è£™õ£J«ô î‡a˜ «ð£°‹. Þ‰î‚ è£™õ£J™ «ñ«ô â¿Fù Aó£ñ‹ 3‚°‹ ð£»ø º¬ø. «ñ«ô â¿Fù
Ü…²ø£¡ è£™õ£J«ô õ£öõ‰î™ Aó£ñ‹ 1‚°Š ð£»‹ è£™õ£J™ î£½‚è£ ñ²‚Ã˜ õ£öõ‰î™
â™¬ôJ™ Ì‰«î£†ìˆ¶‚° ªî¡ð°FJ™ «ñ†´‚è£ó¡ æ¬ì‚°Š ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´
Üèô‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6. àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 4. Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ MìŠð´Aø¶. ÞîŸ° ªîŸ«è
«ñ™ð® â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£J™ Ü‡¬ì õ„² ð£òM†´ H¡ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. Üî¡ Aö‚«è
Ì‰«î£†ìˆ¶‚° Aö‚«è Íôñ¬ì è£™õ£Œ 1‚° Ýœ è£ô® Üèôñ® 1 àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷M™
î‡a˜ MìŠð´‹. õ£öõ‰î™ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð®Î¼‚° ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ 2. Þî¡ Aö‚«è «ð£Aø
è£™õ£J™ °‹HQ ê˜‚è£˜ è™ð£‚è‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð® Aó£ñˆ¶‚° ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´
ÜèôÜ® 1 àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷M™ î‡a˜ ð£»‹. Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£Œ 1‚° Üèô‹ 6
Mó‚è¬ì, àòó‹ 6 Mó‚è¬ì Ü÷M™ î‡a˜ MìŠð´Aø¶. Ýè è™ð£‚èˆ¶‚° ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ
2 Þî¡ Aö‚«è °‹HQ ê˜‚è£˜ ñ‡È˜ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð®Î¼‚° ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´
Ýœ è£™«ñ«ô è£™¬õ„² å¼ ªñK Üèôº‹. àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷M½‹ î‡a˜ MìŠð´Aø¶.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è î£½‚è£ ñ²‚Ã˜ ï£ò‚è¡ ð£¬÷òˆ¶‚° «ñŸð® â™¬ôJ™ ð£ŒAø è£™õ£Œ 1‚°
ñ†´ Üèô Ü® 1, àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6. Þ‰î õ¬èJ™ î‡a˜ MìŠð´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è î£½‚è£
ñ²‚Ã˜ AKê£¹óˆ¶‚° «ñŸð®Î˜ â™¬ôJ™ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ õòù‹. Üèô‹ Ýœ è£™«ñ«ô è£™ ¬õˆ¶ å¼ ªñK Üèôº‹,
àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷M½‹ î‡a˜ ð£»‹. Ýè è£™õ£Œ 2‚° å¡Á M†´ å¡Á ð£ò M´Aø¶.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£Œ 1‚° Üèô‹ Ýœ è£ô® 1 àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Þ‰î Ü÷M™ î‡a˜ ð£òø¶.
Ýè AKê£¹óˆ¶ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð® á¼‚° ð£òø è£™õ£Œ 3‚° ð£ŒA¡ø è£™õ£Œ 2. Þî¡
Aö‚«è «ñ™ð®Î˜ â™¬ôJ™ î£½‚° ñvÃ˜ «ñù™Ö¼‚°‹ °‹HQ ê˜è£˜ Ì¬ùˆî£ƒè½‚°‹
Þ‚è£™õ£J«ô ñó‹ «ð£†´ «ñù™Ö¼‚° 1 Ü® Üèô‹, àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷MŸ° î‡a˜
MìŠð´Aø¶. Ì¬ùˆî£ƒèÀ‚° å¼ Ü® Üèôº‹, àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 6 Ü÷M™ 2 Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹
î‡a˜ «ð£Aø¶. «ñù™Ö˜ HK¾ è£™õ£J«ô AKê£¹óˆ¶‚° ð£»ø è£E 3/4‚° AKê£¹ó‹ å¼
Ü® è£™õ£¬ò î‡a¬ó‚ è†® «ñù™Ö˜ Ì¬ùˆî£ƒè™ è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´ õ‰¶ ÜF™ 3™
å¼ðƒ° î‡a˜ M†´ eF 2 ðƒ° î‡a¬ó «ñù™Ö˜ è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´ õ‰¶ «ñ™ð®Î¼‚°
ð£F î‡a˜ M†´ eF î‡a˜ AKê£¹ó‹ è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´ õ‰¶ AKê£¹ó‹ è£E 11/2‚°‹
ð£òM†´ Ü‰î è¡Q è£™õ£¬ò Ü¬ìˆ¶ «ñ™ð®Î˜ å¼ Ü® ñ¬ì‚è£™õ£¬ò â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶.
ãK º¿¶ñ£Œ î‡a˜ Þ¼‚°‹ ªð£¿¶ «ñ™ â¿Fù º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ ð£ò «õ‡´‹. î‡a˜
ðŸø£‚°¬ø ï£¬÷J™ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J«ô î‡a˜ ð£ŒAø ñ£Í™ H¡ õ¼ñ£Á. ïóêñƒèôˆ¶‚°
ð£ŒAø ñ¬ì 11‚° î‡a¼‚° ãŸð î‡EM†´ eF¬ò è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´«ð£Œ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜,
Ì‡®, õ£öõ‰î½‚°Š ð£ŒAø Aó£ñˆ¶‚°Š «ð£ø è¼ñ£¡ ñ£¡ò ñ¬ì‚° î‡a¼‚° ãŸð
ñ£ø£ñ™ î‡EM†´ eF î‡E¬ò è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´«ð£Œ õ£öõ‰î™ è£™õ£ŒèÀ‚°‹
î‡a¼‚«èŸð ñ£ø£ñ™ î‡aM†´ ñŸø î‡a¬ó è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´«ð£Œ õ£öõ‰î™
â™¬ôJ™ Íôñ¬ì è£E 1/4‚° «ñ™ð® è£™õ£Œ Íô‹ è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶M´Aø¶. Þî¡
Aö‚«è «ð£ø è£™õ£Œ °‹HQ ê˜‚è£˜ è™ð£‚è‹ â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® º¿õ¶ñ£è
40 ï£N¬è (16 ñE) ð£òM†´ H¡ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. Üî¡ W› è£™õ£J™ ªè£‡´ «ð£ø
î‡a¬ó °‹HQ ê˜‚è£˜ ñ¡Û˜ â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†®, è™ð£‚è‹ è£™õ£¬ò»‹
°Á‚«è è†® Þ¼ð¶ ï£N¬è (8 ñE) ð£òM†´ è£™õ£¬ò â´ˆ¶M†´ ñ‡Èó£¡ è£™õ£¬ò»‹
°Á‚«è è†® î‡a˜ å¶‚A ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ ï£ò‚è¡ ð£¬÷òˆî£¡ â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è
è†® º¿¬ñ î‡E»‹ «ñ™ð® î£½‚è£ ñ²‚Ã˜ ï£ò‚è‹ ð£¬÷òˆ¶‚° ºŠð¶ ï£N¬è ð£òM†´
è£™õ£¬ò â´ˆ¶M†´ «ñŸð®Î˜ è£™õ£¬ò»‹ è†® î‡E å¶‚A‚ ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ AKê£¹ó‹
â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® º¿ î‡a¬ó»‹ «ñŸð®Î¼‚° 60 ï£N¬è (1 ï£œ) ð£òM†´
è£™õ£¬ò â´ˆ¶M†´ «ñ™ð®Î˜ è£™õ£¬ò»‹ è†® î‡a¬ó å¶‚A ªè£‡´«ð£Œ î£½‚è£
ñ²‚Ã˜ «ñù™Ö˜ â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® «ñŸð®Î˜ è£™õ£J™ º¿ î‡a¼‹ 30
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ï£N¬è ð£òM†´ è£™õ£¬ò â´ˆ¶M†´ «ñŸð® á˜‚è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® î‡a¬ó å¶‚A
ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ Ì¬ùˆî£ƒè™ â™¬ôJ™ 30 ï£N¬è ð£ò M´Aø¶. î‡a˜ Üø‹¹ (ðŸø£‚°¬ø)
ï£¬÷J™ Þ‰î Ü…Åó£¡ è£™õ£J«ô Þ‰î Aó£ñƒèÀ‚° Þ‰î º¬ø Hóè£ó‹ Þ‰î Aó£ñˆî£˜èœ
Ü¼AL¼‰¶ î‡a˜ ð£Œ„ê «õ‡´‹ Þ¶ ñ£Í™ º¬ø.
ðœ÷‚è£½‚° î‡a˜ ðŸø£‚°¬øò£ù£™ Aö‚° ð°FJ™ H´ƒA ðœ÷ˆF«ô Mì «õ‡´‹.
î‡a˜ Üø‹¹ ï£¬÷J™ «ñ†´‚è£½‚° î‡a˜ ãø£ñ™ «ð£ù£™ H¡ªî£†®J™ W› è‡¬í
H´ƒA ïóêñƒèô‹, ñ£ñ‡Ç˜, Ì‡® Þ‰î Íµ Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ ð£òóˆ¶‚è£è ðœ÷‚è£™õ£¬ò
ªè£‡ì‹ è†® î‡a¬ó F¼ŠH ñ£ñ‡Ç˜, õ£öõ‰î™, ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹ õ¬èòó£‚èÀ‚° î‡E
ðœ÷‚è£½‚° M†´ eF î‡a¬ó è£™õ£Œ ¹øˆF™ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™ è£õ™ ñ£Qòˆ¶‚°
ð£»ø ñ¬ì¬ò ð£ò M´Aø «ð£¶ ð£òM†´ ñŸø î‡a¬ó Þ¬ø‚Aø ªî£†® 2. Þî¡ Aö‚«è
ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð® á˜ è£õ™ ñ£Qò «î£Š¬ð ñ¬ì 1 ðœ÷‚ «è£«ùK ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡
Aö‚° ñ¬ì 1. ÜîŸ°‹ Aö‚° ñ¬ì 1. ÜîŸ°‹ Aö‚«è è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1. Üî¡ Aö‚«è
è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1. Üî¡ Aö‚«è è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1. Üî¡ Aö‚«è è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1. Üî¡
Aö‚«è è£õ™ ñ£Qò è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1. Üî¡ Aö‚«è Ãˆî£® ñ£Qò è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1 Ýè
ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™ þ á˜ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 6. ñ¬ì 4. Þ‰î ñ¬ì ï£½‹ è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ ÝÁ‹
ð£ò M´Aø «ð£¶ ð£òM†´ ñŸø «õ¬÷J™ è†® Mì «õ‡´‹. «ñ™ð® ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™
ªî£†® õ„C â¬ø‚èø¶ º¬ø. Hì£K «è£Mô‡¬ì ªî£†® 1 Þ¬î «î¬õ‚«èŸð Þ¬ø‚Aø¶.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è ð‚AK ñ£Qòˆî‡¬ì ªî£†® õ„C «ñªô¿Fò ªî£†® Þ¬ø‚Aø¬î GÁˆF
Þó‡ì£‹ ªî£†®¬ò Þó£ðè™ 60 ï£N¬è»‹ â¬ø„C‚ ªè£œAø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ñ¡ù£ó®J™ å¼
ªî£†® õ„² «ñ™ Þ¬ø‚Aø 2 ªî£†®¬ò»‹ GÁˆF Þ‰î ªî£†®¬ò Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹.
Ýè ªî£†® 3°. å¡Á M†´ å¡Á Þ¬ø‚Aø ªî£†® 2, Þ¬ìMì£ñ™ Þ¬øˆ¶ ªè£œAø¶ 1.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è ïóêñƒèô‹ ñ£ñ‡Ç¼‚°Š ð£òø è¼ñ£¡ ñ£Qò‹ è£™õ£Œ 1‚° W«öè™ ¬õˆ¶
å¼ Ü® Üèôº‹. ï£½ Mó‚è¬ì àòóº‹ àœ÷ Ü÷M™ î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è Ì‡®
è£™õ£J™ 3™ å¼ ðƒ° î‡a¬ó M†´ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ è£™õ£J«ô 2 ðƒ° î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. «ñŸð®
è£™õ£J™ Üø‹¹ êñòˆF™ ïóêñƒèô‹ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 6, ñ¬ì 4, ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ñ¬ì 5 Þ¬õèÀ‚°
î‡a¼‚° ãŸð M†´ °¬ø î‡a¬ó»‹, Ì‡®‚ è£™õ£¬ò»‹ è†® ïóêñƒèôˆ¶‚° ð£ŒAø
ï£œ 1. «ñŸð® á¼‚° ð£ŒA¡ø è£™õ£¬ò»‹ è†® ñ£ñ‡Ç¼‚° ð£ŒAø ï£œ 2. Þ‰î 2
Aó£ñˆ¶‚°‹ (ïóêñƒèô‹+ñ£ñ‡Ç˜) Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ ð£Œõ¶ ñ£Í™. Þ¶ ªðKò õ£Œ‚è£™
ð£êù º¬ø (õòù‹=method).
ïóêñƒèô‹, Ì‡®, ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ õ£öõ‰î™ Þ‰î 4 Aó£ñˆ¶‚°Š ð£ŒAø ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ á˜ æóñ£Œ õ¼Aø
è£™õ£Œ ð£êù õòí‹. «ñŸð® «ñªô¿Fù «ñ†´ ñî° è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ìƒè†® ðœ÷ñî°‚°
î‡E M´Aø Üèô‹ Ü® 21/2, àòó‹ ê£‡ 2 (18 inches) Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ MìŠð´‹. Ü‰î
î‡a¬ó ðœ÷ ñîA¡ H¡ ªî£†®J™ 2 ðƒ° î‡a˜ ñ£ø£ñ™ M†´ «ñªô¿Fù è£™õ£J«ô
å¼ ðƒ° î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. Þ¶ ð£Œ„ê™ º¬ø.
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™ ñ™ô‰î£ƒè™ ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ W› ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ W› ñ¬ì 1. Üî¡ Wö
è¡Qè£™õ£Œ 1 Ýè ñ¬ì 2. è¡Qè£™õ£Œ. 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™ è£™õ£¬ò
°Á‚«è è†®. «ñ™ð® á¼‚° ð£»ø ªè£‡ì‹ Íô‹ è£E 2 1/2 ð£ò M†´ â´ˆ¶ Mì«õ‡´‹.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™ ð£òø èí‚° ñ£Qò‹ è£E 1/4. õ£ó ðˆ¶ è£E 1/4 Ýè,
è£E 1/2 è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†®. ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø è£E 1/2 è£E ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶.
è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 1, Þî¡ Aö‚«è Cˆîñ£¡ò‹ ñ¬ì 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ï£ˆîƒè£™ ñ¬ì 1.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø ¹ˆ¶ «ñ´ è£E 1 ÝAò Þ¬õ ð£ò
M†´ â´ˆ¶ Mì«õ‡´‹. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ¹ˆ¶ «ñ´ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1 Þî¡ Aö‚«è Üw†ì
ÃÁ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1 Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø ªð¼ñ£ ñ£¡ò ¹ô‹
è£E 3/8 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1, Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£™õ£¬ò
«î‚A á˜ ñ‚èœ ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ðœ÷‚èÀ‚° è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1
Þî¡ Aö‚«è è£õ£ƒè¬ó ªè£‡ì è£E 2™ è£E 1‚° è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® ð£òM†´
â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è «ð£°‹ è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ õòù‹ å¼ Ü® Üèô‹ àòó‹ 8
Mó‚è¬ì Ü÷¾ î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è á˜ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è æó®‚
è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ªè£êõ¡ ñ¬ì è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ Üèô‹ Ü® 2 àòó‹ 8
Mó‚è¬ì Ü÷¾ î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ð£è™«ñ´ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1 Þ‰î‚ è£™õ£J«ô Aö‚«è «ð£ø ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A «ñªô¿Fù è¡Q‚è£L«ô ð£ŒAø ªè£‡ì‹ è£E
11/4 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. (þ è¡Q‚è£™õ£J«ô î‡E «ð£ø¶‡´) Þî¡ Aö‚«è
î‡´‚è¬ó è¡Q‚è£™ 1. «ñªô¿Fù è¡Q‚è£™õ£J«ô Aö‚«è «ð£ø ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A
ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ð£ŒAø ðèô «ñ†´ è£E 1/2 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. («ñªô¿Fù è¡Q‚
è£L«ô î‡E «ð£ø¶‡´). Þî¡ Aö‚«è ªõ†®ò£ Í†® ñ£‡ò‹ è£E 1‚° ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò
«î‚A ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ªõ†®ò£Í†® è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1 «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aø¶. º¬ø. Aö‚«è «ð£Aø ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ªè£‡ì‹ è†® è£E
1 Ì‡®‚° ð£»‹ è£E 3/4 Ýè è£E 13/4‹ ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™
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ªðKò è£™õ£Œ 3, è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 11, è£™õ£Œ 14 ñ¬ì 6 Þ‰î º¬øJ™ î‡a˜ õ‰¶ «ñŸð®
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ èöQèÀ‚° M´A¡ø êñòˆF™ Üõóõ˜ ð£Œ„C‚ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹.
ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ «ñ†´‚è£™ ¬õò£O ªè£™¬ôJ½‹ ¬ðò® ªè£™¬ô‚°W› Þ‰î ð® ðJ˜ ªêŒF¼‰¶
å¼ î‡E 2 î‡E õ‰î£™ «ñŸð® ªðKò è£™õ£J™ ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬øŠð¶ º¬ø.
ªè£÷‚W›ˆ ªî£†® 1. ï£Mî¡ ñ£Qòˆî‡¬ì ªî£†® 1. ªè£÷‚W› ªî£†® 1. Þ½Š¬ð ð†®
ªî£†® 1. ªè£êõ¡ ñ¬ì ¬õò£O ªè£™¬ô ªî£†® 1. Ýè ªî£†® 5. Þ‰î 5 ªî£†®»‹ Þ¬øˆ¶‚
ªè£œ÷ô£‹. «ê¬ì M†´ Þ¬ø‚è‚Ãì£¶. Þ¬î M†´ Aö‚«è Ì‡® â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð® á¼‚°
Aö‚«è «ð£Aø ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ð£Œ„²‹ èí‚° ñ£¡ò‹ è£E 1. õ£ó ðˆ¶ è£E. 1.
Ýè Þ¬õ 2 è£E»‹ ð£Œ„CM†´ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ â™¬ôJ™
HøŠ«ðP è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø è£E 31/2
ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ Mì «õ‡´‹. Þî¡ ªè£‡ì õ£JL«ô è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è
ªðKò è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ªè£‡ì‹ ð£»ø è£E 1-‹ ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶Mì «õ‡´‹. Þî¡ Aö‚«è
õ£öõ‰î½‚° ð£»‹ è£™õ£Œ 1‚° å¡ø¬ø ðƒ° î‡a¼‹ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ÉC «ñ†´‚ è£™õ£Œ 1‚°
1 ðƒ° î‡a¼‹ «ð£ŒŠ ð£»ø¶ ñ£Í™. ÉC «ñ†´ è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ ð£»ø è£E 1 1/2‚°
«ñ«ô â¿Fò õ£öõ‰î™ è£™õ£¬ò è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ìÂ‹. Þ‰î è£™õ£J«ô «ñªô¿Fù
è£E 191/4‚° ªè£‡ì‹ è†´‹ ªð£¿¶ «ñªô¿Fù «î£†ì‚ è£™è¬÷»‹ (direct channels), è¡Q‚
è£™è¬÷»‹ (field channels), ñ¬ìè¬÷»‹ è†® ð£òM†´ Ü‰î‰î è£™õ£J«ô î‡a˜ â´ˆ¶
«ð£´Aø ñ£Í™ ð® è£™õ£J«ô «ñ†´ ñî° î‡E õ˜ø¶ G¡Á «ð£ù£™ ñîA«ô ï£N¬è
õ£ê™ ñó‹ É‚A ªè£‡ì‹ è†® è¬ì õ£ê™ è¿ «ñ«ô ñ†´è™ «ð£†´ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ õìè™ð£‚è‹,
ñùÉó²ð£ ñvÃ˜ ï£ò‚è‹ð£¬÷ò‹, AKü£¹ó‹ ÝAò Aó£ñ ð£êùˆFŸ° àœ÷ì‚Aò¶. Ýè¾‹
ñîA«ô î‡E ¹øŠð´õîŸ° º¡ùî£è ñ£ø£ñ™ î‡E M†´ eF¬ò ñ£ñ‡Ç˜, ïóêñƒèô‹,
Ì‡®, õ£öõ‰î™ ÝAò 4 Aó£ñˆFŸ° ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ á˜ æóñ£Œ õ˜ø ªðKò è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´
õ‰¶ è¡Q‚è£™èÀ‚°‹ ñ†´ «ð£†´, Þ¼‚Aø è£™õ£ŒèÀ‚°‹, ñ¬ìèÀ‚°‹ è£™õ£J™ õ˜ø
î‡a¼‚°ˆ î‚Aùî£Œ î‡EMìÂ‹. î‡a˜ ðŸø£‚°¬øM¡ ªð£¿¶ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J™
ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ c˜ â´ˆ¶ ðJ˜ ªêŒòø¶.
ïóêñƒèô‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð® á¼‚° ªî£†®¬õŠð¶ º¬ø. ªó†ì ªî£†® 1‚° ªî£†® 2. è£õ™
ñ£Qò‹ ªî£†® 1. Ýè ªî£†® 3‚° Þ¬ìMì£ñ™ Þ¬ø‚°ø ªî£†® 2. Þ¶ Þ¬ø‚°‹ ªð£¿¶
ªî£†®«ñ™ ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬ø‚è‚Ãì£¶. c˜ ðJ˜ (wet land) ªêŒ»‹ è£E 2‚° «ê¬ì Þ†´
c˜ ðJ˜ ªêŒAø¶. Ì‡® â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð®Î¼‚° Þ¬ø‚è ªî£†® 1 Þ‰î ªî£†® 1‹ Þó£ðè™ 60
ï£N¬è»‹ Þ¬øˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. ªî£†® «ñ™ ªî£†® ¬õˆ¶ Þ¬ø‚è‚Ãì£¶. c˜ ðJ˜ ªêŒ»‹
è£E 1.
ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aøõ˜èœ ïóêñƒèô‹, Ì‡®, ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ Þ‰î 3 Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ î‡a˜ ð£ò ÝÁ
ï£¬÷‚° å¼ îó‹ ªè£‡ì‹ è†®‚ ªè£œAø¶. 3 è£E‚° ð£Œõ¶. «ñ½‹ è£™õ£Œ î‡a˜
ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ «ñªô¿Fùð® õ£öõ‰î½‚° 11/2 ðƒ° î‡a˜ «ð£è 1 ðƒ° î‡a˜ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
ÉC «ñ†´‚è£½‚° ªè£‡´õ‰¶ þÎ˜ èöQèÀ‚° ð£ŒAø¶. «ñ½‹ Üø‹¹ (ðŸø£‚°¬ø - Scarcity) õ‰î£™ «õö™ ªõ†´‚ è£™õ£Œ ªõ†® «ñŸð®Î˜ æóñ£Œ õ˜ø ªðKò è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡´
õ‰¶ «ñ™ð®Î˜ ï…¬ê‚ èöE‚° ð£ŒAø¶. ðœ÷‚è£™ õòí‹. «ñªô¿Fù «ñ†´ ñî° è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ðœ÷‚è£™ ð£Œ„ê½‚° M´Aø Üèô‹ Ü® 21/2, àòó‹ ê£‡ 2 Þ‰î º¬øJ™
M´Aø î‡aK™ á˜ æóñ£Œ õ˜ø ªðKò è£™õ£J‚° 1 ðƒ° î‡a˜ «ð£è ñŸø 2 ðƒ° î‡a¬ó
ðœ÷ñî° H¡ ªî£†®J«ô õ‰¶ M¿Aø¶. H¡ ªî£†®JL¼‰¶ ¹øŠð´‹ Þˆî‡a˜¢ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜
º‚Aò «ñ†´‚ è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜ MìÂ‹. «ñŸð®Î˜ ï£ô£ «ñ†´‚ è£™õ£Œ
1‚° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜ MìÂ‹. Ýè ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ è£™õ£Œ 3. Þ‰î è£™õ£J™ õ¼Aø
î‡a˜ «ñ™ð®Î˜ èöEèÀ‚° ð£ŒAø¶. eFˆ î‡a˜ ðœ÷‚è£½‚° õ¼Aø¶. Þ¶ º¬ø.
ñ£ñ‡Ç¼‚° «ñ™, «ñŸð®Î˜ è£E ñ£Eòˆ¶ è£™õ£J‚° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜ MìŠð´Aø¶.
þ è£E ñ£¡òˆ¶ è£™õ£J™ ªè£‡ì‹ ð£ŒAø è£E
41/2‚° ðœ÷‚è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. è£E ñ£¡òˆ¶ è£™õ£J‚°‹
î‡a˜ «ð£ø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ «è£ù õ†ì‹ è£™õ£Œ‚° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜
MìŠð´Aø¶. ðœ÷è£™õ£»‹, «è£ù õ†ì‹ è£™õ£»‹ °Á‚«è ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ð£òø¶. «ñ½‹
è£E 3/4 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ MìŠð´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è ðœ÷‚è£™õ£J‚° «ð£ø î‡E‚° ñ†´
õòí‹ Üèô‹ Ü® 3, àòó‹ Mó‚è¬ì 12 Þ‰î Ü÷MŸ° M†´ eF î‡a˜ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ õì‚°
Gôƒè½‚° «ð£°‹. «ñ™ð®Î˜ èöQèÀ‚° ð£»ø¶. «ñªô¿Fù ðœ÷‚è£™ ñ†´ î‡EJ«ô
è£™õ£J«ô °Á‚«è ªè£‡ì‹ è†® ð£»ø¶ 9. «ñŸð® è£E 11/4 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ìÂ‹. Þî¡
Aö‚«è ªè£ìô‚è¬ó è£™õ£Œ Ü¼«è ðœ÷‚è£½‚° ñ†´ õòí‹, Üèô‹ Ü® 21/2, àòó‹
8 Mó‚è¬ì Þ‰î Ü÷M™ ðœ÷‚è£½‚° î‡a˜ M†´ eF î‡a˜ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ªè£ìô‚è¬ó
è£™õ£J«ô «ð£Œ «ñŸð®Î˜ èöEèÀ‚° ð£ŒAø¶. «ñŸð® ªè£ìô‚è¬ó è£™õ£J™ ªè£‡ì‹
è†´Aøõ˜èœ «ñŸð® ñ†´ «ð£†ì ðœ÷‚è£™õ£¬ò «î‚A ªè£‡ì‹ ð£»ø ªêƒèöm˜ ðœ÷‹
°ìô‚è¬ó è£E 81/2 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶. «ñŸð® °ìô‚è¬ó è£™õ£J«ô î‡E «ð£ø¶.
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«ñªô¿Fù ðœ÷‚è£L«ô ñ†´ î‡a˜ «ð£øF™ Aö‚«è ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ èó‹¹ è£E è£™õ£Œ 1‚°
ñ†´‹ ñó‹ «ð£†´ å¼ Ü® Üèôº‹, ï£½ Mó‚è¬ì àòóº‹ î‡a˜ M†´ °¬ø î‡a¬ó
è‹ªðQ ê˜‚è£˜ õìè™ð£‚è‹, ñ‡µ˜ î£½‚è£ ñ²‚Ã˜, ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹, AKü£¹ó‹ Þ‰î 4
Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ «ð£Aø è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ «ñªô¿Fù å«ó Ü÷¾ «ð£†´ Üèô‹ Ü® 3, àòó‹
Mó‚è¬ì 4 Þ‰î º¬øJ™ Aó£ñˆFŸ° î‡E M´Aø¶. «ñªô¿Fù èó‹¹ è£E è£™õ£Œ 1
ÞF«ô «ð£ø î‡EJ«ô ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ èöEèÀ‚° M´è£L«ô (õ®¾è£L«ô) ð£òø¶ «ð£è, ð£ò£î
èöQèÀ‚° «ñŸð® èó‹¹ è£E è£™õ£¬ò‚ è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶Mìµ‹. «ñªô¿Fù èó‹¹
1 è£™õ£J«ô ãø£î èöQèÀ‚° «ñŸð® è£™õ£»‹ 4 Aó£ñˆ¶‚° Ýù è£™õ£¬ò»‹ °Á‚«è
è†® ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø èó‹¹ è£E 3 ð£ò M†´ Þó‡´ è£™õ£¬ò»‹ â´ˆ¶MìÂ‹ èó‹¹ è£E
è£™õ£J«ô «ð£Aø î‡a¬ó ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ èöQèÀ‚°Š ð£òM†´ ñŸø î‡a¬ó è‹ªðQ ê˜‚è£˜
è™ð£‚è‹ èöQèÀ‚° «ð£Œ ð£ò M´Aø¶.
ðFù£½ Aó£ñˆ¶‚°‹ «ð£ø è£™õ£J™ õìè™ð£‚è‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð® á¼‚°‹ ñ‡È¼‚°‹
ð£ŒAø ºø‰É‚A è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ õòí‹ 1 Ü® Üèôº‹ 4 Mó‚è¬ì àòóº‹ î‡a˜
M†´ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£J«ô «ð£ø î‡a¬ó è™ð£‚è‹ èöQèÀ‚° ðè™ 30 ï£N¬è»‹, Þó¾
10 ï£N¬è»‹, ñ‡È˜ èöQèÀ‚° Þó£ˆFK 20 ï£N¬è»ñ£è ð£ò M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è
«ð£Aø è£™õ£J«ô «ñŸð® õìè™ð£‚è‹ â™¬ôJ™ «ñŸð®Î˜ è¡Q‚ è£™õ£Œ 5‚°‹ ð£êùˆFŸ°
ãŸð î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. Þî¡ Aö‚«è «ð£ø è£™õ£»‹, ºø‰É‚A è£™õ£»‹ «ñ™ð®Î˜
è¡Q‚è£™õ£»‹ °Á‚«è è†® õìè™ð£‚è‹ ªè£‡ì‹ ð£»ø è£E 3 ð£ò M†´ «ñªô¿Fù
è£™õ£Œè¬÷ â´ˆ¶ M†´ «ñ™ð® è£™õ£ªò™ô£‹ «ñªô¿Fùð®‚° î‡a˜ ð£ŒAø¶. Þî¡
Aö‚«è ñ‡È˜ â™¬ôJ™ «ñ™ð®Î¼‚° ð£»‹ è¡Q‚è£™ 2Ÿ° ð£Œ„ê½‚° î‚Aùî£Œ î‡a˜
Mì«õ‡´‹. Aö‚«è «ð£ø è£™õ£»‹ «ñŸð®Î˜ è¡Q‚ è£™õ£»‹ õìè™ð£‚è‹ ºø‰É‚A
è£™õ£¬ò»‹ «î‚A «ñ™ð® ñ‡È¼‚° ªè£‡ì‹ ð£»ø è£E 1 ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶.
Þî¡ Aö‚«è ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹ â™¬ôJ™ þÎ¼‚° ð£Œ„ê½‚° è£™õ£Œ 1‚° ñ†´ «ð£´Aø¶
º¬ø. Üèô‹ Ü® 1 àòó‹ 6 Mó‚è¬ì Ü÷¾ î‡a˜ M´Aø¶. eF î‡a¬ó ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹,
AKü£¹óˆ¶‚° å¼ è£L«ô î‡a˜ «ð£J ÜF«ô ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹ ªè£‡ì‹ ð£òø¶ º¬ø.
Aö‚«è «ð£ø è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚«è è†® «ñŸð®Î˜ ñ†´ è£½‹ è†® ñ‡È˜ è¡Q‚è£½‹ è†®
ªè£‡ì‹ «ð£†´ «ñªô¿Fù º¬øJ™ è£½èO«ô (õ£Œ‚è£™èO«ô) î‡a˜ â´ˆ¶ M´Aø¶.
Aö‚«è «ñŸð®Î¼‚° è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1. Þî¡ Aö‚«è «ñŸð®Î¼‚° è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 1 Ýè
ï£ò‚è¡ ð£¬÷ò‹ è¡Q‚è£™õ£Œ 3 ÞîŸ° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜ Mì«õ‡´‹. Þî¡
Aö‚«è AKü£¹óˆ¶‚° ð£êùˆFŸ° ãŸð î‡a˜ ð£òø¶. Þ‰î è£™õ£J«ô ðœ÷ñî° Fø‰¶
Üø‹¹ õ‰î£™ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aøõ˜èœ 6 ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ º‚Aò «ñ†´‚è£™õ£J«ô
ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aø è£E 11/2‚° ðœ÷‚ è£™õ£¬ò è†® ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶M´Aø¶.
ï£ô£‹ «ñ†´‚è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ì è†´Aø¶ º¬ø. ï£ô£‹ «ñ†´ Ì‰«î£†ì‹ è£E 11‚°
ðœ÷‚è£L«ô Ü‡¬ì ¬õˆ¶ 6 ï£¬÷‚° å¼ îó‹ 2 è£E i›‚è£´ ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶M´Aø¶.
ñŸø ªè£‡ìªñ™ô£‹ «ñŸð® è£™õ£J«ô «ð£Aø î‡a¬ó 6 ï£¬÷‚° å¼ º¬ø ð£Œ„C‚
ªè£œ÷ô£‹. è£E ñ£¡òˆ¶ è£™õ£Œ ªè£‡ìƒèÀ‚° 6 ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ ð£Œ„C‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
å¡ð¶ ªõ†® ªè£‡ìˆ¶‚°‹ 6 ï£¬÷‚° å¼ îó‹ ð£Œ„C‚ ªè£œÀ‹ ªè£í£õ†ì‹ è£™õ£J™
ªè£‡ì‹ è£E 21/2‚° 6 ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ ðœ÷‚è£¬ô Ü‡¬ìõ„² ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
«ñ½‹ ªð¼ƒè£L«ô ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aøõ˜èœ è£E 41/2‚° ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ ðœ÷‚è£¬ô
Ü‡¬ì ¬õˆ¶ ð£òM†´ â´ˆ¶ìµ‹. eF ªè£‡ì‚è£ó˜ «ñŸð® è£™õ£J™ ð£ŒAø î‡a¬ó
6 ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. ªè£ìô‚è¬ó è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ è†® è£E 8
1/2‚° ðœ÷‚è£™õ£¬ò °Á‚A†´ 6 ï£¬÷‚° 1 îó‹ Ió£² è£E 11/2 M¿‚è£´ ð£òM†´
ªè£œÀAø¶. èó‹¹ è£E è£™õ£J«ô ªè£‡ì‹ è†´Aøõ˜èœ è£E 31/2‚° 6 ï£¬÷‚° 1
îó‹ ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷ò‹ õ¬èòó£ Aó£ñƒèœ è£™õ£J¡ °Á‚«è è†® Ió£² å¼ ªè£‡ì‹ è†®‚
ªè£œAø¶. «ñŸð® è£™õ£J«ô eF ªè£‡ìƒèÀ‚° «ð£ø î‡a¬ó ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œAø¶.
ï£ò‚è¡ð£¬÷òˆ¶‚° «ð£Aø è£™õ£J¬ù è†´õF™¬ô. eF î‡a˜ è™ð£‚èˆ¶‚° «ð£ø¶.
Þ¶ ñ£ñ‡Ç˜ èöQèÀ‚° î‡a˜ ð£òø ñ£Í™.
«ñ†´ ñî° î‡a˜ G¡Á «ð£Œ ðœ÷ñî° Fø‰î£™ è‹ªðQ ê£‚è£˜ õìè™ð£‚è‹, ñ‡È˜
î£½‚è£ ñ²‚Ã˜, ï£ò‚è¡ ð£¬÷ò‹, AKü£¹ó‹ Ýè Þ‰î 4 Aó£ñˆ¶‚° è£™õ£Œ à‡ì£ù£ð®Jù£«ô å¼ ñ¬ì ð£Œ„êô£A è™ð£‚èˆ¶‚° Þó¾ 30 ï£N¬è»‹. ðè™ 3 ï£N¬è»‹ Ýè 33
ï£N¬è ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œÀAø¶. ñ‡È¼‚° º¿¬ñ î‡E»‹ ðèL«ô 17 ï£N¬èò£è
ð£Œ„C‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. ï£ò‚è¡ ð£¬÷ò‹ ðè™ 10 ï£N¬è»‹ ó£ˆFK 30 ï£N¬è»‹ ñÁï£œ ðè™
10 ï£N¬è»‹ Ýè ï£N¬è 100 º¿¬ñ î‡a¬ó»‹ ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œÀAø¶. AKü£¹óˆ¶‚°
ðè™ 20 ï£N¬è»‹ º¿ î‡E»‹ ð£òM†´‚ ªè£œÀAø¶. ï£N¬è 120‚° ï£œ 2 Þ‰î º¬ø
õ†ìñ£Œ ð£Œ„C‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. «ñŸð®Î˜èO™ õ£¬öˆ«î£†ì‹, ªõŸPôˆ«î£†ì‹, è¼‹¹ˆ«î£†ì‹
Þ™¬ô.
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Ü¼…ªê£Ÿèœ
2 ñ£˜
two times
12.5 êñ£„ê£óº‹
demarcated ayacut area
Üˆ¶
boundary
Üˆ¶
limit
Þê£
a share in joint property right
Þó‡´ Ã¬ì î‡a˜
a unit of flow measurement
å¼ ¶¬ô
shallow pond
èC¾‚è£™
spring channel
èôƒè™ è™ 125
local measure
èN¾
drainage
è¡Q‚ è£™è¬÷»‹
field channels
°‹H†® ªï¼Š¹
coal fire
°‹HQ
British East India Company
ªè£‡ì‹
earthen weir
êŠð£ø î‡E
local measurement
ê˜‚è£˜ ñ‚èÀ‚°‹
service guards
ê˜‚è£˜ ñQî˜èœ
neerkattis
î‚¬è ¬õˆ¶
wooden obstruction
îðC™
list
bõ†® (ªè£¼ƒè†¬ì)
torch
¶‡®ˆ¶
intercepting the flow
ªî¼‚è£L«ô
road channel
«î£†ì‚ è£™è¬÷»‹
direct channels
ï£N¬è õ£ê™
time bound
c˜ ðJ˜
wetland
ªï™L °‹HQ ê£AK«ô
land belonging to British East India Company
ð†ì¬ì
several names jointed
ðˆ¶è†´ ï…¬ê
occupancy holding
ðŸø£‚°¬ø
scarcity
ð£†¬ì
road
¹¶ ñ‡ «ð£†´ è†ì‚Ãì£¶ bund level should not be raised
ªð£‹¬ñ ñî°
Paracheri sluice
Ió£² ªê‹Hìõ¡
head fisherman
õ®»‹ è£ô‹
depletion period
õ®M™		depletion
ï£N¬è / ê£ñ‹ èí‚°
õòù‹
method
24 GIì‹ = 1 ï£N¬è
õN‰«î£´‹ î‡a˜
surplus water
1 ñE
= 2.5 ï£N¬è
ªõœ÷‚è£™
catchment
24 ñE = 60 ï£N¬è
ªõ£†´
illegible
1 ê£ñ‹
= 3 ñE
1 ê£‡
= 9 inches
ªõ†´ñ¬ì
cut open bund
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Appendix 3: Water Mamulnamas (English)
of Kaveripakkam and Dusi–Mamundur
Kaveripakkam Tank1
(Words in parentheses) = (a) words/phrases within parentheses in the source; or
(b) explanations in the source, of Tamil words.
[Words in brackets, including subheadings] = commentary/notes by K. Sivasubramaniyan.
Use of ‘torn’, ‘unintelligible’, inconsistent spellings, etc. are from the original.
To the Company’s Government.
The mamulnama executed by us all, viz., Manakay Vengu Ayyangar, lessee Mettukkudi Krishna
Ayyangar, Vinayaga Pillai, Karnam Nataraya Pillai, Talaiyari Nallamuttan, Karuppumuttan, Raghavan,
Padavattan, Viran, Chinna Kandan, Totti, Tottiyan, Kandan and others of Kaverippakkam village, said
taluk, is as follows: Ilukum No. 8, received from Huzur regarding mamulnama on the 7th January
1815 and the takid [written document] and the istiarnama (proclamation) received on the 27th July
were read over to us by Ramappa, the Tahsildar of the said taluk, who then required us to execute a
mamulnama in order that we might, without any dispute, conduct ourselves hereafter according to
the custom obtaining with regard to irrigation with the water of the tank, pond (tangal) and channel,
and affix our signatures thereto and also obtain thereto the signatures of the neighbouring villagers.
Thereupon, all of us have jointly ascertained the beriz [customary rights] of the wet, dry and garden
lands of the village, inspected in person the irrigation made from the tank, pond and spring-channel
and drawn up the details below according to the custom obtaining.

[Sluices and Outlet Channels]
First column [Gaffor sluice]: Village proper, 1, hamlet, nil, total number of villages, 1. Particulars
of irrigation made from the ten sluices of the one tank forming the source of irrigation of the wet
classification of the above village: on the western side of the southern bund of the tank for Ramapuram—
sluice 1, channel 1; it is entirely used for the irrigation of Ramapuram.2
Second column [Fox sluice]: Particulars for the ‘torn’ shares of water of the one big channel from the
Fox sluice to the east hereof irrigating Kaverippakkam are (as follow): The number of shares of water
for one channel of the Viravarakoil [Veeravarkoil] madai (a channel for irrigation or a small sluice of
a canal) is three. Out of the three shares of water due for one channel of the Abathu madai to the east
hereof, one share pertains to Elandai channel irrigating Kaverippakkam; out of two shares due for
one channel going eastward, water that can be baled out by one picottah during the 30 nazhigai (One
nazhigai = 24 minutes) of the day-time is allowed for the garden lands of Kaverippakkam fort. Out of
the remaining water, water that can pass through one human foot-space (in a dam) flows in a channel
to Kondapuram at the Kudiraikolam manyam [Kudiraikolam Maaniyam] along the fort; and water that
can pass through one human foot-space (in a dam) flows in a branch channel to irrigate Kondapuram
at the Kosavan channel. Of the remaining water, one share irrigates Kaverippakkam throughout the
1
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Mamulnama is a record of customary practices on the distribution of water among ryots. The
mamulnama for Kaveripakkam was recorded/written in Tamil during the early 19th century
(1815), and approved and printed by the British government in the 20th century. It refers to shares
of water supply to be allocated in different channels across villages from each tank. This English
translation of the mamulnama of the Kaveripakkam tank was prepared during British rule. See
the Enclosure in G.O. No. 60 I., 8th February 1918, ‘Irrigation under the Kaveripauk Tank, North
Arcot District’, Public Works Department—Irrigation, Government of Madras.
According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Gaffor sluice in 1983 was 67
acres, serving only a single village, namely Ramapuram (Kadaperi).
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day-time, and one share irrigates Nanderi–Perukarumbur throughout the night. Out of this share
irrigating during the night, water that can pass through one human foot-space (in a dam) is taken
in a channel to Vennappatti field of Kaveripakkam at Pakkirithakka (a fakir’s residence). From this
water of the Nanderi–Perukarumbur channel, the people of Kaverippakkam divide off, at day break
the water going to Iralachcheri [Eralacheri] and lead off separately the Perukarumbur channel. From
the big channel going south of the Agaram madai, three shares of water pertain to the one branch
channel irrigating Kondapuram north of the field belonging to the share of Periyatambi Mudaliyar, at
the border of Ramapuram. One channel with water one foot deep irrigates the Ottipattu [Othipattu]
fields of Vilaham near Kondapuram–Sitteri [Sitheri] to the south hereof. (One) share of water is taken
for the one branch channel irrigating Sirukarumbur alongside of the garden lands within the limits
of Vilaham to the south hereof. One share of water is taken for the one branch channel irrigating
Attipattu [Athipattu] near the garden lands of Vilaham to the south hereof. One share of water is taken
for the one channel irrigating Vilaham on the eastern side. Thus the (total number of) shares of water
for one sluice is 12.3
Third column [Lion sluice]: For the Line Sluice 1 at the border of the eastern bund to the north hereof, a
supply-dam is raised at Pittotti (probably a reservoir) and Kaverippakkam is irrigated. For the one sluice
to the north of the above totti [thoti], there is a channel irrigating the Muranthukki and other fields.
For the one sluice to the south of the above totti, there is a channel irrigating the Kondakkalamedu
[Kondakkal Medu] and other fields. (There are also) the abovementioned totti and a sluice opening at
the head. Branches for one big channel irrigating Kaverippakkam are (as follow):
Poykannia koil [Kannika Koil] channel along the northern bund – 1; to the east hereof, field channel
with water one foot deep – 1; to the east hereof, Manappantharai channel – 1; to the east hereof,
Devadanam channel – 1; channel one foot deep running northward in Manjanirthakkai to the east
hereof – 1; to the east hereof, [Nadukkalvai] central channel – 1; to the south hereof, for Mavan
[Maman] channel – 1 ‘(torn)’. Among the abovementioned channels irrigating Kaveripakkam,
particulars of irrigation of Iralachcheri are (as follow):
Out of the water going in the Maravan [Maman] channel, one share (is for) Kaveripakkam–
Uppumedu from sunset (‘torn’) [for 27 naligai from the sunset (24 minutes after sunset)], to three
nazhigais to daybreak [24 minutes before sunrise], and after allowing for the other fields water that
can pass through one human foot-space (in a dam), the remaining water irrigates Iralachcheri. This
is diverted at daybreak and irrigates Kaveripakkam. Out of the water flowing in the central channel,
the water flowing in the Pilippattu channel as belonging to the share of Uppumedu irrigates the fields
of Iralachcheri, Mel (west) Onampattu and Kil (east) Onampattu for one night every three days.
Out of the water flowing in the one-foot Manjanir channel, water that can pass through one human
foot-space (in a dam) is allowed for the channel branching west from the Kavetti channel, and the
remaining water irrigating at night irrigates Iralachcheri.4 These are (the particulars of irrigation from)
the one Lion sluice.
Fourth column [Moolai sluice]: For the one northern corner sluice, the Padari [Bathiri] channel
branches out of Pittatti and flowing northward irrigates Seri [Cheri]. From the water flowing through
this is one channel with water which can irrigate one cawnie [kani; 1.33 acres land] to the north of
Abiramacheri village [a hamlet of Cheri] and one channel irrigating Kattalai along the southern bund.
For one sluice intended for water to pass up into the channel running along the Kattalai bund and
the Padari channel, opposite to the one sluice to the east hereof, there is a big channel laid with five
granite boulders within (a distance of) one yard on the opposite side. Out of this, a channel supplies
one-half of water to Kattalai. From this [big channel], a [Oradi] channel with water one foot deep
irrigates the Sabhaviratti [Sabavirathi] field of Seri. From this, runs a channel with water sufficient for
irrigating two cawnies [2.66 acres] of land of Kattalai. The one channel through which the remaining
3
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According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Fox sluice in 1983 was 1,679
acres spread over five villages, namely Kaveripakkam, Kondapuram, Eralacheri, Athipattu, and
Sirukarumbur.
According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Lion sluice in 1983 was 1,109
acres spread over Kaveripakkam and Eralacheri villages.
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half of the water of the big channel flows, irrigates Seri for the 30 nazhigais [12 hours] of the day-time
and Abiramacheri for the 30 nazhigais of the night. The water draining from the channels irrigating
Kattalai fields is brought by the totis [thottis] of Kaveripakkam and Abiramacheri by means of a madai
at the Seri road north of Kattalai, with which joins water draining from Abiramacheri fields, and
irrigates Vayichchattu [Vayichandu] and Mavangarai fields at the border of Kaveripakkam during the
30 nazhigais of the day-time, and the fields of Abiramacheri during the 30 nazhigais of the night. In
times of water scarcity, one foot of water of the supply-dam constructed for Kattalai near Seri vatti
(probably a mistake for uddai, which means a bank or dam with a channel on it, into which water
is pumped for irrigation to higher lands) is taken off, and the ‘torn’ Sandusevittu block fields at the
border of Kaverippakkam are allowed to be irrigated during the 30 nazhigais of the day-time, and
the corner fields of Abiramacheri during the 30 nazhigais of the night. These are (the particulars of
irrigation from) the one corner sluice.5
Fifth column [Cheri low-level sluice]: For the one northern low-level sluice, there is a whole channel
irrigating Seri.
Sixth column [Cheri high-level sluice]: For the one northern high-level sluice, there is a whole channel
irrigating Seri.6
Seventh column [Maganipattu and Thuraiperumpakkam sluices]: North Maganipattu sluice 1,
Toraiperumbakkam [Thuraiperumpakkam] sluice 1, in all, sluices 2. From these flows one [Muduman]
channel, which feeds a channel with water one foot deep irrigating Vannarapatti, Murukkan, Sangaladi
[Sengaladi], Vemban, and other fields of Seri to the west of Chinnakadavasal, and flowing alongside
of the pathway west of Anandapillaiyar [Anantha Pillaiyar] temple. From the said Muduman channel
in Seri, branches out a channel near the Murukkan (field) by the side of the deep pool, having a
flow of water that can pass through one human foot-space (in a dam) alongside of Sengaladi and
irrigating the Tattankoviladi [Thattan Koviladi] field in Maganipattu. This irrigates the Vellam ‘torn’
fields of Seri. The surplus water from the calingula of the tank, the water draining from the base of
the Upparantangal [Upparanthangal] supply dam, and the water draining from the Chinnakadavasal
supply dam to be constructed, together with the waters issuing from the abovementioned two sluices
of Maganipattu and Toraiperumbakkam form a channel. Out of this channel, water one foot deep
flows into the Muduman channel of Seri. The remaining water feeds the channel flowing eastward
on account of the said supply dam. The water thereof is divided into eleven shares [pangus] (in the
following manner).
One share of water is taken for one channel going to Pudupattu [Puthupattu] alongside of the supply
dam. Two shares of water are taken for one channel which branches out of the big channel running
to the east of the above and irrigates the Putteripallam [Putheripallam] fields of Maganipattu. Out of
the share of water due to Sirasathavalapuram [Sirasthavalapuram] from the above (share of) water,
water that can flow through one human foot-space (in a dam), being allowed for and carried to the
Putteripallam channel, irrigates Sirasathavalapuram. The remaining water irrigates Maganipattu.
From the channel along which flows the remaining water left thereafter, water that can pass through
one human foot-space (in a dam) is allowed to flow out in a channel to irrigate Vadakkumedu and
Nellitope fields in Seri. Out of the water flowing in the big channel running to the east of the above,
two shares of water are taken for one ‘(illegible)’ channel irrigating Maganipattu. Out of this, as much
water as may be necessary for the irrigation of the western fields of the said Maganipattu and the
fields of Attiyadi [Athiyadi] is dammed and diverted into Toraiperumbakkam channel. Two shares
of water are taken for the Alappakkam [Alapakkam] channel running to the east of the above. Out
of this water, one-sixth share is taken for Sattuvathithathu [Sathuvanatham]. The remaining water
irrigates Alappakkam. One share of water is taken for the Tazhuvanamkattu [Thaluvanampattu]
channel running to the east of this. Four shares of water are taken for the Toraiperumbakkam channel
running to the east of the above. Out of this, as much water as may be necessary for the irrigation of the
5
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According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Moolai sluice in 1983 was 783
acres, irrigating three villages, viz., Kattalai, Cheri, and Kaveripakkam.
According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of these two sluices in 1983 was 447
acres.
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western fields of Maganipattu and the fields of Attiyadi is allowed to be taken, and out of the remaining
water, one-sixth share is taken for Sirasthavalapuram by means of one channel. Out of the remaining
five-sixths, one-sixth share of water irrigates Murunjupakkam [Moonjipakkam]. The remaining water
irrigates Toraiperumbakkam.7 These are (the particulars of) the two sluices irrigating Maganipattu and
Toraiperumbakkam.
Eighth column [Paracheri mettu bommai sluice]: From the one high-level Doll [Bommai] sluice of the
north Paracheri, one full channel irrigates Seri.8
Ninth column [Panniyur sluice]: From the one channel from Manniyur [Panniyur] sluice 1, north
of the calingula, flows one channel irrigating five cawnies [6.65 acres] of the Kosavanpattadai
fields of Seri. Out of the remaining water flowing eastward, there is one channel for the one share
of Gangadharanallur [Gangatharanellur]. From the one channel for the two shares of Panniyur–
Kilviranam flows one channel for the one share of Kilviranam in the foreshore of the Panniyur tank,
and one channel for the one share of Panniyur. These are (the particulars of) the one Panniyur sluice
and of the ten tank sluices.9
Tenth column: These channels are used for irrigation, the respective parties digging a channel according
to the mamul rate [right]; but they should not dig deeper than mamul.
Eleventh column: In times of water scarcity, the water draining from the Paduka [Ethuka], Sitteri
[Sitheri] and Elandadi [Elandai] fields of Ramapuram is utilised for irrigating the Arusur pine-apple
half cawnie of the garden lands of Kaveripakkam Fort, by putting up a supply dam at the Ramapuram
Paracheri in the channel going to Kondapuram and other villages; and the remaining water is allowed
to irrigate the Kaveripakkam fields.

[Details on the Construction of Surplus Weir (Kondam) in KPT]
Twelfth column: To the south of the Panniyur sluice and north of the Paracheri high-level sluice at the
extremity of the tank (is) calingula 125 [125 kal; length of the weir]. When the tank receives excessive
water supply and this calingula is opened and the Pinnur calingula [the tanks situated below this one
are also getting filled] is closed as far as possible, the water thus oozing out is flowing in a pool; and
this water is used for irrigation by means of a supply-dam being raised and by being baled out with
picottah according to mamul in the manner following:
First mode: Uppuranthangal supply-dam 1. This supply-dam pertains to the Uppurantangal irrigation.
Second mode: Small calingula 1. Particulars of villages irrigated by this (water) with which joins the
water of the Maganipattu and Toraiperumbakkam sluices are given in the seventh column. Besides
this, the people of Uppurantangal bale out water for fields under cultivation with two picottahs from
the stagnant water of the said Chinnakadavasal.
Third mode: To the east of the Chinnakadavasal is one supply-dam of Seri. The water of this supply-dam
pertains to the irrigation of Seri. Besides this, water is baled out by four picottahs by the Maganipattu
people between the supply-dam of Seri and that of the Chinnakadavasal for (the irrigation of)
Maganipattu. The people of the Seri village put up picottahs adequate for irrigation and bale out water.
Fourth mode: For the one channel through which flows the water drained from the Seri supply-dam,
irrigation for the fields of Abiramacheri along the pool is for seven jamams (one jamam is three
hours); and irrigation for the Meleru third supply-dam fields of Kaveripakkam is for one jamam in
the noon from sunrise. Thus the total (period of irrigation) for two villages is eight jamams making
one day. Within these limits is one picottah baling out (water) for the Meleru third supply-dam of
Kaveripakkam.
7
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According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of the Maganipattu and
Thuraiperumpakkam sluices in 1983 was 1,492 acres spread over in five villages, namely Cheri,
Maganipattu, Alapakkam, Puthupattu, and Thuraiperumpakkam.
According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Paracheri sluice in 1983 was 41
acres.
According to the Updated Settlement Registers, the total ayacut of Panniyur sluice in 1983 was 164
acres, which is distributed in two villages.
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Fifth mode: To the east of the Seri supply-dam is the one supply-dam of Munjipakkam,
Toraiperumbakkam and Kaverippakkam. The water flowing in this irrigates Munjipakkam all the 30
nazhigais of the night. It irrigates Toraiperumbakkam fields for 20 nazhigais in the day-time and the
Yeru third supply-dam fields of Kaverippakkam for 10 nazhigais in the day-time from sunrise. Thus
the total (period of irrigation) for two villages during day-time is 30 nazhigais and the total for three
villages is 60 nazhigais making one day.
Sixth mode: To the east of this, for one supply-dam of Iralachcheri–Kaveripakkam, irrigation for
Iralachcheri is for 50 nazhigais [20 hours] and irrigation for the Yeru third supply-dam fields [third
kondam fields] of Kaverippakkam during day-time from sunrise is for 10 nazhigais [4 hours]. Thus
the total (period of irrigation) for two villages is 60 nazhigais making one day. Besides this, between
the supply-dam of the aforesaid Iralachcheri and other (villages), and that of Munjipakkam and
other (villages), there are four picottahs belonging to Toraiperumbakkam, one picottah belonging
to Abiramacheri, one to Kaveripakkam Kizheru third supply-dam [Keleru third kondam] and one
to Meleru third supply-dam; thus there are two picottahs for Kaveripakkam and seven picottahs for
three villages.
Seventh mode: To the east of the supply-dam of Iralachcheri and other (villages), there is a supply-dam
for Kuttirampattu [Uthirampattu], Othulampattu [Ogalapattu] and Dharmanidhi [Dharmanithi],
and there are also supply-dams, etc., for many other villages.

[Sources of Supply to KPT]
Thirteenth column: Particulars of water-supply for Kaveripakkam tank are (as follow): In that part
of the region for diverting water in the Palar which lies within the limits of Tiriyekambacheri
[Tiruyekambacheri], a dam is constructed extending from the western side of the bridge over the
river channel in Sattambakkam to Raysithottam [Rayasithottam] limits on the southern bank of the
river, and a channel runs through the boundary limits of the seven villages, viz., Tiriyekambacheri,
Sattambakkam, Pundi [Poondi], Kadapperi [Kadaperi], Sumaithangi, Yeri [Cheri] and Pulluvari
[Pilleri]. Mamul (irrigation) in force with respect to this channel is (as follows):
First mode: Tiriyekambacheri river channel – 1, which goes along the southern bank at the head of
the channel where the dam construction commences.
Second mode: Sattambakkam river channel – 1, which goes along the northern bank.
Third mode: Further off, to the east of the Koonamadai [Koonmadai] is the one sluice-channel which
carries off the water of the Pundi tank through a sluice built underground across the river-channel
by constructing a reservoir from the northern side for the irrigation of the land south of the riverchannel belonging to Velliyantangal village which is a hamlet of Pundi village.
Fourth mode: To the west hereof, one reservoir picottah (A picottah, baling out water from a reservoir
constructed by its side) is used for irrigating garden lands by a spring dug by the Pundi people in the
river-channel in times of water scarcity.
Fifth mode: To the north hereof is one masonry supply-dam constructed for irrigating the Kadapperi
fields on the eastern bank of the river channel, to which is taken the surplus water flowing in the
channel after it is drained off within the said Kadapperi limits, as also the Kadapperi waters. When
the water of the river-channel flows to the tank, the turfs laid on the said masonry supply-dam are
removed. When the supply water drains away, the said Kadapperi people put them on again.
Sixth mode: To the north of this is one earthwork supply-dam of the said Kadapperi people. The said
supply-dam used to be put up after the eighth of Thai [20th January]. Again when water is available, it
is removed. As the mud of the said earthwork supply-dam is washed into the tank and causes damage
to it year after year, the said supply-dam used to be constructed only once a year but not again.
Seventh mode: To the north of this is the one brick-built sluice of Ramapuram north of Pannandarai
(Literally, twelve and a half) in the Sumaithangi limits and immediately north of the paracheri, on
the eastern bank of the said river channel. Through this the water draining in the river-channel flows
in one channel and is utilized customarily in the proportion of two shares to Ramapuram and one
share to Sumaithangi. In order that the water of the river-channel might not be wasted when the
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channel conveys water-supply, the water that is in excess of the (quantity required for) irrigation
by the sluices, etc., is secured, and if at any time excessive water-supply is conveyed in the channel,
the aforesaid sluices, etc., are completely safeguarded, and when the supply water drains away, the
mamul described above is followed. It is not customary for the people of the villages of Sumaithangi
eri [tank] and Pulluvari [Pilleri] to bale out water in the river-channel with picottahs. These are the
(particulars of irrigation from) the one river-channel.
Fourteenth column: To the north-west of the corner-sluice is the one channel into which flow the water
escaping at the extremities of the tanks of the following and other villages at the foreshore of the tank,
viz., Olugur, Chengadu, Ammur, Vangur and Valluvambakkam [Valluvampakkam], within the limits
of these villages, the hill-floods, etc., when there are rains, and the water draining from the fields.
Fifteenth column: The water escaping at the extremities of the tanks of Kalapperi [Kadaperi],
Sumaithangi and Marutheri empties itself into the Kaveripakkam tank.
Sixteenth column: In the bed of the tank, from the border of Valluvampakkam the Kacha river channel
— the spring channel — flows through the corner sluice into a channel which, not being in good
repair, is dug for the irrigation of Seri village in times of water scarcity.
Seventeenth column: When the tank is drying up, the village mamul in baling out the water of the tank
for the lands in its foreshore is (as follows):
First mode: Five picottahs at the deep pool and two picottahs at the Koonankuttai [Konankuttai
Etram] were used for baling out water within Valluvampakkam limits, by the people of the said
place from the days of the Nawab Sahib to the [Tamil year] Paritapi [Parithabi; 1782]. During the
said year more picottahs than the total number of seven were put up (and water baled out); disputes
arose and a suit was filed in the Darbar of Nizam Muhi-ud-din Khan Sahib; Kullappa Mudali, a ryot
of Valluvampakkam, swore on the Narasimhaswami Hill of Sholinghur [Solingapuram Temple] that
sixteen picottahs used to bale out water every year; and since then [1782 onwards] fourteen picottahs
bale out water within the region where the said Kachchandi [Kachchanadi] channel and the spring
channel meet, when there is water in the deep pool [maduvu] of that channel. When the (flow of)
water in the pool stops, water should not be baled out. The two picottahs at the Koonankuttai bale out
water, during the time when water is diminishing, as long as water reaches the picottah pit [ethukkuli].
When there is no water, it should not be baled out. These are the (particulars of the) sixteen reservoir
picottahs of Valluvampakkam.
Second mode: On the northern side of the Suttukulam [pond] of Seri there are two reservoir picottahs
[thotti etrams] with which the people of Ponnappantangal [Ponnappanthangal] bale out water for the
cultivable lands of the said village which lie in the bed of the Kaveripakkam tank. When the tank is
getting dry, water is baled out as long as it reaches the picottah pit by a channel dug not deeper than
mamul.
Third mode: Two reservoir picottahs are employed by the people of Edayantangal [Edayanthangal]
to bale out water on the southern side of the land lying along the pond in the said place. When the
tank is getting dry, water is baled out as long as it reaches the picottah pit by a channel dug not deeper
than mamul.
Fourth mode: The people of Sheri used to put up picottah and bale out, from the water draining from
the tank, water adequate for the irrigation of about 40 cawnies of the cultivable [pattadai] land which
lie in the bed of the tank and extend from Suttukulam to the place opposite to the Maganipattu sluice,
and cultivate the same.
Fifth mode: The people of Sumaithangi used to put up in the Pachantagal [Eachanthangal] odai
(a large watercourse) of the said place one reservoir picottah and one Sadaichi-pattadai reservoir
picottah, altogether two reservoir picottahs, and bale out water as long as water reaches the picottah
pit, without digging deeper than mamul.
Sixth mode: It is not customary for the two villages of Eri [Cheri] and Pulluvari to bale out water of
Kaveripakkam Tank. When the tank is getting dry in this manner, it is customary to bale out water
for the fields in the bed of the tank.
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[Free catchment areas of KPT]
Eighteenth column: Particulars of the villages contributing to the catchment area of the aforesaid
tank are (as follow): In the lands of the villages of Kaveripakkam Eri, Pulluvari, Sumaithangi Eri,
Ponnappantangal, Edayantangal, Pagavelli [Bhagaveli], Musiri, and Valluvampakkam an extent
sufficient for the filling up of the tank is under water. When the water drains away (from this area), the
respective villages put up picottahs and bale out water as mentioned in column 17, and also sink wells,
and cultivate wet crops, garden crops, crops on dry lands classed as wet, cholam, cumbu, etc.

[Procedures adopted to intercept water from the Palar to KPT]
Nineteenth column: Particulars of men employed for diverting the water of the Palar river for
the supply of the aforesaid tank are – for 100 men (to be supplied) the proportion is (as follows):
Kaveripakkam 20 men, Kondapuram 12 men, Attipattu 4, Vilaham [Villaham] 4, Sirukarumbur 4,
Iralachcheri 4, Perukarumbur Kanderi [Nanderi] 2, Kattalai 8, Abiramacheri 4, Seri 15, Maganipattu
6, Tazhavanampattu 2, Toraiperumbakkam 6, Sirasthavalapuram 2, Pudupattu 4, Kilviranam
[Kilveeranam] 1, Panniyur 1, and Gangadharanellur [Gangatharanellur] 1. Thus the total number
of men for the nineteen villages is 100. According to this proportion, a sufficient number of men
should proceed to the river channel, dam and divert the water; and all the men of the aforesaid villages
should remain in the river channel until water is collected till it rises to the level of flooring of the
calingula. Among the people of the northern parts, men from the villages of Kattalai, Abiramacheri,
Maganipattu, Tazhavanampattu, Toraiperumbakkam, Sirasthavalapuram, Kilviranam, Panniyur,
Gangadharanallur, and Seri should, when water reaches up to the calingula, come to the calingula
and hoe, trample and (unintelligible) [embank by] every one in his respective limits. Men from the
other villages should dam (the water) as long as the river gets its flow and divert it into the channel.
When there is a flow in the river, whatever may be the number of men going to the river channel, two
men from Alapakkam should stay and twist into hands the 25 ‘torn’ straw ‘torn’ [make paddy straw
fire to alert the people]. They should wait and be noting the guage and communicate to the men and
the Government servants [Talaiyari (village revenue functionary to assist the Village Administrative
Officer), the Karnam (village accountant), and the Maniyam (village headman)] in that place from
time to time the news of the freshes coming therein. Besides, when they have to take food or sleep
in the nights, one man should be present after the other by turns. When the river gets water, a miras
fisherman should be present along with the aforesaid men. Further, the Government used to have
everything done by the people of the respective villages according to exigencies.
Twentieth column: During the time when the tank gets water, one man should bring news about the
big river channel [Palar], another about 12½, another about guage (of water) in the Lion (sluice)
cistern [Singha Kinathalavu], and another about the Kachi [Kachchi] river channel. Thus information
is given about the inflow and drainage of water. If hoeing and trampling take place at the calingula, one
should be present there both day and night and attend the guage at the Doll sluice frequently and be
informing the Government servants and villagers who are at the calingula chavadi (A choultry, or the
place where the chief of a village holds his meetings) [in Kaveripakkam village]. He should also close
and open the sluice. These duties should be discharged by the miras fisherman.

[Policing the Tank]
Twenty-first column: Particulars about watching from huts on the tank-bund are (as follow): After
water is collected at Kadavasal, the totis and talaiyaris of Ramapuram should erect and live in huts
near the Ramapuram [Gaffor] sluice. The totis and talaiyaris of the four villages, viz., Kondapuram,
Attimbi [Athipattu], Vilaham and Sirukarumbur should erect and live in huts near the Fox sluice. The
totis, talaiyaris and kambukattis [kammukutties] of Kaveripakkam should erect and live in huts near
the Lion sluice. The totis and talaiyaris of Kattalai should erect and live in huts within the limits of
Kattalai. Near the Seri kanniarkovil [Cheri Kanniga temple] the totis and talaiyaris of Maganipattu
and Toraiperumbakkam should erect and live in huts. Near the turning of the corner of the high-level
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sluice, the toti of Seri should erect and live in a hut. Near the Panniyur sluice, the totis and talaiyaris of
Panniyur, Kilviranam and Gangadharanellur should erect and live in huts.
When the totis and talaiyaris are present in (their) huts in the respective limits, they should be beating
tom-toms and keeping the people in the calingula chavadi informed of what is taking place in their
respective limits. In the premises of the Government chavadi near the calingula, the persons to be
present are: miras fisherman 1, the talaiyaris of Maganipattu, Toraiperumbakkam, Seri, Abiramacheri,
‘torn’ cheri, the kudimi (a snake-catcher and dealer in antidotes for the bites of snakes) of the aforesaid
villages and the headman, the karnams [accountant], and the Government servants of the aforesaid
villages. These should be present. At that place below the bund, the toti of Alappakkam should erect a
hut and stay there always having a fire grate with him. For the residents of the totis, talaiyaris and other
pariahs present at the Government chavadi, huts should be erected below the bund. Sufficient number
of twigs of the koran tree (for being used as torches) should be supplied by the Government from the
taluk. The Government servants should carry lighted koran twigs with them, patrol at night on the
bund warning the totis and talaiyaris present in the huts and get things done according to exigencies.
Twenty-second column: The mamul for closing up the calingula—Seri stones 30, Kattalai 6, Abiramacheri
4, Maganipattu 26, Tazhavanampattu stones 9, Toraiperumbakkam stones 21, Munjipakkam 5,
Sirasathavalapuram 9, Panniyur 5, Kilvaranam 5, and Gangadharanellur 5, thus the total number of
stones for the eleven villages is 125. In this manner each should hoe and press down with the feet
‘illegible,’ commencing from the south. When the calingula is opened, it is done commencing from the
north. The stones removed as per proportion, viz., the 125 stones used by being trampled underfoot
well when the (calingula) was closed, should after the water is safeguarded to its (existing) level, be
secured by the respective parties and (unintelligible). When the calingula is completely opened, people
should themselves secure and safeguard their respective stones. When the calingula is opened and the
water dammed, tamarind twigs are needed for putting up a dam. The Government used to send for
those twigs from the villages in which there are (tamarind) trees and keep them.
Twenty-third column: For putting up a dam in the river channels, for closing the calingula and any
madais which may occur and for constructing huts, etc., at the tank-bund, etc., the villagers under
irrigation by the tank should supply straw according to the practice of each village.

[Maintenance of Channels in the Fox and Lion Sluices]
Twenty-fourth column: Mamul for the digging of channels from tanks by the people themselves is
(as follows): The Fox Sluice channel is dug by the people themselves of Perukarumbur–Nanderi to
the east of Kaveripakkam up to the limits (?) of Conjeevaram [Perukarumbur]. Beyond that as far
as Agaram madai, the people of Kaveripakkam and Perukarumbur–Nanderi should dig the channel
each one-half. Further on up to the sluice the people of Kondapuram and the people of Attipattu,
Vilaham and Siru Karumbur [Sirukarumbur] should dig each one-half. The big channel [perunkalvai]
branching off from the Lion Sluice channel up to the Pappathurai [Pappar thakkai] of Kaveripakkam,
and the portion of Mavan channel [Maman kalvai] pertaining to Uppumedu up to the burial-ground
of children in Kaveripakkam should be dug by the people of Iralachcheri themselves. Beyond that, the
people of Kaveripakkam should themselves dig (the channel).
Twenty-fifth column: Particulars of turns in the Kaveripakkam Lion Sluice channel are (as follow):
Particulars of the use of water by turns by the people of Kaveripakkam in times of water scarcity when
there is a water-supply for about forty days are — Uppumedu share turn 1, intermediate share turn 1,
half-share Kattakkal [Kattalai kal] share turn 1, flower garden share turn ½, Kanniakovil share turn ½;
thus for five shares there are four turns. Irrigation is accordingly made. If turns are fixed, water is not
supplied to Iralachcheri.
Twenty-sixth column: On the bund of said [Kaveripakkam] tank, a madai need not be opened.
Twenty-seventh column: From the Kachchandi [Kachchanathi] channel mentioned in the fourteenth
column, there is a channel opened for supplying water to the Ponnappantangal tank within the limits
of Valluvanpakkam [Valluvampakkam]. Nobody should check the flow from the water diverted from
this to Ponnappantangal tank.
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Twenty-eighth column: Near the Koonamadai of the river channel, there is a hut for the totis of Attipattu,
Vilaham, Siru Karumbur and Kondapuram to (stay in and) keep watch. The totis of the aforesaid
villages should remain in this (hut) and give information to the Government about the channel.
To this effect is the Mamulnama executed by us with free will.
(A true translation) (by) C. N. Saravana Mudaliyar, Tamil Translator to Government, [dated] 26th
June 1917.

Dusi–Mamandur Tank10
[Words in brackets, including subheadings] = commentary/notes by K. Sivasubramaniyan.

[The Mamulnama of Dusi–Mamandur Tank (DMT) was written by eight prominent landlords—
Venkatachchariar, Arulbu Venkatasesaiyankar, Venkayyar, Chinna Appanaiyyankar, Emperumal
Ayyankar, Kuruvi Venkatachchari, Kanakku Ramasamy Pillai, and Ramakrishna Pillai—on 16
November 1816. The document speaks about the supply of water to the tank and the allocation of
water to different villages served by it.]11
When there is no supply from the Palar, two supply dams are to be built, one at Tiruppanankadu and
the other at Vallakulam, to divert the drainage and rain water flowing in the inlet (Thennampattu)
channel to DMT. Further, along with the five sluices (two in Arasankuppam, one each in
Settithangal, Olugampakkam, and Vellakulam), the tank surpluses of Hariharapakkam, Cholapuram,
Perumbulimedu, Sellaperumbulimedu, Sithathur, and Alingilpattu villages and the field drainages also
reach DMT through the foreshore area of Chithathur Odai. In the abovesaid manner, if water reaches
DMT at full tank level, it should be feasible to irrigate the ayacut for 18 months.
The supply dams at Tiruppanankadu and Vallakulam are to be removed during the Tamil month Aadi
[July], and the channel should not be obstructed by constructing supply dam till the Tamil month Thai
[January]. During the month of Chithirai [April], when rain water and the surpluses and drainages of
Venkalathur village are available, the supply dam should be removed. Only if the flow of water stopped
by itself, as a result of poor rainfall or drainage, the supply dam might be built.

[Sluices of DMT]
The southern end of the tank has two sluices. One is a plank-inserted high-level sluice and the other a
plank-inserted low-level [naligai vasal—a measure of the flow of water which passes through] sluice.
The northern end of the tank also has two sluices. One is a plank-inserted high-level sluice, and
adjacent to it is the other, a plank-inserted naligai vasal low-level sluice. Hence, a total of four sluices,
of which the first two are called (elevated) Dusi sluices and the other two are called Mamandur (deep)
sluices.

10 This English version (of the mamulnama of the Dusi–Mamandur tank) was prepared by
K. Sivasubramaniyan based on his notes. It excludes some micro-level (field) details of water
distribution, which have been provided in the Tamil version (Appendix 2) for reference.
11 In the mamulnama of the Dusi–Mamandur tank (DMT), we do not get any detail regarding the
number of persons from each village required to participate in the diversion of flow, either from
the Rajakkal channel or from the diversion spot at Palar Anicut. However, the general method to
be adopted for getting supply to the tank is specified clearly.
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[Method of Water Distribution during Normal Supply Period]
When DMT is full, the high-level sluice of Mamandur should be opened first, and the water shall be
released up to the mark touching the Pillaiyar Thumbikkai [a carved stone structure available at the
sight of the sluice]. At that time, a supply dam should be built across the Sothiyampakkam channel
and the Anjuran channel to irrigate the lands located in the lower region. For this, a supply dam is
built of 2.5 feet height and 6.25 feet breadth, in which 1.5 feet of water is diverted to the low-lying
lands and the remaining water is let into Naalu Karadi Kuttai [a place located in the Mamandur region
of Kavalmaniyam lands], in which the water passes to 3 totis, but supply available for irrigation is
only 2 totis. The share of water between Anjuran channel and Sothiyampakkam channel is 4:1.[Water
Distribution through the Sothiyampakkam Channel]
Water passing through the Sothiyampakkam channel is used by Narasamangalam village limit
through a totti. There are in all 13 such tottis. Three are Vaniyam Piravidai tottis. Two are on the
western side of the village, one further north, one further east (Alamarathu totti); one further south
near Thennamaram, two further east of Amman temple, one further south (Maniyam totti), one in
Ottanthangal Ulvai, and one in the upper portion of Venkatrayan Chattra Thoppu. These 13 tottis
should not be operated at a time, but shall be operated one after one. By this method, all the tottis can
be operated for a day of 60 nazhigais. Below this, one koodai [a local measure of flow] water is diverted
to Poondi lands and further west near the Eachen Kuttai lands. One koodai water is diverted by placing
palmyra woods across the channels. Further below in the Valavandal limit, to irrigate the lands of that
village, and above the Anjuran channel, water is diverted at 1 meri [a local measure; 9 inches] breadth
and 7 inches height by placing palmyra woods. Below it, water goes to Sothiyampakkam limits to
irrigate the lands of that village. The measurable limit of supply to this village is 3 feet breadth and 6
inches height. To the village of Bagavanthapuram, water passes at a measure of 2 feet breadth and 6
inches height. One share water of Sothiyampakkam channel is utilised in the aforesaid manner.

[Distribution of Water through Anjuran Channel]
The total share of water in the Anjuran Channel is four pangus [shares], in which there is a mamul
right to irrigate the lands in Narasamangalam through 11 madais. These are: Vannanthurai madai 1,
further south madai 1, further east madai 1, further north madai 1, Pidari koil madai 1, further lower
portion madai 1, further east madai 1, further east madai 1, further east madai 1, Pakkirimanya madai
1, and further south madai 1. These 11 madais should be opened during irrigation time. At other
times they must be closed. In Narasamangalam village near Komutti lands, 2 cawnies are irrigated by
blocking the Anjuran channel. After irrigation it should be removed. In that place in order to irrigate
the lands of Narasamangalam and Mamandur, a channel passes through the lands of Venkatrayan
thottam upper portion of Karuma Maaniyam at a measure of one foot breadth and 6 inches height.
In Narasamangalam limit, a channel is available to irrigate the Chinna Mandraradi Kanakku Maaniyam
lands. To irrigate Karuma maaniyam lands located in the three villages of Mamandur, Poondi, and
Valavandal a mattu has been constructed at a measure of 3 feet breadth and 9 inches height. From this
mattu, at a measure of 2 feet breadth and 6 inches height, water is diverted separately in a channel to
irrigate the lands of Mamandur and Poondi. The water flowing in the Poondi channel irrigates Poondi
and Valavandal lands equally. The share of water to Poondi is 3/8 cawnies, which should be irrigated by
obstructing and diverting the Mamandur Vaiyali channel. After irrigation, it should be removed. The
water flowing to the above three villages, namely, Mamandur, Poondi, and Valavandal is blocked near
Poondi border to irrigate 1 cawnie land of that village, and after irrigation it should be removed. From
this channel ½ cawnie nanjai land may also be irrigated. In the channel, which irrigates the abovesaid
three villages, one small channel [kannikalvai] passes to the east of the supply dam to irrigate Poondi
lands. Further east, the channel is diverted to irrigate 3/8 cawnies and then removed. Further east, (is)
one small channel, in which ½ cawnie land is irrigated by erecting a supply dam, and after irrigation it
should be removed. Further east (is) one small channel, further east near Paracheri one small channel.
Hence, the total small channels for Poondi is 5, in which water is to be diverted whenever it is required,
and in other times it must be closed.
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Further east, water flows to irrigate the lands of Mamandur, Sothiyampakkam, and Valavandal. Water
passing to irrigate the lands in Sithalapakkam may go in a channel directly. The Kiribudasu Maaniyam
lands in Mamandur are irrigated by a small channel, which takes off from Valavandal channel. Further
east, water flows to Valavandal channel to irrigate the abovesaid 3 villages. The Anjuran channel
irrigates Valavandal village. In this channel, a mattu has been built at a measure of 6 inches breadth
and 4 inches height to irrigate the lands located at the border of Valavandal in the south of the flower
garden of southern mettukaran odai. Further south of Valavandal border, the channel is blocked by
a partial diversion [andai] method to irrigate the lands, and after irrigation it should be removed.
Further east of the flower garden lands, water is diverted to moolamadai channel at a measure of 1 foot
breadth and 6 inches height. Within the borders of Valavandal, there are two channels to irrigate the
lands of that village.
Further, there is one east-going channel to supply water to Vadakalpakkam lands in which a mattu has
been constructed at a measure of 1 foot breadth and 6 inches height. Further east, there is one channel
with a measure of 6 inches breadth and 6 inches height to supply water. Hence the Vadakalpakkam
channels are two.
Towards the east, to supply water to Mannur lands, a mattu is constructed in a channel of 9 inches breadth
and 6 inches height, from which water is diverted. Further east, to supply water to Kilnayakanpalayam,
a channel is diverted, for which a mattu is erected at a measure of 1 foot breadth and 6 inches height.
Towards east, there is a small channel to supply water to Girijapuram. In the east-going channel, a
mattu is raised with 9 inches breadth and 6 inches height to divert water further down. Hence there
are two channels for Girijapuram. These might be operated alternately. Further east, a channel supplies
water with 1 foot breadth and 6 inches height. Hence at the border of Girijapuram village, there are
three channels in which only two supply water.
Further east of Girijapuram limit, to supply water equally to Menallur and Punaithangal villages, a
diversion structure is built by plank at a measure of 1 foot breadth and 6 inches height. In Menallur
branch channel, to irrigate ¾ cawnie in Girijapuram, the one-foot channel is blocked and it should
be merged with Menallur and Punaithangal channel, from which 1/3 water is to be diverted. The
remaining 2/3 water is let along with the Menallur channel and diverted, half the supply to Menallur
and the remaining half to Girijapuram. After irrigation, the small channel should be closed and the
one-foot channel of Girijapuram should be opened. This is the method of water distribution when
DMT reaches its full capacity.

[Method of Water Distribution during Scarcity Period]
During scarcity period, the water distribution procedures in Anjuran channel are as follows: The
village Narasamangalam has 11 madais, for which water is diverted according to the availability, i.e.,
greater the supply, more water is let into the channel. The remaining water goes to Karuma Maaniyam
madai which supplies water to the villages of Mamandur, Poondi, and Valavandal. The remaining
water is let into the Valavandal channel according to the availability of water, and the remaining water
goes to Valavandal border. There the corner madai cawnie ¼ should be irrigated and then be allowed
to pass further down.
Further east, at the border of Vadakalpakkam, the channel is obstructed fully and the supplies are
utilised for 40 nazhigais and then opened out. Further down, the channel passes to Mannur village,
where it is blocked, and the Vadakalpakkam channel also is blocked to irrigate 20 nazhigais and then
opened. The Mannur channel is closed, and all waters are diverted to Kilnayakanpalayam border. At that
point, the channel should be fully blocked to irrigate the lands for 30 nazhigais in Kilnayakanpalayam
and then the channel should be opened.
Water further passes to Girijapuram border. There it is stopped to irrigate the lands of that village for
60 nazhigais and then let out to Menallur where the water is blocked fully to irrigate that village lands
for 30 nazhigais, then the water further flows to Punaithangal border. There it irrigates that village
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lands for 30 nazhigais. This is the mamul method and procedure adopted for water distribution in
Anjuran channel during scarcity period.
During scarcity period, when the low-lying lands face inadequate supply, the eastern side of the cistern
should be opened. During scarcity, when the supply does not reach the elevated lands, the rear cistern
(totti) of the low-level sluice should be opened to irrigate the lands of Narasamangalam, Mamandur,
and Poondi. For this, in the low-lying channel, a supply dam is built to irrigate the fields of the
aforesaid villages and then the flow is diverted to the low-lying lands of Mamandur, Valavandal, and
Kilnayakanpalayam. The remaining water irrigates the Kaval Maaniyam madai lands in Mamandur
village. The remaining water is lifted by 2 channel cisterns (tottis).
Further east in Narasamangalam border, there are 4 madais and 6 small channels available to irrigate
that village. These are: Maniyam Thoppai madai, Palla Koneri madai, further east madai, and a further
east madai. Towards the east of these madais there is one (small) channel, further east one (small)
channel, further east one (small) channel, further east one (small) channel, further east one Kaval
Maaniyam (small) channel, and further east one Koothadi Maaniyam (small) channel. These 6 small
channels and 4 madais are operated according to the needs of irrigation, i.e., whenever required. In
other times it should be closed.
Within the Narasamangalam region there is a customary practice to lift water by installing channel
cisterns [totti etrams]. By this arrangement, there is one cistern near Pidari Koil. It should be operated
according to irrigation needs. Further east near Pakkiri Maaniyam lands, there is one cistern. It can
be operated continuously throughout day and night. However, when the cistern is in operation, the
aforesaid first cistern [near Pidari Koil] should not be operated. Further east, in Mannaradi there is
one cistern. It may be operated according to the needs of irrigation. When the last said cistern is in
operation, the first two cisterns must be stopped. Hence, there are three channel cisterns in which two
can be operated alternately and the remaining one can be operated throughout day and night.
Further east, is one Karuman Maaniyam channel, which irrigates the lands of Narasamangalam and
Mamandur. For which there is a measure to divert water at 1 foot breadth and 4 inches height in
the channel. Towards east in the Poondi channel, 1/3 of water is let out, and the remaining water is
released to Mamandur channel.
During scarcity period, in Anjuran channel, the 6 small channels [kannikalvais]and 4 madais of
Narasamangalam and 5 madais of Mamandur should be given proper supply, and the remaining
water along with the Poondi channel water should be blocked to irrigate the Poondi lands for a day
and Mamandur lands for two days. This is the mamul procedure to irrigate the lands of Poondi and
Mamandur by the big channel irrigation method (Perunkalvai Pasana Murai).
To irrigate the lands of Narasamangalam, Poondi, Mamandur, and Valavandal, a channel passes
through the border of Mamandur. In the Mamandur upper sluice (elevated) channel there is a supply
dam built to supply water to the lower sluice channel, for which, water is diverted at a measure of 2½
feet breadth and 1½ feet height. This water is let into the lower sluice cistern at the rear, in which two
shares are let into the lower sluice channel and one share may be let into the upper sluice channel.
In Mamandur region, there are 3 madais and 1 small channel. The madais are: Nallanthangal madai,
further below one madai, and further below one madai. Further below one small channel. Further
east in Narasamangalam region the channel is blocked to irrigate 2½ cawnies lands in that village by
erecting a supply dam, and after irrigation it should be removed. Further east in Mamandur region ¼
cawnie Kanakku Maaniyam and ¼ cawnie Vaarapathu can also be irrigated by erecting a supply dam.
Then it should be removed.
[This version excludes micro-level (field) details of water distribution. Refer Appendix 2.]
At the border of Narasamangalam, there is a mamul to construct totti to irrigate the lands of that
village. Three such tottis are available, of which two are in operation. During irrigation time, according
to mamul, water should not be lifted by using one totti above another totti. Two acres of nanjai lands
are given sedai (irrigating harvested dry paddy field) to raise crops by that land. At Poondi border, one
totti is operated throughout the day and night to irrigate that village. But water should not be lifted
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by using one totti above another totti. One cawnie nanjai land at Poondi can also be irrigated. The
villagers of Narasamangalam, Poondi, and Mamandur may construct a supply dam once in 6 days to
irrigate 3 cawnie lands. Further water passes to Valavandal in the aforesaid procedure and 1½ share
of water is given to that village and one share of water is diverted to Mamandur high-level lands for
irrigation. During scarcity period, Mamandur farmers dig the channel, and it should be joined with
the big channel which passes through the border of Mamandur village. From this channel, the wet
lands of Mamandur are irrigated.

[Operational procedures for low-level sluice]
After depletion of water supply in the upper sluices, the low-level sluices are opened. During that time,
Vadakalpakkam, Mannur, Kilnayakanpalayam, and Girijapuram villages also get the supply by Oru
Madai Paichal method, in which, Vadakalpakkam gets supply for 30 nazhigais in the night and three
nazhigais in day time. Mannur village gets the entire supply in the day time of 17 nazhigais (6.8 hours).
Kilnayakanpalayam gets a full supply of 10 nazhigais in day time, 30 nazhigais in the night, and 10
nazhigais the next day. Girijapuram gets full supply in 20 nazhigais in day time. Hence a total of 120
nazhigais or two days [48 hours] are required to complete all the aforesaid lands for one full irrigation.
In the aforesaid villages, there should be no banana, sugarcane, or betel leaf cultivation.
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Glossary
andai
Anjuran channel
ayacut
ayacutdars
calingula
Chinnakadavasal
kammukutti
kani (cawnie)
kannikalvai
kondam
kudimaramat
madai
mamulnama

maaniyam
mattu
murai
naligai (nazhigai)
neerkatti
oradi channel
oru koodai
Oru Madai Paichal
pangu
picottah
thoti (totti)
thotti

A partial water diversion method using wood or other solid materials
An irrigation channel which supplies water to five revenue villages
Area commanded by surface irrigation sources such as tanks
Farmers who own land in the ayacut in any surface irrigation systems
A local name given for the surplus weir of the tank
A small surplus weir of a tank
Hereditary village-level irrigation worker
Equivalent to 1.33 acres (0.55 hectare)
A small irrigation channel
A temporary earthen embankment to divert water by using wood and
sandbags
Traditional community labour participation for maintenance of inlet,
main, branch, and field channels in surface irrigation system, such as
tanks
A small channel for irrigation or a small irrigation sluice of a channel
Document written in 1815 CE, which sets down in print the traditional
rules and regulations for augmentation and distribution of tank water.
In this document, customary rights and rules of inter-village allocation
were systematically recorded by prominent village ayacutdars in 1815,
and became authoritative statements on structures and water flow.
Interestingly, many of these rules and regulations are still followed in
the tank ayacut for sharing water
Grant land
A masonry irrigation structure from which a specified dimension of
two or more channels take off to supply water to the ayacut
a system of fixed, time-bound rationing of tank water supply adopted
during scarcity period
A period of 24 minutes
Government-appointed irrigation functionary to supervise tank water
supply
An irrigation structure formed to supply water (from the main
channel), equivalent to one foot depth
A small, local lift device, which had a capacity of roughly 50 litres
Channel-wise turn distribution of water supply practised during
deficit tank supply period
Share (of tank water) from a channel shared by more than one farmer
Picotah. A shallow water lift that used human power. The flow in this
method is roughly equal to 100 litres
A limit specification of water supply in a cistern/tub
Village-level hereditary irrigation workers who undertake both
irrigation as well as village-level works, as directed by the village
leaders
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